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FORECAST
Sunny today. Cloudy Thuitday. 
l i t t le  change in temperature. 
Winds
The Daily Courier HIGH AND lo wLow tonight and Idgh Thura* day at Kelowna 40 and 55. Terra- peratures recorded Tur^sday 29 and 55.
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Temperatures are expected to 
average below seasonal nor­
mals between the Atlantic 
Coast and Lake Ontario and in 
the northern parts of Alberta 
and British Columbia during 
the period from mid-October to 
mid-November. This map also
shows that above - average 
readings are expected in an 
area stretching from Lake Erie 
through northwestern Ontario 
and the southern parts of the 
Prairie Provinces almost to the 
Rockies. Precipitation is ex­
pected to be light in a band
stretching from the western 
Maritime Provinces to the Al­
berta - Saskatchewan border. 
Most of Newfoundland, western 
Alberta , and almost all of Bri­
tish Columbia are in for heavy 
precipitation.
(CP Newsmap)
The Interior Lumber Manufac­
turers’ Association has requested 
a government-supervised strike 
vote among woodworkers in the 
event the IWA rejects the pro­
posed pay increases.
This was pointed out by a 
spokesman for S. M. Simpson 
Ltd., in commenting on toe 
threatened strike action which 
faces toe lumber industry.
The southern interior member­
ship of toe IWA recently voted 
overwhelmingly to support any 
action taken by toe union’s policy 
committee.
MEDICAL FLAN 
A conciliation board recently 
recommended two pay increases 
of three per cent over the next 
two years. A Medical Services 
Association plan would also be 
provided under the new contract. 
The operators agreed to the 
board’s ruling.
A spokesman for the IWA said 
there have been "no new de­
velopments’* and that "no more 
information can be given out for 
toe present."
A government-supervised strike 
vote must be taken in the event 
toe IWA rejects the. jpropbsed 
•wage Incredsesrirthe  rnember- 
Ship favors a  walkout, the union 
would then be in a position to 
call a 'Strife within a 48-hour 
period. However, toe luilon must 
act within a three-month period 
under toe terms of the govern­
ment’s labor legislation.
An official of S. M. Simpson 
Ltd., said that if a strike is call­
ed, the plant would shut down and 
boilers would be drained to pre­
vent frost damage.
’The IWA is seeking equality 
with coast wages for its interior 
meihbers. Present basic rate in 
the southern interior Is $1.53 
hourly, compared with $1.72 at 
toe coast.
The last major lumber tieup 
in the interior was in 1953, when 
the membership walked out to 
back up demands for wage in 
creases and improved working 
conditions. They remained out for 
103 days.
PRIZE MONEY IN COURIER'S 
COINWORD CONTEST DOUBLED
For the second consecutive week, the prize money 
in the Daily Courier’s “Coinword” contest has been 
doubled.
No correct answers were submitted in last week’s 
contest, although the quiz editor admitted that a woman 
came within one word of having the correct answer.
So sharpen your pencils. Prize money for the correct 
answer now stands at $90 if the entry is accompanied by 
a sales slip of a sponsoring merchant. Otherwise the 
amount is $45.
Correct answer to last week’s “Coinword” contest 
will appear in Friday’s Courier.
Expert's Testimony 
Hard Hit By TCA
B y  T H E  C A N A D I A N  P R E S S  
OTTAWA — TCA counsel John G. Edison charged ten 
day that a document which CPA tried to submit as evidenoo 
before the air transport board was loaded with distortions and* 
lalf-truths.
Board chairman C . D. Shepard said he was inclined to 
agree with Mr. Edison that the document—described as a 
summary of evidence by CPA witness Frederic Kimball, an 
American aviation consultant—appeared to have been pre­
pared for more than one purpose.




OTTAWA (CP)—M the Sons 
of Freedom Doukhobors show 
more concrete signs of their 
sincerity about returning to 
Russia thtih they have so far, 
the federal government likely 
wUl agree to extend their ar­
rangements deadline, it was 
learned today. The deadline 
for the Doukhobors to arrange 
for signing of- toe necessary. 
Immigratipn apidicattoiTTorma' 
was passed a t midnight Tues­
day night.
M o re  
Planned For Road
f
OTTAWA (CP) — Parliament 
will be asked at its next lesslon 
to vote an additional sum—per­
haps $40,000,000 to $50,000,000- 
for construction of the Trans-Can­
ada Highway.
’This would Increase toe (ederal 
government’s share of too 4,470- 
mile coast-to-coast road network
to some $300,000,000, compared ments under the highway act—all
with on expenditure of W50,OW,-Lxcept Quebec—what mllenige and 
000 now authorized under the .
Trans-Canada Highway Act. other works they plan to complete
A works department official by Dec. 31, 19(50, target date for
said the exact additional amount 
will bo known in a few weeks. 
The department has asked too 




(pRANBROOK (CP)—Tlw royal 
comimtssion on cducntioii com­
mented on toe constructive na­
ture of six sepnrntj} brlels pre­
sented at its hearings hero.
Commission chairman Dean S. 
N, F. Chant said three school 
boards, a Klmbtmloy professional 
group, the llnadlcnppctl \ Chil­
dren’s Society and one individual 
could expect to read verbtitlm in 
the commission's final report
much of the material they had 
submitted.
Cranbrook school board pro­
posed a central provincial hiring 
agency for teachers. Kimberley 
stressed the advantages of sep­
arating Junior and senior high 
school.  ̂ and criticized depart- 
mentni failure t o  cooperate with 
district boards Ih practical school 
construction matter^.
k OgopQ(go Observed By
Ogopogei still Is cavorUnR In the 
iomowhnt chilly water of Okana­
gan Lake; ,
Four local, residents ond a 
V isiting  coviple from Snil^atche- 
wnn saw the famous lake inon- 
atcr T\ic(day aftcrnixm around 4 
o’clock. He was visible for about 
^vo minutes about W  yonls 
from shore at the west end of 
Sutherland Avenue. ,
Ceorga Ward. Ii22 lUch^cr
Street, said the humps could be 
clearly seen. oUhough Ogo Was 
swlmmtrig fairly low la the water, 
Other members of tho party 
who have now Joined Ihd *T Saw 
Ogdpogo Club” are Mts. E. C. 
Casner. Mrs. A. Johnston, Mrs 
F. ArmcncaUi all hf , Kelowna, 
and' Mr, and Mrs. Joe Wanl. of 
'rV)mpklns, Sask., who are Visit­
ing nere.' "
. :
paved highway from coast to 
const.
Once this was known the de 
partment could determine the ad­
ditional funds tho federal govern 
ment would have to spend, The 
official said this now is estimated 
roughly nt $40,000,0(X) to $50,000,- 
000 but could bo higher.
About 41 per cent — or some 
2,000 miles-^)f the highway now 
has been paved. Construction 
started In 1050, There is an nddl 
tlonnl 1,200 miles paved to pro­
vincial standards b u t  not to 
Trnns-Cnnndn specifications.
Tho official said parliamentary 
approval of too additional expend­
iture would receive top priority. 
Ho said more money would have 
to be voted by Parliament to en 
able the governipent to keep pace 
with a faster rate of highway con­
struction by the provinces. The 
provincial governments wanted 
to get ns much woik done ns pos­
sible before Deb̂ * i.l» IMO, when 
too highway nett’eXjldres,
FAY HALF COST 
When the, act was passed In 
1049 it limited tho federal share 
of constnicUon costs to $150,- 
000,000. The government agreed 
to pay 50 per cent of too cost of 
new construction and half too ex­
pense of bringing sections of high­
way paved before tho passage of 
tho act up to Traps •« Canada 
standards.
Tho act was pmended early In 
1958. Increasing federal spending 
to |L*iO,000,000. The 50450 split In 
costs was continued but Ottawa 
also agreed to pay 00 per cent 
for the dosing of vital uncom 
plctcd gaps up to 10 per cent of 
Iho total mllcogo within any one 
province.
Board O f Trade 
Delegates Here
Delegates from as far north 
as 100 Mile House m e i ,i ... 
today to attend the quarterly 
meeting of the Okanagan-Main­
line Boards of Trade.
Tho one-day parley opened nt 
10 n.m., with Trade Board Presi­
dent H. S. Harrison Smith offi­
cially welcoming representatives.
Resolutions were submitted by 
the various hoards at the morn­
ing business session. At noon, 
delegates were guests of the 
Kelowna board at a luncheon in 
tho Royal Anne Hotel. Inn Green­
wood, acting manager of B.C. 
Fruit Processors Ltd., was guest 
speaker nt toe luncheon. Mr, 
Greenwood reviewed too progress 
made by too processing firm 
since It was taken over , by tho 
British Columbia Fruit Growers 
Association.
A 20 - minute Him, entitled 
"Temptation” , dealing with the 
apple Industry was also shown.
, Tho meeting will conclude Into 
this afternoon after the final 
business session, nt which time 




VICTORIA (CP)-Premler Ben 
nett said Tuesday ho will take "* 
short vacation" nt the beginning 
of next month.
" It has been' a'very busy year. 
The premier doesn’t want to be 
tired when ho makes decisions,” 
he said.'
He said he wanted to go some 
place where too weotoor Is warm
CANADA'S HIGH
. . .  AND LOW
HEADS GYROS
Alan Moss on Tuesday night 
was elected president of toe 
Kelowna Gyro Club for toe 
coming year. He succeeds C. 
E, R, Bazett. A. R. Pollard was 
elected vice-president; B. M. 
Baker, secretary, and L. 
Sanger, treasurer. The newly 
elected directors are R. B. 
Emslle, R. Stewart, Jr., J, D. 
Taylor and D. C, Vivian. Instal­
lation ceremony will bo held in 
the Royal Anne on Wednesday, 
October 29.
FLASHES
OTTAWA (CF) — Christian 
George Hanna, 24 - year-old 
stateless stowaway granted 
permission to live in Canada 
last year, has been ordered 
deported by the immigration 
department. It was onnounoed 
today. An announcement by 
the department said the depor­
tation order is effeotive as of 
Satarday. lie will be deported 
to Lebanon.
OTTAWA (CP)-Elght provin­
cial governments today appeal- 
M  to the cabinet against a new 
$17,000,000 - a - year telephone 
Xnte Increase for Ontario and
t^ebco
VICTORIA (CP) — An official 
statement was expected today to 
clear up uncertainties surround­
ing toe projected move of toe 
Sons of Freedom Doukhobors to 
Russia.
The deadline set by the fed­
eral and British Columbia gov­
ernments for toe filing of appli­
cation forms by Freedomites who 
wished to go to Russia,; passed^! 
at ■ midnight Tuesday.
At that time, the provincial 
government had received fewer 
than 50 forms.
Freedomite leaders said, how­
ever, they were holding another 
2,264 signed forms. They wouldn’t 
release them until the two gov­
ernments agreed to certain new 
conditions.
B.C. Attorney-General Robert 
Bonner flew to Vancouver late 
’Tuesday afternoon to talk with a 
Sons delegation and said before 
he left Victoria he expected to 
make a statement sometime this 
afternoon.
The Vancouver meeting was 
classed as unofficial, and the 
Freedomite delegates were to 
meet with Mr. Bonner in his of­
fice here at 2 p.m. P.S.T. today 
for an official conference.
Justice Minister Fulton was ex­
pected to be in telephone contact 
with Mr. Bonner today, probably 
to discuss the latest demand.s 
made by the radical Russian re­
ligious sect.
Monday night, scarcely 24 hours 
before toe deadline, the Free­
domites announced they wanted 
further negotiations with the gov­
ernments.
They said the completed appli­
cation forms, which would ac­
count for most of toe Sons of 
F r e e d o m  population In B.C., 
wouldn’t be handed over to toe 
governments until too talks wore 




1. Tho governments Indicate 
row much money will be assigned 
each of toe emigrants.
2. Freedomite children at toe 
provincial welfare school at Now 
Denver bo released "at least for 
toe period of time when tho gov­
ernment of too U.S.S.R. will toko
evidence because toe board felt 
anything submitted to it should 
be accepted. But he emphasized 
that the board has the right to 
give any evidence introduced 
“the weight it deserves.”
Mr. Edison maintained that toe 
fact that Canadian Pacific Air 
lines had to assemble information 
of this kind indicated there was 
a major "weakness” In the com­
pany’s bid for a slice of Trans- 
Canada Air Lines’ cross-country 
nir rnnnonoly.
QUALIFIES ARGUMENT 
Mr. Kimball, under questioning 
by Mr. Edison, made a number 
of qualifications to his original 
argument and contentions. Mr. 
Edison said some of hiS original 
statements had been "mislead­
ing."
Mr: 'KlmbaH ta d  Staged tha 
TCA was ready for competition 
“on mere size alone.”
Under questioning by Mr. Shep­
ard, he agreed that other factors 
had to be considered; that the 
case could not be decided on size 
alone. J
Mr. Kimball had stated that 
TCA had boosted its share of toe 
domestic air cargo market to al­
most 80 per cent of toe total 
from 30 per cent in 1956. But he 
did not tell toe complete story, 
agreed with Mr. Kimball that this 
GIVES FIGURES 
Mr. Edison introduced figures 
to show that when all air cargo 
is considered, including charter 
and non-scheduled flights, ’TCA’s 
portion of toe total had declined 
to 29.6 per cent in 1957 from 30 
per cent in 1946.
"I suggest the compilation you 
make,’’ Mr. Edison told Mr. Kim-
prlate."
"You may characterize It a i 
you wish,” Mr. Kimball replied.
but footnotes made clear whai 
we had done.”
Mr. Edison said Mr. KlmbaU 
had included charter and noo* 
scheduled air cargo figures fo» 
the period 1946-51. He wondered 
why he had not made any effort 
to get similar figures for toe 
1951-57 period. Instead, Mr. Kim­
ball had included only scheduled 
flights in that latter period.
"This is toe effort I made,” MT» 
Kimball replied, without s a y i^  
directly why toe full figures were 
not included for toe 1951-57 pet>. 
iod. • ve
Mr. Edison also noted that Mr* 
Kimball had tried to make an 
analogy, between to n . C a h a ^ a d ; 
situation and bne thfit existed in" 
Hawaii where the U. S. CIvd 
Aeronautics Board had opened i  
monopoly to competition in 1948. 
QUERIES ON HAWAH 
Had Mr. Kimball ever been In 
Hawaii? No. Did he know toe size 
of Hawaii? Yes, toe seven islands 
stretched a distance equivalent to 
the distance between Montreal 
and Toronto.
Did Mr. Kimball know that 
two years after the CAB had 
granted Trans-Pacific Airlines a 
franchise to compete with Jtha 
Hawaiian airlines monopoly, TPA 
came back and pleaded lor q 
mall haulage subsidy? Yes, Mr, 
Kimball knew that.
Did Mr. Kimball knpw that In 
1956, both lines would have shown 
a loss were it not for payment 
of a mall haulage subsidy.
"Yes, they would have shown ■ 
See CPA B ID -Pace 12
Sommers Ju ry 
T h o rn s  Lo o m
HFJNORA .................
WniTEUOllSB .
Dynam ite Found 
On School Road
SAANICH (CP)-Moro toon 40 
sticks of (lynnmlto linvo been re­
moved from under a bridge used 
dally by scores of school chU 
dren.
First indications of the danger 
were noted 'Monday, when 12- 
yenr-kjld Michael Thompson turn­
ed In n stick ho hod found wikllc 
playing near the bridge.
How tho dynnmlto got under the 
bridge Is a ihyatcry, investigat­
ing officers said, 1
Blasting expert Arthur Winters 
said it is of a typo usually used 






tice J, 0. Wilson, presiding at 
the ticklish Sommers bribery 
conspiracy trial, said today he 
plans to give the case to the 
jury in three parts.
He told counsel during a dis­
cussion of technicalities that his 
present plan Is to give too jury 
tho case first on tho main count 
of conspiracy, which Involves 
former lane’s and forests minister 
Robert Sommer.s, three timber 
executives and four companies 
accused.
Secondly, he said, ho would ask 
the Jury for a verdict on all of 
the Bubstnntlvo charges involving 
alleged donors of bribes and 
thirdly on nil tho aubstantivc 
clinrgcs involving tho alleged rc- 
clplents of bribes.
Defence counsel Walter Owen 
representing British Columbia 
Forest Products Limited and 
speaking for all six dcfotico coun-
scl, said tho defence did not 
agree with this course. 
COUNSEL DISSA’nSFIED 
Nor was tho defence sntisfllpd 
with a proposal by too Judge to  
supply the Jury with, copies t)f
VANCOUVER (eP )-C lty  coun 
cll Tuesday rejected tho park 
board’s request for a $2,500,000 
bylaw to build 10 swimming pools 
to counter too beach closure.
TItoso opposed said they felt 
ratepayers are already faced with 
stiff taxes and should not bo coll­
ed upon to pay more for what 
was basically a temporary solu 
tlon to tho bench problem.
Council was told the benches 
may not bo closed for too three 
year to six-year perjod as esti­
mated by city ofrlclols.
Aid. Eari Adams said he had 
been told by Dr. Gordon Schrum 
of UBC that there was a possi­
bility tho bacteria count nt fi>o 
benches could return to safe 
limits. Ho quoted Dr. fichnim as 
saying too weather condifioni 
that aggravated tho situation lust 
summer might not necessarily 
be a factor tn the next lew 
ycarsi. . , . '
the I n d i c t m e n t ,  including,.a 
working paper” on which they 
would record their verdicts.
Mr, Owen said tho proposition 
was an innovation in Canada 
with no precedent in British 
Jurisprudence,”
"Wo feel,” ho said, “ that tills 
is not tho typo of trial where 
innovations can bo made ,without! 
toe possibility of prejudice to the 
accused.”
Mr. Justlco Wilson said he 
merely proposed to supply th« 
working paper becauso it was 
obvious there would bo a groat 
number of verdicts. But ho would 
bo alormed it ho thought that In 
doing this ho was supplying the 
I  gee SOMMERS-Page 12 '
British A irlinerr Italian 
Collide -  3 0  Persons Killed
NETTUNO. Italy (Routora)-A 
British European Airways vis­
count and an Itollan Jot fighter 
collided today, killing all 30 per­
sona aboard the airliner,
Tlio collision of tho four • en­
gined turbo-prop Viscount and tho
Italian air force F-88 Sabre Jet 
took place over this Iltlto fishing 
port'30 miles south of ttomo,
Twenty «lx passongors and four 
crew were obonrd tho airliner.
The Italian fighter pilot para­
chuted safely, . . . .
Both tho Viscount and tho Jot 
fighter crashed on land between 
ItoUuno and tho nearby port of 
Anzio where allied forces landed 
in tho Second World War, v 
"Iho Viscortint had taken e t t
this morning on its way to Malta 
by way of Naples. ^ ^
Tho collision occurred at 1 p.ltt, 
local time. I t  took place in bad 
flying weather shortly before the 
Viscount was\ duo to land HD 
Naples. «
Romo airport authorities said 
tho Italian Air Forco pilot pnrd- 
chiitcd Into' the sea and was 
picked up by a rescue launch.
Wreckage of the Viscount was 
found In a wide arc 10 miles 
southeast of Anzio. One of the 
first persons on the scene was afi 
Italian Army chaplain/Who giwa 
absolution to too shaitoted. Iboil'
: A. |W tl^ Official atNettuoo snltl
that alter the coIIIbImi^
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im in a tio nS u ic id e  
N e e d e d  To Curtail A cc iden ts
, Last sseckcnd another fatal accident oc­
curred on “suicide mile" the stretch of Oka- 
ragan highway near Finn’s Corner. Last Sun- 
,day morning a car coming south failed to 
make the corner marked by the checkerboard.
While admittedly all the accidents on this 
atcrtch of highway arc not due to the high­
way itself, but rather to the carelessness of 
the drivers, this very fact docs demonstrate 
that this section of the higliway is a danger- 
'ous one.
The double right-angle turns where tl'.is 
particular accident occurred is a particularly 
dangerous corner and must be taken at 
.speeds well below the normal speed limit. It 
is difficult to understand why, when a few 
years ago this section was resurfaced, it 
was not relocated and these two bad corners 
eliminated entirely. No matter how well 
marked, accidents will happen at these cor­
ners as long as cars are handled by people.
A few years ago there was some talk by 
highway department officials of taking the 
highway from the end of Harvey through the 
Pridham property and across Kelowna creek 
to the slope of the hill and runfiing along the 
hill to the junction of the present highway 
•at the north end of the present overhead rail- 
Jway bridge. This tvould have eliminated a 
•number of bad comers on the present road, 
•including that at Reid’s Corner, the Vernon 
pRoad comers at the city limits and “suicide 
•mile.” In addition it would have taken the
highway out of the heavily settled area by a 
short distance.
This plan would appear to have been 
abandoned as the abortive overhead bridge 
was built in the middle of a swamp area and 
has been left there to sit for the better part 
of two years. While it is true that the bridge 
has been built and money has been spent, 
perhajjs it is not yet too late for the depart­
ment of highways to take a second look at its 
plans for Highway 97 north of this city. 
There is an impression that the higliway 
eventually is to. be routed north through 
Glcnmore but even if this is so, the present 
road must be maintained and in its present 
location it would still remain dangerous. If 
the department docs not plan to build through 
Glcnmore— and soon— it might well consider 
the relocation of the present highway along 
the slope of the hill.
Whatever plans the department may have, 
it is abundantly clear that some relocation 
on “suicide mile” is essential immediately. A 
small relocation project could eliminate sev­
eral corners that have been accident scenes. 
The very minimum which should be under­
taken is to complete elimination of the two 
riglit-anglc corners, corners which should 
never be permitted on any first class high­
way. These corners are dangerous, very 
dangerous, and, despite driver carelessness, 
some of the responsibility for accidents must 
rest with the u ^ r tm e n t of highways until 
they are removed.
M ore  A ttend University
J A recent survey by the Canadian Press of 
Jcollcge fees across the country presented 
Jsome enlightening figures. The survey made 
iplain that the days of annual tuition costing 
|$125 and $25 a month for board have long 
•since passed.
I Today, tuition fees run all the way from 
I$150 to $750 and in addition, some colleges 
jadvisc out-of-town students to be prepared 
'.to spend up to $750 for board and $500 for 
lexpenses such as books and clothes. It is 
I therefore calculated that the annual cost for 
.a university student can run from $1,250 
‘.per annum for an arts course in the less ex- 
;pensive universities to $14,000 for a seven- 
year medical course.
■ Larger individual incomes and a willing­
ness by parents to spend more on higher 
education for their children is indicated by 




10 YEABS AGO 
October. l»tS
Summerland will be the site of 
the 1048-1949 Okanagan Zone Ski 
Championship with the date for 
the three-day meet set for Feb­
ruary 4, 5. and 6. Selectioji of 
Summerland was made at the 
annual meeting of the zone. Vcm 
Ahrens of Kelowna was re-elected 
as president of the zone, while 
Don Agur. Summerland, was 
named technical chairman.
Work on the new Famous 
Players (Canadian) CorporaUon 
theatre on Bernard Ave., is pro­
gressing favorably. TTie new 
movie house to be called the 
Paramount, will seat about 900 
persons.
20 YEARS AGO 
October. 1988
On October 17 the schoolboy 
traffic patrol was inaugurated 
and the insignia of the patrol 
handed over to the six captains. 
These were, Eugene Ryan, Jack 
Morrison, Ernest Gordon, Floyd
NATIONAL LLNES
The four main railways in Brit­
ain with their docks, steamships 
and hotels have been nationalized 
since 1947.
Caza, Bruce Fraser and George 
Patterson.
30 YEARS AGO 
October, l> tt
Captain E. C. W. DoW>ln. of 
Dominion Airways Ltd., Vancou-^ 
ver, who had been patrolling for-^^ 
csts for the provincial forestry 
department In the West Koote­
nay district for the past three 
months, was a visitor in town last ^  
weekend enroute to Vancouver in T  
his De Haviland moth biplane.
He made the trip fronj Nelson to 
Kelowna In three hours.
40 YEARS AGO 
October. 1918
In compliance with the Instruc- 
ton-s of the local health officer, 
to prevent the spread of Spanish 
influenza, the usual Sunday and , 
week-day services of St. Mlchaellfv 
and AU Angels’ Church wlU bo 
discontinued until further notice.
50 YFARS AGO 
October, 1908
Mrs. Jarley’s World-Famous 
Wax Works will visit this city 
Tuesday, Nov. 17, in conjncUon 
with a dramatic play entitled 
“Kitty Clive” , and preceded by 
the well • known farce, "Old 
Cronies."
0
ANOTHER PLAY THAT LOOKED GOOD ON THE BLACKBOARD
university enrollment in Canada was 35,000. 
This year the figure will be about 90,000. 
During the intervening period the country’s 
total population has increased just more than 
one-half, so that it is evident the proportion 
of Canadians who are able to carry their 
schooling to the university level is much 
higher than ever before.
In this atomic age it is very necessary that 
a considerable percentage of the young peo­
ple receive an education which will enable 
them to battle with and solve the problems 
the country must meet. We may expect to 
see a continued increase in the number of 
university students. In the interests of na­
tional development it is to be hoped there 
will be greater opportunities for bright young 
men and women who are not in a position 
to finance their own university education, to 






If the average person should think twice be­
fore speaking, he’d probably be too tired from 
the unaccustomed brain exercise to say any­
thing.
We have no desire to see a man from Mars, 
but we’d be keenly interested in seeing a Mar­
tian woman.
Why not put filter tips on atomic bombs to 
trap the deadly radioactive particles?
"Bone comprises 43 per cent of the average 
person’s head,’’ says an anatomist. Who’s sur­
prised?
"Miss Barbara Butkis, a New York college 
student, has made legal application for permis­
sion to change her name.’’—Press report. No 
comment.
"It’s later than you think’’—in fact, it’s later 
than it has ever been before.
SCENE IN PASSING
BY “WAYFARER”
Like politicians, educators too 
ran sound pretty silly at times. 
The president of the University 
ot British Columbia, Dr, Norman 
McKenzie, reportedly was moved 
to say recently: "Canada seems 
to have adopted a defense policy 
of becoming a northern projection 
of the United States. ' We buy 
their weapons, wc are trained 
ond directed by them, and wc 
provide their forces with bases 
•nd facilities."
H)is statement might be called 
a  first class, example of tho half- 
truth except that In fact it de­
serves less than a fifty per cent 
rating for veracity! It is a dl.s- 
tlnct shock to rend such word.s, 
coming as they do from one of 
Cr.nodn’a leading men of letters. 
We all got I rk ^  now and tlnen 
by an American policy or action 
but obviously not one of Dr. Mc­
Kenzie’s actnisations Is even near 
the truth,—and they certainly win 
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It seems to us that too many 
of our prominent people have 
been engaged lately in the child­
ish game of "Let’s Kick Uncle 
Sam Around.’’ Like most neigh­
bors he isn’t considered perfect 
by the people who live next door, 
but he’s a whole lot better than 
the neighbors many other folks 
have I
As a car driver we know how 
difficult it can be at an inter­
section to get into a gap in the 
main traffic stream when wait­
ing behind the pedestrian cross­
ing. As a pedestrian however, we 
frequently cuss tho drivers who 
block the crosswalk so wc have 
to (a) go behind them (b) in 
fiont of thorn, or (c) wait until 
the car moves, Doth the first two 
altcrnatiyos toke us out ot the. 
protection of tho safety zone, and 
the third calls for more patience 
than wo can muster sometimes, 
so it’s a Hobson’s choice! If the 
driver backs up for us, then of 
course tho problem is happily 
solved, but If another car Is 
nudging him from behind, ho 
can’t—even if ho wants to!
The mere male thinks It highly 
amusing If a woman says she has 
been .shopping when she hasn't 
bought a thing. Ho forgets that 
he says he has been fishing even 
when ho comes back empty hand­
ed. ' ,
It's getting easier to Identify 
the high BchjDol crowd thc)io days. 
Just stop. lo<̂ k, and listen for tho 
transistor radios!
AND IN CONCLUSION: Com- 
muntty Cheat contributions re­
ceived from Kelowna citizens will 
be used In KelQ\vnn to aid Kel­
owna dtlzens in time of need. 
There Is no deadline for sub­
scriptions to this great humani­
tarian cause.
I  weeks, Subutban areas, where 
canter or deUvery service is BIBLE BRIEF
r;,'il4Kl
I'j fl i , A * '
We are exc^edbuty filed wlUi 
contempt.—Pitim a 123:3.




By M. MoINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.)
Correspondent 
For The Dally Courier
LONDON — Top ranking offi 
dais and scientists engaged In 
Canada’.s program for develop­
ment of nuclear power hove 
started on a tour of the nuclear 
in.stnllnlions now operating and 
under construction in the United 
Kingdom.
Headed by Lome Gray, chair­
man ot Atomic Energy of Can 
nda Limited, the Canadian party 
consists of James S. Duncan, 
chairman of Hydro-Eleclrlc Pow­
er Commission of Ontario; Rich­
ard L. Hearn, director of Atomic 
Energy of Canada, Limited, and 
consultant to Ontario Hydro; II. 
A. Smith, deputy general man­
ager, Ontario Hydro, and man­
ager of the Nuplcnr Power Plant 
Division of tho AECL, and J. S. 
Foster, deputy general manager 
of tho Nuclear Power Plant Di­
vision, AECL.
The visit by those Conadinns 
has been arranged ns part of 
the continuing program of cob 
Ir.borntlon between Canada and 
tho United Kingdom In the ex­
ploration of nuclear energy for 
tho prfKiuctlon of electric |x)wcr 
and other peaceful pse:|.
During tho tour, tho party Is 
visiting the U.K, Atomic Energy 
Authority’s Indtinlrinl group head- 
cpiartors at Rlslcy, and four 
nuclear iwwcr stations now tinder 
construction at Hunterston, Brad- 
>vcll, Berkeley, nncl Hlnklcy 
Point. They will also visit the 
Atomic Research Establishment 
at Harwell.
Discussions of problems con­
cerning nuclear energy wlU be 
held with Sir Edwin Plowdcn, 
chalrinan, and other members of 
the U.K. Atomic Energy Author­
ity, and Sir Christopher, Hinton, 
chairman of the Central Electri­
city Oenernting Bontd.
steps, with contempt It U well, 
'  ’ ŵtt WlU turn firom ihciu.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON Canadian edition, he revealed, 
OTTAWA—I set off a contro-Uhree Canadian magazines had 
versy of wide interest by a com-[been closed down, two others 
ment I wrote in this space in 
August, when I returned from the 
United States. I reported that 
during a visit of three weeks I 
had found practically no reference 
to Canadian affairs in Ameri­
can newspaper, magazines or 
broadcasts.
As an example, I mentioned a 
weekly magazine in these words:
"One of the U.S. news magazines, 
named ‘Time’, maintains a staff 
of five full-time and several part- 
time reporters across Canada, so 
I hoped to read of Canada ini 
that. But mention of Canadian 
affairs varied between nil andl 
one scant column each week."
A representative of Time wrote 1 
that I “had asserted that Time 
in the U.S. carries very little 
news about Canada." So, "to set] 
the record straight"—an arro­
gant bombast implying the smear 
that I had set the record crooked 
—̂ he asserted that "in the first 
six months of this year there 
were 90 Canadian items totalling 
about 70 columns in the U.S. edi­
tion and the three overseas edi­
tions of Time.”
SHARP WELLAND READER 
I had not referred to the first 
six months of the year, but to 
three weeks in July. I certainly 
did not refer to three overseas 
editions of which I had no knowl­
edge, but to the edition which I 
had found on sale in the U.S. This 
attempt by Time to twist the 
topic and to confuse the issue did 
not confuse Mr. James Adams, 
who wrote from Welland a long 
letter citing some relevant figures 
with vigorous Canadlanlsm. He 
pointed out that, on Us own show­
ing, Time contains n mere two 
per cent of Canadian news, which 
ho described as "This miserable 
figure.” And he added:: “Fur-1 
thermore in the U.S. edition there 
are certainly not 70 columns per 
six months about Canada."
Welland’s outspoken reader | 
continued: "These inaccurate
and misleading figures quoted by 
this representative arc typical of 
the whole staff of Time.” He rc-| 
ferred to Time’s "blatant U.S. 
bins, which many Canadians 
swallow." Finally, Mr. Adams de­
plored the "reprehensible action] 
of the present Canadian govern­
ment in removing the tnx on this 
‘Fig Lonf’ magazine which pours 
into this country from tlic south."
It is not derogatory to r '""’'t 
that a foreign magazine shows 
blntnnt foreign bins. Wo would 
expect a Canadian mngnzlne to 
express similar preference for'
Cnnndlnnism, But Mr. Adams’ 
comment has drawn nttontlon to] 
tho lu.'itlflccl belief that Canadian 
readers would best bo kept free 
ot bias designed for—and inspir­
ed by—the requirements of any 
foreign country, bo U U.S.A. or]
U.S.S.R. or elsewhere.
GOVERNMENT IN ERRORT 
Tlio present govornpaent shows 
n strange blind .spot towards Ca­
nadian literature. This govern-1 
ment prevents U,S. soft fruits be­
ing , dumped In Canada to the 
detriment of our own fruit grow- 
rs in tho Okanagan and in the]
Niagara Peninsula, It stops U.S.
•shoes and mill-end textiles being | 
dumped hero to harm tho manu­
facturers of Ontario and Quebec.
It protects P.E.I.'s potatoes 
against unfair competition from 
the State of Maine. But It hits re-
have had to publish less frequent­
ly, and two are likely to be forced 
out of business within twelve 
months.
We are now fighting an uphill 
battle to preserve our own na­
tional personality. And to this 
end, we are pouring millions of 
our tax dollars into the Canada 
Council and similar cultural chan­
nels. Yet at the same time our 
government deplorably permits 
this dilution of our culture by 
foreign-produced "Canadian edi' 
lions” of magazines.
A t Your
REXALL k  SALE
ONLY 3  MORE DAYS LEFT TO SAVE
BUY ONE 
at Regular Price 
BUY ANOTHER ONE 
FOR ONLY k
WILIITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.








New Slyleside PIckupl Cab-wide body gives extra style and extra room. Extra 
strength, too, from heavier new bumper to wrap-around rear body cornera.
fo r  s a v in g s !
r;%,« “ m
F O R D
New  Cab Interiors I Easy on 
tlio eye, easy to drive in, easy 
to keep up! Now standard 
upholstery is twice as durable 
as last yoar’a rugged fabric. 
New Custom Cab features 2- 
color flash and door panels, 
chrome-trimmed instruments, 
6* of foam rubber in tho seat,
Canada’s Lowest-Priced Line 
of Tilt Cabs I Can carry a 2-ftt 
longer body than a conven­
tional truck (or haul a 
longer (.railor) and keep within 
tlio same overall length. Out­
standing engine and transmis- 
flion a c c o s n ib il i ty  c u ta  
maintenance costa.
Tlioy’ro licro—-and they’re terrifle—from pickupa to 
51,000-lb. GVW Extra Heaviea. Go FORD-ward and 
you’ll bo ahead in aavinga, atylo and dependability!
Only Ford makoa a Six, aa well as V '8 'a, with a 
stroke tbat'a aborter tlinn tho boro diameter. Thia 
design cuts internal friction, increases gas mileage 
and engine life. And throughout tho lino you’ll find 
now anvings features. Thriftier now carburotlon, A 
wider clioico of transmissions, Huskier constructioii 
tlian over in the heavier modcla. Tho now Positive- 
Drive optional dilTcrontial.
See your Ford Tiruck Dealer, too, for trucks with 
tlio best durability record. An independent study 
by insurance experts proves Ford Trucks laat longert
S IX orV S
F O R D  T R U C K S  
C O S T
. laaa to own • > • la ta  to run • • • last longer, to o l
SEE YOUR F O R D  T R U C K  DEALER
NEWFOUNDLAND LAKE 
Grand Lake, largest' In New­
foundland, covers an area ot 
about 100 square miles. i
moved the 20 per cent advertising 
tnx on "Canadian editions" which 
dump tho "mill-end" of U.S. 
magazines into Canada In unfair 
competition with our own magn- 
zlncs. That tnx was imposed by 
tho former UbornI Government 
expressly to assist ouf maga­
zines.
’The Toronto writer Plcrro Ber- 
ton recently commented on this 
damaging competition in ,n snr- 
oasUc column about "The rnrl- 
cus case, of Time npd John Dlcf- 
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a P A C IT Y  AUDIENCE
Most of the Okanagan was hit 
by Saturday's moderately violentjnelowM, British Colombia 
thunderstorm, that was acom- 
panied by heavy rain and some 
light hail.
The stonn hit Kelowna at 4 
p.m., moving up from a south­
erly direction. The same storm 
unleashed its fury at Revelstoke 
shortly after 6 p.m.
While such a storm is a rarity 
at this late season of the year, 
it is nothing new. One oldtimer 
recalled a similar storm occurred 
Nov. 26, 1941, more than a month 
later in the year than Saturday's 
onslaught.
Gusty winds that accompanied 
the storm whipped up fallen 
leaves like dust. A tree was 
bowled over 
Road,
small area for several minutes
Wedoesdgy, October 22, 195S Page 3
Cossack Choir Gives 
Flawless Performance
By ALICE WINSBY |
Velvet voiced and vigorous the
renowned Don Cossack Choir
evoked tumultuous applause from
knocking ol? p o w e r s  appreciative capacityknocking out power in a night in Kelowna s
Empress Theatre.
Director General Plaloff, with 
each singer's eye upon him drew 
melodic chords and cadences 
from his superbly trained group 
as a virtuoso plays a beloved in- 
stument. In magnificent waves of 
sound, swelling and ebbing, the 
opening number compensated for 
a curtain which mas some 20 
minutes late. This was due to 
the unfortunate habit of our 
town's polite audiencc.s, some of 
whom saunter casually to seats 
long after a program’s scheduled 
beginning.
The well-balanced program 
was sung entirely in Russian, 
with two notable exceptions. But 
such was the eloquence of the 
choral company, that translation 
would have been for the most
FAREWELL TO THE "BIG 'O ' / /
The ensign Is lowered at Es­
quimau for the last time on 
iMard HMCS Ontario, the Royal 
Canadian Navy’s west coast- 
based cruiser. After 13‘i  years 
in continuous commission, more 
than half a million miles steatn- 
ing over world’s oceans, ship
is being declared surplus and 
will be put up lor sale by gov­
ernment. Ship has trained sev­
eral thousand officers and men 
of Royal Canadian Navy and 
she holds special place in af­
fections of Canada’s sailors. At 
paying-off ceremony Rear Ad­
miral H. S. Rayner, flag of­
ficer, Pacific Coast, said, “As 
flag officer. Pacific Coast, I 
have always felt the “Big ’O’" 
would do well whatever she 
was asked to do.” It was a fit­
ting epitaph for a stout ship 
of Royal Canadian Navy.
^  RCN Photo
City Urges Government 
Several Public Works Proiects Now
POLICE COURT
For obtaining money by means 
of worthless cheques, John Wil­
son was fined $200 and costs in 
district police court.
Pleading guilty to operating a 
truck with faulty clearance lights, 
Robert William Burtch was fined 
$20 and costs in district court.
A minimum fine of $50 and 
costs was imposed on Jack Shio- 
saki for exceeding the load limit 
with a logging truck.
In district police court, An­
thony Senger was fined $20 • and 
costs for failing to stop at a stop 
sign in Penticton.
For driving without due care 
and attention, also in Penticton. 
David Quering was fined $25 and 
costs in district police court.
Charged with vagrancy, Jo­
seph Albert Thomas and Richard 
Burke were each fined $25 and 
costs by Magistrate Donald 
White in city police court.
A fine of $25 and costs was 
levied in city police court on 
Robert R. Derker, for driving 
without due care and attention.
Charged in district court with 
operating a truck contrary to 
conditions attached to the licence, 
D. Chapman and Co. Ltd., was 
fined $10 and costs.
Found guilty in city police court 
of driving into an intersection 
without caution, Edna Gertrude 
Olive was fined $15 and costs.
Pleading guilty in district 
court to a charge of driving 
without being in possession of a 
valid operator’s licence, Leonard 
Summerfield was fined $20 and 
costs.
The second part of the program 
opened with a love song render­
ed with terrific gusto in the 
grand manner, featuring a rich 
tenor soloist of exceptional abil­
ity. Next the audience was treat­
ed to the first of several highly 
entertaining comic performances 
which were particularly clever.
A popular melody featuring an­
other fine tenor soloist comple­
tely enthralled the listeners. TTie 
unaccompanied group produce 
their own sound effects with 
some very effective results.
In appreciation of their recep­
tion here by an audkMcc which 
was obviously showing enjoy­
ment, a spokesman (or the tour­
ing vocalists announced an ad­
dition to the program. Sung in 
English, ringing tones reached 
the rafters as the stirring “As 
the Caissons Go Rolling Along” 
proved a very popular insertion.
A young baritone received par­
ticular applause for his master- 
I ly rendition of a Cossack war-
Instrument Field 
Facilities Urged 
For City A irfie ld
William Windrum, su^rinten- 
dent of domestic services for 
Canadian Pacific Airlines, Mon­
day night suggested to Kelowna 
city council that it act with all 
speed to acquire weather observ­
ing equipment for the proposed 
expansion at Ellison airfield.
“Tliis will make possible radio 
navigation faciUtics,” he said, 
“and make possible an even 
greater expansion to accommo­
date larger aircraft at a later 
date.”
In response to a query regard­
ing fees for use of the new field, 
.Mr. Windrnm said that the de­
partment of transport demanded 
that all fees conform with the de­
partment scale.
Mr. Windrum also met in com­
mittee with Aid. Don Horton, 






couver, weU-knowT* In skatinf' 
circles, having been Western 
Canadian junior and senior men’$̂  
champion, Canadian junior pairs 
and fours, champion, westenf 
senior fours titleholder for three, 
years, and a star in international 
Ice Capades, will be professional* 
for the Vernon Figue Skatinj^ 
Club. He comes to Vernon from 
Connaught Figure Skating Club, 
Vancouver. Mr. Power will also 
instruct at Revelstoke.
Mrs. W. Sawickl is club presi­
dent. Committee members are; 
ice and arena, Frank Pearson, 
Mrs. J. Donovan, Mrs, W. Saw!- 
cki; finance, Mrs. Frank Pear­
son: membership. Mrs. Nell
Davidson: publicity, Mrs. Harry 
Gorman; skate exchange and 
purchase. Miss Sylvia Thorbum,
Friday and Saturday the club 
held “open house” at the arena 
f o r  members, parents a n d  
friends.
n a r t  s u o c rf lu o u s  1
It was evident that each man enchanting number which fca- 
was an artist in his own right, ‘need two dancers who porform- 
capable of such complete team- cd with notable precision and 
work with his fellows that at dexterity Several comic num-
HSEFUL PROJECT 
CHILLIWACK, B. C. (C P I- 
Selected i n m a t e s  of Oakalla 
prison are helping B. C. forest 
service crews in planting 400,000 
two-year-old Douglas firtrecs in 




New end then eecribedy gets •  
“ tired-eui” ii t l in f , end mt j  bn 
bethcred by backtchei. Pcihap* nelk- 
ing (crioiuly wrong, just • tenperuy 
condition couied by urinary irritation nr 
bladder diacorafort. That’a tho limn to 
lake Dodd'a Kidney Pilli. Dodd’s help 
stimulate the kidneys to iclievn tius 
condition which may often cause bach- 
acho and tired feeling. Then you feel 
better, rest better, work belter. Got 
Dodd’o Kidney Pills now. Look (or Ibn 
bluo box with tho red band at oU tbug 
counters. You can depend on Dndd’t.M
Completion of Harvey Avene 
reconstruction to bring it up to 
, standard of that part of Highway 
97 which passes through the city, 
is being urged by council.
In a letter to Highways Mini­
ster P. A. Gaglardi, Mayor R. 
F. Parkinson this week asked 
that the provincial government 
include the necessary cost in its 
1959 budget.
In addition the city is asking 
the government to acquire and 
develop a viewpoint on the west 
side of Okanagan Lake; comple­
tion of the Pridam Orchard cut­
off as an extension of Harvey 
Avenue: removing ferry wharf 
piles and utilization of two of the 
^  docks for a ramp for loading and 
unloading pleasure boats.
Harvey Avenue from Abbott 
to "Ethel Street was reconstruct­
ed earlier this year. There now 
remains about, 6(X) feet of road- 
1 way to be completed with curb- 
[ , Ing, gutters, storm drains and 
i  paving.
WIvSTSIDE VIEWPOINT
Rognrdlhg the viewpoint on 
the we.st side of the lake, Mr. 
Parkinson pointed out that the
highways department had tenta­
tively approved the. project in. 
discussions with"' city council, 
board of trade and tourist coun- 
cil.
The completion of the Pridham 
Orchard cutoff would eliminate 
many sharp curves on Highway 
97 and Finn’s Corner.
Dealing with the removal of 
ferry piles, Mr. Parkinson wrote 
in this connection you will 
remember that the writer re­
quested that all piles and super­
structures be removed with the 
exception of the piles and dol­
phins on the extreme north berth 
immediately adjacent to the Kel­
owna Court House, as it is our 
intention to have the federal 
government extend the break­
water . . . this .north berth would 
serve as the southern extremity 
of the Yacht Club basin
Mr. Parkinson said the city 
hopes that in dsimantUng the
wharfs that at least one of the 
dpeks, and if possible two, be 
turned over to the city in order 
that they might be utilized for a 
ramp for loading and unloading 
pleasure boats in the Yacht Club 
basin.
Finally, .Mr. Parkinson com­
mended the government on its 
“wonderful co-operation that 
existed between your department 
and the city . . .  in the comple­
tion of Okanagan Lake bridge 
and the work made necessary by 
same to our City Park
He continued: “While there was 
much criticism prior to the com 
mencement of the bridge and 
also while it was under construc­
tion, now the great majority of 
our citizens realize that the 
bridge approach is excellent . . . 
that in reality no damage has 
been done to our City Park, but 
rather its beauty has been en­
hanced by the landscaping made
times they seemed to sing with 
one throat. An example of this 
individual ability was the exqui­
site tenor voice which wove 
through ringing bell tones in the 
second number. This was follow­
ed by a perfect melding in an 
impassioned prayer to the Al­
mighty.
In a lovely lullaby, tenor notes 
which seemed fantastically high 
were sheer melodic beauty. Next 
came a thrilling rendition of a 
familiar folk tune, which conjur­
ed up a vision of horsemen, 
spurred and fur-capped gallop­
ing over the vast plain.
A reverent rendition of an un­
usual prayer in which two words 
only are repreated 75 times clos­
ed the first third of the program 
COLORFUL COSTUMES
Colorful costume changes are 
made by the group during the 
two intervals, and it was after 
these changes that the tired, al­
most tawdry background of Kel­
owna’s only concert building was 
most apparant.
SPCA MEETING LEARNS:
bers featuring marvelous “ mug-' 
ging” and jovial interplay be-1 
tween performers was cleverly | 
done. j
An outstanding piece simulat-! 
ing the strumming of guitars; 
met with particuular favor as 
did the solo work of nn exception­
ally low-ranged basso.
Climaxing an evening which 
was well rounded and especially 
melodic, the Don Cossacks clos­
ed with a moving rendition of 
“God Save the Queen” in Eng­
lish that seemed matchless in its 
perfection.
Come again Cossacks.
Vernon Kin Officers 
Seated By Governor
VERNON—D. “Don” Suther­
land was recently installed as 
president of Vernon Gyro Club 
by David Stott, Gyro governor, of 
Duncan, B.C.
Others installed were vice- 
president H. W. Tyrell; secre­
tary, R. E. Heard and treasurer, 
R. 'T. Nash. John Kassa is im­
mediate past president.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, 




5 2  Best Picture A w ards  
an d  W o rld -W id e  Honors
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY AT 8 P.M.
ADMISSIONS
Evenings: Adults $1.25; Students 75c; Children 50o 
Free List Entirely Suspended
Anonymous Donor Gives $5,000 
Toward Developing Humane Trap
B O Y D
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
steel and wood span joining' the possible through the co-operation 
asphalt roadway to the ferry | of your department.”
Rutland's Robert Husch First 
Officer On Diefenbaker Plane
Nine members of the Kelowna 
SPCA motored to Penticton Sun­
day to attend the annual con­
vention of valley humane socie­
ties. The mee t̂ing was well at­
tended by repre’Sentatives from 
Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon, Sal­
mon Arm and Armstrong.
Following the reports of var­
ious branches, the guest speak­
er, Tom Hughes of the Vancouv­
er SPCA addressed the gather­
ing.
He covered the many aims and 
accomplishments of the B.C, 
society during the past year. He 
advised that agents had now 
been appointed at Sechelt, Mis­
sion City and Gibson’s Landing 
and a branch had been establlsh-
WED. and THURS. 
OCT. 22 and 23 
DOUBLE DUX




Farce Comedy in Color
"ADVENTURE 
OF SADIE"




Ocl. 24 and 25
"BAND OF ANGELS"
Drama in Color 
wUh Clark Gable and 
Yvonne De Carlo
T
OTTAWA (CP) — The Dlefen- 
baker.s got acquainted today with 
the 13-mnn crew that will take 
them on their round - tho - world 
trip next week a b o a r d  the 
RCAF’.s C-5 luxury aircraft.
The prime minister and Mr.s. 
D i c f c n b n k e r  met the crew, 
headed by Wing Cmdr. William 
K. CaiT of Grand Bank, Nfld., in 
Mr. Diefenbakev’s office on Par­
liament Hill. Tho trip starts Oct. 
28 from New York,
Other members of the crew In- 
chide; Fit, Lt. Robert G. Husch, 
Kelowna and Rutland, B.C., first
officer; Fit. Lt. John R. Grant, 
Sexsmith, Alta., second officer; 
FO Francis R. Player, Moose 
Jaw, Shsk., second navigator 
Fit. Lt. Hubert J. Flllcul, Cal- 
gary, first radio officer; Fit. Lt. 
Frank Wheeler, Burnsley, B. C., 
second radio officer Sgt. Robert 
E. Cameron, Abbotsford, B. C„ 
.second flight engineer; Cpl, Ed­





Ken Jordon, exccutlvo com 
missinner for the B.C. Boy Scouts 
Assodlatlon, will address a meet­
ing in tlto Memorial Room of tho 
Arena Tltursdny evening at 7:30 
o’clock.
The general public along with 
scout group committoo chairmen, 
scovitmasters and their nsslstants 






; . \ . at the '' ,
KMPRES.S THEATRE 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednetday^ October 27,28 ,29
, Admission 11.00
PKEIB FtlOSt IvONG 8VPEH »RU08 
Enjoy an evenings enlertnlnmcnt 
Help your team raise fund* for llussUin Tpur
Chirisin up 8 ;^ \ ,
TIC 1 R t
Howard Society 
Heads To Address 
Local Meetings
n ic  John Howard Society of 
Kclbwnn will have two provin­
cial executives as guc.sts in this 
city from today until next Mon­
day.
Dr. J. D. lIolHlen, provincial 
organizer and former exccutlvo 
director, and Melvin Davis, the 
present executive director, will 
address n dinner meeting at the 
Royal Anno ■ Hotel, Wednesday, 
October 22, at 6:1.5 p.m. Any in­
terested izcrsons wishing to a t­
tend mny coptoct the Kelowna 
secretary, Mrs. G. D. Herbert, 
by, phoning 3874.
At the Tnmr.sday evening din­
ner of the Hon.s’ cliib, Mr. Davis 
and Dr, Hobden will speak on 
the various phases of penal re­
form amt the rchabllltaUon of 
prisoners.
The two gentlemen wi*’ also 
be guest speakerilt at the Kiwanis 
CTub luncheon, Monday, Oct, 27, 
at 12:15 p.m.
Bpth men ore thoroughly fam­
iliar with their subjects, as Dr. 
Hobden woH executive director 
of the Rodefv for 25 years, while 
Mr. Davis has been the director 
for the past years. He 'also 
had considerable experience in 
prison work before Joining the 




. The largest propane powered 
truck in Canada recently visited 
Kelowna.
Measuring 60 feet long includ­
ing the trailer, the vehicle can 
carry 8,000 gallons of liquid pro­
pane. The huge truck is stationed 
in Vancouver, and services chief­
ly the lower mainland. However, 
In emergency purposes, it is sent 
to Okanagan points to service 
propane distributors.
The truck is powered by a 350 
horsepower Scott Hall engine. 
Tanks were manufactured in 





Four Kelowna accountants arc 
among the scores who success­
fully passed examinations of the 
In.stltute of Chartered Account­
ants pf B.C.
Top marks in the 1958 primary 
accounting and auditing exams 
were posted by 23-ycnr-old Mlc 
had Carr of Vancouver, while 
John Edward Judge, Terroce, 
scored the highest marks in tho 
English examination.
Successful Kelowna candidates 
included; G. A. Slndcn, passed 
primary accounting and audit­
ing: Derek Benrdsdl, G. G. Lang 
and Oscor Sikorsky, all possed 
English.
J. A, Andcron, Vernon, passed 
primary accounting;, auditing and 
English, and D. It. Cnmcron, 
Vernon, and T. C. 'Tribe, Pentic­
ton, passed English,
ed at Prince George. He told of 
21 prosecutions in Vancouver as 
the result of appalling cruelty to 
various types of animals.
Mr. Hughes stressed that the 
first aim of the SPCA is to en­
force the laws and the second is 
to provide shelters for suffering 
and sick animals. He expressed 
the hope that a shelter would 
soon be established somewhere 
in the Okanagan Valley, as these 
shelters not only provide a de­
pot for stray and injured ani­
mals, but create a public inter­
est which is beneficial to the 
society.
FIRED INTEREST
'The council of Powell River, he 
related, had established an ani­
mal shelter from its own funds, 
and then turned it over to the 
local humane society to earn as 
it was able. This shelter had 
been the incentive for the estab­
lishment of a junior humane so­
ciety and had really fired the in 
terest of the young people.
Mr. Hughes said that 37,000 
stray cats had been destroyed 
throughout British Columbia dur­
ing the past year. He also advis 
cd that an anonymous donor had 
given $5,000 for research into 
humane trap for the larger wild 
animals and work on such an in 
strument was proceeding.
Also, an impressive committee 
of Dr. McTnggart, Mr. Hughes, 
the head of the Vancouver Zoo 
and several others had been ap­
pointed to enquire into and lic­
ense p\ibllc zoos and It is expect­
ed that this will result in better 
conditions for the animals so 
confined.
In conclusion, Mr, Hughes ex­
pressed the intention of the Van­
couver head office to c.stnblish a 
national society amalgamating 
the societies of all provinces 
across Canada Into a solid body 
with one head office whoso ef­
forts to have new laws establish' 
cd woulud be more effective 
than each province acting alone.
N o w . . . A  D r a m a t i c
NEW  BOTTLE
A  D i s t i n c t i v e
NEW  LABEL
F o r  m a n y  years  
o n e  o f C a n a d a ’s f a v o u r ite  
b r a n d s  o f R ye W hisky* 
S e a g ra m ’s  K in g s  P la te  
in  i t s  n e w  p ack ag e , is  
s t i l l  y o u r  b e s t  b u y  
fo r  a ll  o ccasio n s.
Seagram’s
KING’S PKVTE
C A N A D IA N  R Y E  W H I S K Y
'in
This adverlisemenf is not published or displayed by  (he 
Liquor Control Board or b y  Ihe Government o f British Colombia.
or ' f  ̂ J JVj,
COAST TO COAST IN CAHADA
cliooaofrom cxprcBB Mercury norvlcca, Flrat Claaa services by prol()-Jct Vlscouat*
SPREAD PAST
WEST MEON, England ( C in -  
Forty of 78 primary Rchoolchll- 
dren In this Hampshire village 
went down with measles in one 
day. Tl>e first case had been ro- 
iwrted A week before.
UNITED STATES frequent flights to Seattle, New York and other major U,S. clUca
BRITAIN AND EUROPE fly tho 'Hudson Bay’ route — n<» change of plane from Vancouver or Winnipeg to London. Good connections from Western centres '
FLORIDA Ai:0 THE SOUTH frequent flights to Florida, Bermuda, Nassau, Jamalc^ Barbadoa and Trinidad
FLY AND SAVE
Ask about the popular 
H-.Y-NOW-PAY-LATER plan. 
Also enquire about big 
sayinga on family tmvol.
j j^ S - C A N A D A  A lk  U M eS  ^
B<m j/our T r a v e l  A g e n t  o r  T C A  in  Vancou%>er, ViHBBFjl 




Kelowna ................  4 2 8
Vernon ..................... 4 1 8
Penticton .................  2 3 4
Kamloops .................  0 4 0
This week's evenings have been 
tough on Packers, so far.
l^ s t  night in Penticton, the 
western Canadian champions 
were outplayed for two periods 
ROSSLAND (CP) — Rossland of hockey and snapped off in 
Warriors scored three goals in] their third-period rally by a de-
Hapless Leafs 
S till W inless 
In WIHL
the final period to defeat Ollle 
Dorohoy’s Nelson Maple Leafs 
6-3 in a Western International 
Hockey League game before 36 
fans here Tuesday night.
The victory, Rossland's second 
in a row, la s te d  the Warriors 
to the top of the league standings 
with four points. Nelson has 
dropped both its starts so far in 
the young season.
Goalie Bill Margoreeth, on loan 
from Trail Smoke Eaters, turned 
In another good performance for 
the Warriors, stopping 23 shots. 
The Leafs, also in search of a 
regular goalie, used intermediate 
Bill Freno, who was called on 
for 28 saves.
Bill Jones scored what turned 
out to be the winner for Rossland 
at 35 seconds of the third frame. 
He also had three assists.
Other scorers for Rossland were 
Alan Lloyd, Roy Demore with 
two, Wiggy Davis and Bud An­
drews. Andy Drobot, Bill Taylor 
and Mike Maglio scored for Nel­
son.
termlned V’s club, who racked 
up their second league victory 
by a 6-4 score, shunting the 
Packers into a tie for top spot 
with Vernon.
Paced by the veteran red-head, 
Lome Nadeau, the V’s skated for 
the full 60 minutes, dealt some 
owna.
stiff checks and looked like a 
much-improved hockey club over 
their last appearance against Kel-
KIDS GET SET FOR SEASON
Rookie Boxer 
Rates As Tops
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Un­
beaten Denny Moyer scored his 
17th professional victory Tuesday 
night by battering former welter­
weight boxing champion Johnny 
Saxton for a 10-round decision.
The brilliant young fighter 
belted Saxton to the canvas for 
a nine-count in the final round 
Moyer, from Portland, weighed 
149 pounds. Saxton, a New Yorker 
went into the ring at 150.
“No, no, not that,“  sayt l Tt’a all in jest, though, and i another high-scoring minor 
“horrified" minor h«key  exec, Barry Sigfuson, left, is one of puckster, such treatment. The 
Emile Bouchard, ateve, as two the top stars of the local minor boys are celebrating the open- 
of the Pee Weea exercise a puck loop. He wouldn’t think of Ing of this season’s minor play, 
little freedom with the rulea. 1 giving Ricky Schmidt, right, which commences Saturday.
I (See schedule below.)
AAinor H ockey  Schedule
S a tu rd a y
The split ice sheet, originated 
last year by minor hockey offi­
cials for the Pups, wUl be used 
for some of the Fee Wee’s games 
this year also.
The enthusiastic enrolment 
this year, with eight Pee Wee 
teams booked for play, necessi­
tates use of the split sheet for 
the first games each Saturday. 
For the remaining Pee Wee ice 
time, the rink-dividers will be re 
m ov^.
Here is the minor hockey 




Cougars vs Canucks 
Stamps vs Flyers
Oetober 27—5:00-6:00 
Regals vs Flyers 
Canucks vs Stamps
November 1-3:30-4:30 
Royals vs Cougars 
Regals vs Stamps
November 3—8:00400 
Flyers vs Cougars 
Royals vs Canucks
November t-a :804:M  
Regals vs Cougars 
Stamps vs Royals
November 10—8:004:00 
Flyers vs Canuck 
Regals vB Royala
November 18—3i804:M
Cougars va Canucka 
Stamps va Flyera
Novtmber 17-4:004:00 
Regals va Canucka 
Royals vs Flyers
Novamber 23—1:304:30
Cmigars vs Stamps 
Regals vs Flyers
November 14—5:004:00
Canucks vs Stamps 
Royals va Cougars
NoviWber 30-3:304:30 
Regals vs Stamps 
Flyers vs Cougars
Peeambar l —8»004«00 
Canucka va Royals 
Regala va Cougars
December 0—3:304:30 
Stamps vs Royals 
nyars va Canucka
Deeembar 8—8:004:00 
Regala vs Royala 
Cougars vs Canucka
December 13-3:304:30
SUmpa va Flyers 
Regals vs Canucka
Deeambor 18-8:004:00 
Royala va Flyers 
OougarB VI Staitnpa
December 10-3:304:30 
RegaU va Flyers 
{“ Canucka va Stamps
' !ljNHM)mbfr *2—3:004:00.,,
IK Royals vs Canucks 
M C o ^ r s  vs Stamps
^ e e m b e r  » -3 :3 0 4 :3 3  
’ ''jrWyara va Owiara * „
V Canucka va Royals
PEE WEES
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
4:30-5:30—Elks vs Kiwanis 
Kinsmen vs lions 
5:30-6:30—Gyro vs K. of C. 
6:30-7:30—Rotary vs Legion
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1
4:30-5:30—Kiwanis vs K. of C, 
Kinsmen vs Legion 
5:30-6:30—Gyro vs Rotary 
6:30-7:30—Elks vs Lions
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8
4:30-5:30—Kiwanis vs Rotary 
Kinsmen vs Gyro 
5:30-6:30-Elks vs K. of C. 
6:30-7:30—Lions vs Legion
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER IS
4:30-5:30—Kiwanis vs Kinsmen 
Elks vs Legion 
5:30-6:30—K. of C. vs Rofbry 
6:30-7:30—Lions vs Gyros
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22
4:30-5:30—Elks vs Rotary 
Legion vs Gyro 
5:304:30—K. of C, vs Kinsmen 
6:30-7:30—Lions vs Kiwanis
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20
4:30-5:30—Rotary vs Kinsmen 
Legion vs Kiwanis 
5:30-6:30—K. of C. vs Lions 
6:30-7:30—Elks vs Gyro
PATURDAY, DECEMBER 6
4!30-5:30—Rotary vs Lions 
Legion vs K. of C. 
5:80-6:30—Elks vs Kinsmen 
0:30-7:30—Gyro vs Kiwanis
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 13
4:30-5:30—Elks vs Kiwanis 
Kinsmen vs Lions 
5:30-6:30—Gyro vs K. of C. 
6:30-7:30—Rotary vs Legion
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 20
4:30^5:30—Klwanls vs K. of C.
Kinsmen vs Legion 
8:304:30—Gyro vs Rotary 
0:30-7:30—Elks vs Legion
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 27
4:304:30—Kiwanis vs Rotary 
Kinsmen vs Gyro 
8:304:30-Elks vs K. of C.
6;30-7:30—Lions vs Legion





SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1050
4:304:30—Kiwanis vs Kinsmen 
Elks vs Legion 
5:304:30-K. of C. va Rotary 
6:30-7:30—Lions vs Gyro
BANTAMS
OCTOBER 2S-8t30-llt30 a.m,. 
Leafs vs Rangers 
Canadlens vs Hawks 
Red Wings vs Brutn^
NOVEMBER l-8i30-ll:30 
Rangers vs Bruins 
Canadlens vs Red Wings 
Leafs vs Haw.Vs
NOVEMBER 8-4:30-11:30 
Rangers vs Canadlens 
l.eafs vs Bruins 
Hawks vs Red Wings
NOVEMBER 18-8:30-11:30 
Leafs vs Red Wings 
Bruins vs Canadlens 
Hawks va Rangers
NOVEMBER 22-8:36-11:30 
Red WIrtgi va Rangera 
Drulna va Hawks 
Leafs va Canadlens
NOVKHRER 20-8:30-11:30
Canadlens va Hawks 
Red Wings vs BnUna 
, , U afk va RIngera ,
' • ((' »i|'i • I'l ' , ,
' u , , V ‘ i, I . . *
DECEMBER 6-8:30-11:30
Canadlens vs Red Wings 
Leafs vs Hawks 
Rangers vs Bruins
DECEMBER 13-8:30-11:30
Leafs vs Bruins 
Hawks vs Red Wings 
Rangers vs Canadlens
DECEMBER 20-8:30-11:30 
Bruins vs Canadians 
Hawks vs Rangers '
Leafs vs Red Wings
DECEMBER 27—8:30-11:30
Bruins vs Hawks 
Leafs vs Canadians 
Red Wings vs Rangers
JANUARY 3. 1959-8:30-11:30 
Red Wings vs Bruins 
Leafs vs Rangers 
Canadlens vs Hawks 
Every Saturday morning 6:00 to 
8:30 Bantam All-Star practice- 
starting Saturday, October 25.
MIDGETS
Sunday, October 26, 6:00-7:30 
.Thundcrblrds vs Legion
Sunday. November 2-4:00-7:30 
Totems vs Legion
Sunday,' November 9—6:00-7:30 
Thunderbirds vs Totems
Tuesday, Nov. 11—6:30-7:30 





Sunday November 16-6:00-7:30 
Totems vs Legion
Tuesday, Nov. 16-6:30-7:30 





Sunday, November 23-6:00-7:30 
Thunderbirds va Legion
Tuesday, Nov. 25-6:30-7:30 
Totems vs Legion 










A shot In the arm to the V’s 
rearguard, in the form of Kevin 
’’Crusher’’ Conway, proved to be 
a stumbling block to many of the 
Packers’ attempts to score when 
they got rolling In the third 
frame.
Coming back from e 4-1 de­
ficit, the Packers were swarming 
all over the V’s and had the score 
at 5-4 when rookie Ed Johnson 
took advantage of a pass-out to 
sink the champs with his insur 
ance marker, at 18:05 of the final 
frame.
Nadeau pumped in two for the 
V’s, both of them In the sandwich 
session, and Johnson, Warren 
Hicks. Wendy Keller and Tic 
Beattie added the others.
Mike Durban, Moe Young, Jim 
Middleton and Gerry Goyer car­
ried the Packers’ cause with one 
apiece.
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
The very slim crowd registered 
disapproval several times at in-| 
stances of what appeared to be! 
very inept refereeing by the 
game’s officials, Don Culley of 
Kelowna and Harry Harris of 
Penticton, but the league referee- 
In-chlef, Cniff Greyell of Pentic­
ton disagreed.
’’I think they are calling a good 
game,’’ he said, and expressed 
satisfaction at the way the offi­
cials are handling the league to 
date.
Keller’a opening goal, an easy 
drive from just Inside the blue 
line, occurred before all the fans 
were seated, and the home club 
never looked back. Beattie added 
another on a looping backhand 
at 11:22 and Young responded 
with a one-cushion bank shot off 
a V s defenceman, ending the 
period scoring.
ON DOOR STEP
A pair by Nadeau In the middle 
frame made the score 4-1. and 
the Packers came out with blood 
in their eye in the final. Durban 
opened the period scoring on a' 
goal that he bulled in by sheer < 
digging, but Hicks nullified it on 
a power play five mlnuteSk^later. >
A beautiful play by Greg Jab-| 
lonskl set centreman Goyer up 
for a hard shot that nicked in off'
Zanler's glove and a minute latei ^  
Middleton put the Packers right 
on the doorstep with a tricky shot 
between his legs in a acrambla 
close in. I
The Packers were a mite too 
eager to tie It up in the final 
minutes, and Johnson was left 
unattended long enough to sink 
the insurance marker, and the 
Packers* chance.s.




non Canadians by three goals 
early in the final canto, Kam­
loops Chiefs looked set for their 
first Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League win Tuesday night but 
tremendous flghtback by Ca­
nadians saw four unanswered 
counters' end in a thrilling 6-5 
win for Vernon before 955 fans.
Vernon was paced by Odie Lowe 
and Jim  Moro, each with two 
goals. Walt Trcntlni and Frank 
King got one each. Chief’s marks­
men were Lary Berg, Alf Cad- 
man, Jerry Prince, Bill Hryciuk 
and Ken Harris.
Vernon led 2-1 after the first 
period on goals by Morro and 
Lowe. Berg’s tally had earlier 
tied the game 1-1.
Chiefs shook Canucks with two 
quick counters in the middle ses­
sion, both with a man short 
Breakaway artists were Cadman 
and Prince.
Kamlops netted two more from 
Hryciuk and Harris, but Canucks 
fought back to tie the count on 
goals by Trentini, Moro and 
L o w e .
With just over a minute left, 
Frank King flicked coach George 
Agar’s pass Into the twine on a 
power play.
Chiefs’ captain, Ted Loboda, 
took 20 minutes In penalties. In­
cluding a 10-minute misconduct. 
Vernon outshot Kamlops 25-19.
Winter Storage and Service Plan
For Your Outboard Motor, Boat and 
Power Mowers
Picked up — checked — Cleaned — Serviced — 
Stored and Delivered when you want it next Spring.
For ONE LOW PRICE Call
TREADGOLDS MARINA 
or Treadgold Sporting Goods
Phone 2871
By THE CANADIAN PRESS .man George McAvoy was cut on 
Saskatoon Quakers jumped Intoi^be forehead by teammate Van 
four-pdinWead in the Western'
Sunday, November 30-4:00-7:30 
Thunderbirds vs Totems
Tuesday, Deo. 2~4:a0-7t30 
Totems vs Legion 




Sunday, Deo. 7-4:00-7:30 \  
Thunderbirds vs Tptems
Sunday, Deo. 14-4:00-7:30 
Thunderbirds ys Legion
Tnesday, Deo. 10-4:30-7:30 





Bnndiy, Doc, i l —8:00-7:30 
Thunderbirds vs Tbtems
Tuesday, Dec, 23—4:30-7:30 
Thunderbirds va IwCglon 




Sunday,' Deo. 28-4:00-7»30 
Totems vs Legion
W 's ' \ \ t '' ’*V )  ̂^ I I ' I'
)'
t ” 1-'. '|S M I I
Hockey League prairie division 
Tuesday night while the surpris­
ing Victoria Cougars stretched 
their winning streak to three 
games in a coast division game 
Uiat ended on a riotous note.
Cougars downed cellar-dwelling 
New Westminster Royals 7-3 in a 
fast, rugged game at Victoria.
The final minute of the game 
produced 50 minutes in penalties, 
two match penalties, four majors 
and one misconduct.
FIFTH WIN
Quakers d e f e a t e d  Calgary 
Stampoders 4-2 at Saskatoon for 
their fifth victory in six games 
and their fourth .straight win on 
home Ice. The loss left Calgary 
tied for second place with Edmon­
ton Flyera, four points behind the 
Quajeers.
Lcs Lllley, Bob Chorley, Merv 
Kuryluk and Howie Milford tal­
lied for the Quakers. Sid Finney 
and Bruce Lea were the Calgary 
marksmen. AH the scoring came 
In the second period.
Calgary carried an edge In the 
first period, but the Quakers were 
on top in the second and coa 
trolled play In the third. Calgary 
appeared to tire in the last po 
riod ns Quakers turned on the 
speed and continually outplayed 
the Cowboys.
KEY STOPS
Both Roy Edwards and Lucicn 
Oechono made key stops ip the 
scoreless first period. Stamps 
outshot Quakers 10-4 but several 
of the shots op Decheno were 
from long rongo.
Calgary’s.Ed Dorohoy missed 
10 minutes of the last period 
when he was given a misconduct 
penalty for back talk to referee 
A1 Paradise.
The Victoria victory moved the 
Cougors Into second, place in the 
const division, two points behind 
Seattle Totems.
,EPio Sclisizzl and Stan Balkiuk 
each scored twice for the Con 
gars while George Ford, Gordie 
Haworth and Doug Maenuley got 
one goal apiece. Ron Matthews 
Pat Hnnnignn and Dick Van 
Impc got\thc goals for. the disor 
gonlzed Royals, who\ oouldn' 
keep, pace with tho scrappy Ck)u 
gni^.
U 'was tho most Impressive per­
formance of tho season for tho 
Cougars.
ROUGH GAME
'The game was rough. A small 
riot broke out in the final minute 
Cougar defenceman Don Mc- 
I/;od was bowled over iii front 
of bi" goal and caught Hnnni 
gan’s stick across his hack 
Player* plied in. Royal defence'
'.L
Impe’s stick.
Referee Vern B u f f e y gave 
match penalties to Hannigan and 
McLeod, major penalties to Van 
Impe, McAvoy, Jean - Marc 
Picard and Clare Wakshlnski and 
misconduct to Cougars’ A1
Nicholson, who came off the 
bench to help his teammates.
These authorized
cut
heating costs three wavs!
f  m ore  p ure  heat per g a llo n . . .  becauso
“ •Standard Heating Oils are custom* 
heating systems, 
to burn cleaner.
tailored for todair’s 
You'd expect them 
hotter—and they do!
2  m ore  h eat fro m  yo u r fu rn a c t ,  . •
" ■  because Standard's exclusive detergent* 
action Thermisol keeps your burner 
system CLEAN . . . to give you low* 
cost, worry-free operation.
2  m ore  e ffic ien t h ea tin g  service ,  .  •
because your Housewarmer’s tips on 
heating can save heat, save money . . . ' 
because his automatic, “keep-flUed" 
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P ro f Should V is it Valley 
To W atch Spectator-Types
By GEORGE INGUS
<C«3jier SMfta Editor)
This Dr. Edro Signori is quite a Wick.
A orofessor o( psychology at UBC, the good doctor had 
himself quite a ball the other day. analysing the fans at a 
football game between the B.C. Lions and the Edmonton 
Eskimos. Now this is nothing other than the same thing that 
promoters of various sports have been doi/? for years— 
u-sually at a profit—but It was refreshing and amusing the 
way the good prof did it.
However, we do think that he should pack up his satchel 
and take a wee trip up the Okanagan Valley, to have a look 
at four of the most widely divergent t>T>es of hockey spectators 
In any other 100 mile area in Canada. If the prof were to get 
one-half the amount of amusement from the various arenas 
that we have, he might settle down here and spend the rest 
of his observing days in ouiet content.
He would be able to observe ’em all, from the pop-bottle 
wielding giant in the caulk boots and checkered shirt to the 
genteel old ladv who can't see beyond the penalty box. They 
are to be found in the four arenas of the vallev, well-mixed 
and bountiful, but the most curious part of it all is that they 
seem to run in pattern, according to the city concerned.
After covering a dozen or more games per year in each 
arena, often manv more than that, the pattern of the fans falls 
Into line automatically, and the proper precautions are taken 
as the subconscious mind registers the site of the game for 
the evening.
And here’s how the mind reacts:
WHEN THE GAME IS PI.AYED IN THE HUB CITY, up 
there where the frontier begins, caulked boots are an asset. 
Even if vou don’t want them for engaging in a brisk bout with 
.some husky lumberjack, they come in mighty handy in cling­
ing to the standing room portion without toppling over on the
crowd below. , , . . .
Then there Is always suitable head gear to consider, since 
iftc rain of peanuts from the upocr reaches turns to bottles 
and other hard objects on occasions. Not that the fans are 
deliberately brutal, it’s just that they feel they can be much 
more demonstrative with some hardware in the discussion.
However, the Mainline City can be one of the best in the 
valley for supoort, like the second year that Ken McKenzie 
managed the hockey club there and the arena was oacked 
pretty nearly every Saturday night with 2,000-plus hockey 
fans, hardware and all. ,,
They live dangerously up there, but they bve it to the full.
’THE COSTUME FOH VERNON SHOULD INCLUDE ear- 
muffs. not so much for warding off the cold as for guarding 
against the hail of suggestions and remedies from the host of 
second guessers that make up the crowd.
Unlike the Kamloons rooters, most of whom are unasham- 
' ■ edly unaware of the finer points of the contest, the Vernon 
' 'gang have a host of retired hockey players and rink-side ex- 
V'perts in the crowd who sre not above leaning over the players 
' box and hissing admonitions in the coaches’ ears, or hurluig 
- suggestions, some of them downright suggestiv’C, at the players 
In their icc-lcvel haven.
The city by the Lake of Many Colors, having been the 
only place with a rink lor a dozen years or so. has bred a 
number of fans with considerable more experience in the gatne 
than the other three cities, and the two hours spent in the old 
arena with the recent facc-lift can be an experience# and an 
education. , j
Since the experts are capable of being aroused on occa­
sions. the costume should include a bright blue cap that can 
be donned quickly when the going gets tough.
TOEY ARE RABID FANS In the Peach City, where they 
had a world champion hockey club before most of the fans 
knew what a blue line was, but they have no patience with
°Some delightful incidents can occur In the home of the 
' V s, but the spectator does well to be armed with a dictionary 
of modern slang, since the brisk repartee that, leaps through 
the spectators is beautiful to listen to, but requires an agile
mind to cope with. a*
A light chain mail vest can be helpful here, Mso, smee 
some of the paying customers are liable to get peevish if their 
club Is behind and they mistinterpret your cheers for the old 
home club as jeers.
One of the classic Incidents witnessed In the arena down 
south was that of an elderly woman, prim and proper in her 
costume, but violent in the abuse she was raining on the visit­
ing hockey club, with very little conception of the course of 
the game. , .
So aroused did the frail female become at some badinage 
from the rear that she whirled and swung her walking-stick 
at the hecklers, almost decapitating them and shattering her 
appendage to locomotion at the same time.
'They’re the rookies, but they don't come any more en­
thusiastic, than down in Vecville.
THE BRE.ATHLESS HUSH, described In the poem. “Vitae 
Lampada," is a way of life for the fans in Kelowna, known 
as the Orchard City because of the amount of green stuff, 
well invested, growing within the city limits.
Often termed a "second Victoria,’’ the city Is peopled 
largely with retired folk, many of them from the prairies, and 
many of them rabid fans in their younger days. But the staid 
atmosphere of the Kelownian spreads over them like a blanket 
when they come to the city, and the enthusiasm is tempered 
with restraint, i.e. no pop bottles.
Rallying their heroes with genteel cries of “bully" and 
“ stout fellow,’’ they reflect such quiet good taste that they 
envelop the rowdy visiting fans in an aura of reflective silence. 
The equipment for this arena is a sound-proof booth, where the 
enthusiastic fan may holier to his heart’s content without dis­
turbing his neighbors. ' ;
All jesting aside, however, the Okanagan fans, each In 
h<s individual way, present a solid front of enthusiasm that 
t  *prc.sents a far greater percentage of the population than 
most other placc.s In Canada. If this were not so, it would be 
Impossible to run senior "A" hockey clubs in communities 
of this size.
And the beautiful part of it Is that hockey provides the 
inhabitants of the four cities with a common denominator, 
even If they do slice It differently.
And It doesn’t take a prof to prove It.
BOBCAT MET HIS MATCH
The bobcat may have felt 
safe when he saw a one-armed 
hunter approaching, but the 
hunter, Steve Gate of New
Liskeard, Ont., felled him with 
one shot. The cat, held by 
Gate’s nephew Victor, above, 
weighed 50 pounds.
Ivy's Skull W ork  
Crisp and Classy FOR YOURSELF
CHICAGO <AP) — This is the straight power," says Ivy, “ butj 
:ar of varied formations and]we also have four or five men' 
Chicago Cardinals are adding! to pass to quickly. Also our 
spice to the already hopiied - up backs are close enough so that 
National Football League. they can take the ball and run
Coach Frank (Pop) Ivy, who with it." 
took over this season after win- In the double wing-T, Cardinals 
ning the Grey Cup three timesj split their ends as wide as de- 
in four years with Edmonton sired. The quarterback and full- 
Eskimos in Canada, has intro-lback remain in regular T-forma-
“It’s a tough system to use," 
says Ivy, "because split - second 
timing is requited. It has been 
a lot of hard work but I think 
we're getting the idea now."
Maybe others will too. Rival 
coaches are praising the system! 
which is proving to be a real 
crowd plcaser. !
W O R L D  S 
S A F E S T  
P O W E R  S A W
NO V 'V
DANGEROUS , ^
Brown Carving History 
As Great NFL Rusher
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Statis-lyards. but Del Shofner of 
tics are proving what many op-l Angeles Rams has gained
duced the double wing - T and 
triple wing-T in the pro loop.
His success is a matter of rec­
ord, Cardinals arc tied for second 
place in the eastern division and 
lead the entire league in total of­
fence. They have lost two of their 
four games only because of fail­
ings on defence.
CANADIAN CAPERS 
Ivy's innovations are hand-me- 
downs from Canadian football.
These wing formations enable 
a team to exploit the passing 
game no end as attested by the
tion positions. The two halfbacks 
however, are a yard behind the 
line of scrimmage and directly 
behind or a step outside the 
tackles.
CATCH OR BLOCK
This gives the halfbacks an ad­
vantage of several yards if they 
are used as pass receivers. Also, 
they can pull back and block for 
the passer.
In the triple wing-T, there Is 
only one difference. The fullback 
leaves his regular position and 
in between the split end
posing football players already 
accept as fact—that Jim Brown 
m ay be the greatest rusher in the 
history of the National Football 
League.
Official NFL figures released 
today show the bruising fullback 
of the eastern division - Jeading 
Cleveland Browns is well on his 
way to setting a rushing record 
for one season and also has a 
good shot at a scoring record.
SIX-YARD AVERAGE
The former Syracuse star has 
accounted for 635 yards on 94 
running attempts in the Browns' 
four winning efforts this year. 
That figures out to a 6.8 yards 
per carry and a game average of 
almost 159 yards. The game fig­
ure is about 64 yards more than 
Steve Van Buren averaged when 
he set the present NFL league 
rushing record with 1,146 yards 
for Philadelphia Eagles in 1949.
Another big reason for the 
Browns' success is rookie Bob 
Mitchell whose season total of 370 
yards rushing is second best in 
the league. Mitchell has averaged 
8.8 yards for each of his 42 runs. 
Tom Wilson of Los Angeles is a 
distant third with 302 yards by 
running.
LEBARON TOPS
Eddie Lebaron of Washington 
Redskins, John Brodie of San 
Francisco and John Unitas of 
Baltimore continue to head the 
passers. Lebaron has the best av­
erage gain per pass attempt, 9.70 
yards. Brodie has the best com' 
pletion average, 58.8 per cent in 
68 attemots. TJnitas' passing has 
accounted for the most yards, 
907 ,
Brown heads the u scoring: par­
ade with 10 touchdowns for 60 
points in four garnes.J.'ThBjleague 
record for ITls in one season is 
18 in 10 ,games by Van Buren, 
Willie Galimore of Chicago Bears 
has 42 points for second place.
Ray Berry of the- Colts has 
caught the most passes in the 
1958 season, 23 good for 361
Los in 119 attempts for 1,023 yards 
the. and eight touchdowns, 
most yards. 424 in 19 catches. "We may sacrifice a little
Cardinal record of 63 completions and the halfback. This way the
c; ,di.i;.ls luive five pass receiv­




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (CPl-Wilf 
Greaves of Edmonton, Canada's 
middleweight boxing champion, 
seeks his eighth straight victory 
of the year tonight in a 10-round 
bout with Bill Tuck of Louisville.
Greaves has won 23, lost nine 
and tied once. I^ick has a 28-4-1 
record and will b ^ h e  underdog 
He has won his last fiye.




NO OTHER SAW LIKE ITN
* Fells • Burks •  Limbs • Under* „  
cuts .  Clears Isnd •  Prunes •  s 
Precision-cuts • Leaves MiU-edg#*
• Only power saw aara p p  IH * *
TRBR or on a ladder. t > *
T ry  ityouTKlf, Call 2 2 9 « 5 |p
tKtN*M<ee itus TODAVt
Gemeo Equipment Ltd. ^  
991 ElUs Street * 
Kelowna. B.C. — Phone 3939M
RELAX BAN
NANAIMO, B.C. (CPI — The 
city council has decided to mod­
ify its anti-noise bylaw, for fear 
it would frighten away potential 
industry.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEh^ER WHEN . , .
Harry Greb, former world’s 
middleweight and l ig h tw e ig h t 
boxUtjg champion, died at AUantic
City 32 years ago today following 
a minor operation. ITte "Pitts­
burgh Windmill" held the middle­
weight crown from 1923 to 1920, 




Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
PaumH
(Regular $1.50 value—choice of Slreith or Full-Fashioned)
when yog mail in yellow end flaps from ten pounds 
of Kraft's Parkay Margarine (either 1 lb. o r'2 lb . 
packages).
Get Order Form and full details at your grocer’s 
Parkfty display— or write Dept. A -D , Kraft Foods 
Ltd.) Box 6118, Montreal 2, Quebec.
Offer empires N6v. 30.1958.
r ,SAVE $1.50!
T h e » «  P o w e r *  M o d e l  N y l e n a  
w o u l d  n o r m a l l y  C o s t  11.60,  
s o  a e t t i n o  a  f r e e  p a i r  I t  J u s t  
l i k e  s a v i n o  15(! •  p o u n d  o n  
P a r k a y  M a r p a r i n e .
?
A \
the 1959 Ridtau 500 iao-doot hardtop
6 or V -8 with Econ-O-Fud des^
'■'I
the 1959 Rideau 500 four-door sedan
59’S NEWEST IS THE 59 METEOR • 59’S NEWEST
00
n




All-nno Meteor is your kind of car. Fresh, trim of line, exclusively 
Canadian, Completely redesigned and distinctively restyled Meteor is 
a step up—a car ahead in its field in everything blit price.
It runs on regular pas best. Six or V-8, you’ll gain on mileage, too. 
Meteor’s new Fcon-O-Fuel engine design not only saves you money by 
the mile, but it also means better performance where you need it moat. 
And with Meteor’s full-flow oil filter, you’ll only need to change oil every 
4,000 miles. Another saving is a new aluminized mufllcr"iiiM la« twiw 
as longT^d Meteor for 59 adds pleasure to savings.
There’s almost six inches more Icgtoom . .  . 450 Inches more viewing 
area. . .  a heater that can't overheat, . .  new Econ-O-Matic, the simplest, 
most economical automatic. Interiors have extra luxuries like individuaily
</?
night-lit controls and a more convenient foot-operated parking brake.
A 59 Meteor is an upward step in every way but price.
It brings you new assurance in safety features that include a deep-dish 
steering wheel, safety door locks and a wide-contour frame for all-around
passenger protection. a,  . . « .
There’s more that’s new, more that’s desirable in Canada s exclusive 
fine car in the low-price field. , c
Sec 59’s newest, the 59 Meteor, soon. Only then wUl yo“ 
fine a low-price car can be. Make distinctive Meteor yaiif upward itep
for 19591 , '
Certain features illustrated or mentiomd are standard on tome moatitt 
pptional at extra cast on others*
</> 'Z
SEE IT T O M O R R O W  AT YOUR M E TE O R  D E A L E R I
nwa | t i
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PRAQISING FOR DAY WHEN ENEMY IS IN SKY
The Kclown* Lawn Bowling j 
Club wound up their season last 
week, crowning a new triples' 
championship at the same time.:
Bert Bostock skipped his rink 
of Charlie Hubbard and Mrs. 
Tom Moryson to the mixed event 
win. beating out Bill Moss's team 
in the finals.
Moss skipped, with Mrs. Moss' 
and Gaude Wilcox composing his 
team.
This season was one of the 
most successful in the history of 
the club.
>A game of hide and seek Is 
^_^T>lay^ high in the clouds over 
Florida. The principals are a 
Fircbee drone, unmanned and 
which is the tar- 
•tTlgct for the Falcon guided mis­
siles of the supersonic F-102 
fighter plane, right. The Fire- 
bee is no sitting duck in this 
serious manoeuvre. It can turn, 
weave and fly as fast as most 
planes in the air, and on top
of that can record near misses 
in Falcon attacks. Theoretical­
ly, if the F-102 fighter plane 
pilot misses in his first salvo, 
the Firebce wins the air battle.
3W0T0R SHOW OPENS
British Automobile Manufacturers 
Make Bid To Expand World Market
LONDON ICPI—There are big I television — and an equally Im- 
fin - tail cars from the United pressive line of boats.
States, pointed - tail jobs from 
Italy, pointed-nose entries from 
France, and a long list of more 
■conventional lines from Holland, 
Germany, Sweden and Czecho­
slovakia.
• They’re all on display in the 
London Motor Show of 1959 mod­
els which opened Tuesday.
, There is nothing radical about 
changes in the home-spun stars
__the show—the British autos.
l«M»»JIhcy remain distinctly British.
To help boost Britain’s export 
^ " c f  cars, already running at an 
r. . all-time high, the Society of Mo- 
■ - tor Manufacturers and Traders,
‘ sponsors of the show, has sent 
, ,fi5,000 invitations to prospective 
w.** buyers overseas.
3THE CHANGES
temAJ;’ 0“ Salesmen and company offi- 
**^lals stood beside their new mod- 
^  els, eagerly t e l l i n g  everyone 
r about the “great new changes’’ 
to be found in the vehicles. Ihese 
^ ,^ .9nge from more streamlined 
ww.bodies to a new type of oil dip- 
*»|*atick that is easier to read
reporter suggested to a rep- 
»«»«sentative of the Bootes firm 
••^that the loud color combinations 
Xr<flsplayed seemed like a take-off 
*»>on American cars. 
,‘;'"* '“Exactiy,’’ he replied. “We 
I Ii^»iftarted this last year and our I ■^aalcs in Canada alone increased 
295 per cent,
^ .;;A n  expected ZOO.OOO people will 
«.v̂ go through the turnstiles, paying 
*~'lrom £1 to 2s 6d to see tWs col- 
UI3|ction. Besides cars, they will 
w.i«ee about 80 different types of 
trailers — some equipped
This 10-day show is being held 
as British car makers point 
proudly to an impressive set of 
figures. They now hold 30 per 
cent of the world market and the 
250,000 vehicles they exported
during the first six months of this 
year was an all-time record.
The previous six-month record 
was in 1955 when 210,000 were 
shipped.
"About three or four per cent’’ 
of exported vehicles go to Can 
ada, a show official said.
Upper Crust To Witness 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Official 
entries of 176 rinks from Western 
Canada have been received here 
for the Totem Bonsoiel to be held 
Grey Cup week—Nov. 23 to 28.
Heading the list of 80 entries 
from outside the Vancouver area 
is the Matt Baldwin rink from 
Edmonton, last year’s national 
champions. There are 13 other 
rinks entered from Alberta.
Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
are also represented in the entry 
list.
One of the most famous names 
in hockey a couple of decades 
ago was that of Baldy Northcott. 
His Winnipeg rink is among the 
Manitoba grouo that also in­
cludes the A1 Derrett rink.
One entry is contingent uoon 
the Saskatchewan Roughriders 
not being in the Grey Cup 
Roughrider Bill Clark says he 
will have a rink in the Totem 
providing he is not playing foot 
ball. Saskatchewan still has a 
chance to make the WIFU finals
The B. C. curling champions, 
the Tony Gutoski Rink of Victoria 
has entered.
LONG BEACH, Calif. (A P )- 
Boxing goes slightly black tie to­
night when Caspar Ortega of Ti­
juana, Mex., and Don Jordan of 
Los Angeles meet in a 12-round 
rematch. The winner is set for a 
title fight against world welter­
weight champion Virgil Akins.
The setting will be the grand 
ballrooth of the Lafayette Hotel, 
where in July beauties gathered 
for the Miss Universe contest.
Black ties and stiff shirts are 
not mandatory but about 1,000 
socialites figure to be on hand. 
They will pay $25 for the fight 
and dinner. The bout will be tele­
vised starting at 7 p. m. MST 
Jordan scored a decision over 
Ortega Sept. 17 and in July at­
tracted a t t e n t i o n  when he 
beat ranking welterweight Isaac 
Logart of Cuba. He fights as a 
lightweight and a welterweight.
The ratings are confusing. Ring 
magazine has Ortega No. 3 as a 
welterweight and Jordan No. 1. 
with The National Boxing Association
ranks Jordan No. 2 lightweight 
but doesn’t rate him as a welter­
weight. Both fighters are 23.
Manhattan Gets Design For 
Billlon-Dollar Facelifting
NEW YORK (AP) — A biUlon- 
. dollar facelifting plan for lower 
■ Manhattan, New York’s oldest 
 ̂ section, has been presented to the 
■.city fathers.
adopted, the rehabilitation
3togram w o u l d  bring drastic banges along both sides of Man- 'hattan’s triangular tip, now dom­inated by the skyscrapers of the financial district.
It calls for razing of most of the 
, outmoded structures that cluster 
along the East and Hudson rivers 
■omong the modern spires. Many 
^f the narrow older streets—once 
. cowpaths trod by Dutch lads and 
maidens — would be closed and 
supplanted by industrial buildings 
and residential apartment pro- 
JeeU.
Other streets would be widened 
,*ild make a belt traffic loop around 
>«kthe district. Some East River 
“^ter.s, obsolete and largely un- 
atised, would give way to a hcU- 
• port and marina for small bont.s. 
ITjc Fulton fish market along the 
East River and the Washington
wholesale fruit an d  vegetable 
market on the other side of the 
island would disappear.
During business hours this 
downtown district has a working 
population of 400,000. At night it 
is almost deserted. Only 4,000 per 
sons actually live there, and they 
are mostly in old dwellings dat­
ing back 100 years or more.
The plans call for completion of 
the changeover by 1970.
The reason the old buildings are 
not still older is that great fires 
swept the infant clly in 1776, 1778 
and again in 1835. Few buildings 
date back farther than the 1835 
fire.
For 300 years leather merchants 
have conducted their trade south 
of Brooklyn Bridge in a district 
known as The Swamp. Soon they 
mu.st move elsewhere.
Likewise .doomed are little cen­
tres of odd c r a f t s  profe.s- 
sion.s — coffee r o a s 11 n g, ship 
chandlcring, spice dealing — that 
still can be found in the twisting 




Formation of the Kelowna 5-Pin 
Bowling Association was an­
nounced today by president-elect 
Morio Koga.
The association, first formed at 
a general meeting held Monday 
at the Bowladrome, is at present 
working to organize teams for 
the annual competition within the 
parent Western Canada Associ­
ation.
With this step, Kelowna now 
joins Penticton and Kamloops 
who have been in the western 
conference for̂  some years.
Details of team trials and 
eliminations were discussed and 
passed on. The trials will be held 
before November 15, 1958 and 
selection of players will be made 
from present Kelowna leagues 
according to highest averages 
reached by members In league 
play.
To assist in the association’s 
Initial fund-raising memberships 
will be made available at a nomi­
nal cost. Directors expect a good 
response, according to secretary- 
treasurer Ted Burnell.
Moore Vs. Durelle 
May Be On CBC-TY
HALIFAX (CP) — The CBC 
said today preliminary discus 
sions have been opened in an at­
tempt to carry the world light- 
heavyweight t i t l e  bout from 
Montreal, Dec. 10, on the CBC 
television network.
Archie Moore of San Diego, 
Calif., is to defend his title 
a g a i n s t  Canadian challenger 






kn  YORK MILLIONAIRE'S BATTUGROUND
Mllllonnlro Nelson Rockefel­
ler I n  campaigning the hnrd 
•way for governorship of New 
York atnle. Ho Is shaking hands 
one end of Uie atnle to 
tiltt oLher. getting lilmseU known
hy alght to thousaiiilri of valors, 
lltinning again.^t him ns Doino- 
cratlc cnndl<lato In Avorlll lHu- 
rlinan, whose wnillh Is nlso 
counted in inUlloni of dollars.
Flush U.S. Colt 
Late Scratch
TORONTO (CP) — Ontario 
Jockey Club officials announced 
today that American - owned In- 
-slde Tract has been withdrawn 
from Saturday’s running of the 
$50,000 Canadian Championship.
Inside T r a c t ’s withdrawal 
leaves 12 probable starters in the 
race at New Woodbine.
Trainer Jack Welpert had ad- 
vi.scd OJC officials last Saturday 
that the four-year-old colt would 
be shipped to Toronto. However, 
after Inside Tract won the $75,- 
000 Jockey Club Gold Cup at Bel­
mont Saturday, Weipert made 
plane reservations for a trip to 
Ireland where he plans to buy an­
other horse.
TUESDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Portiaiul, Ore—Denny Moyer,
140, Portland, Ore, outpointed 
Johnny Saxton, 150, Now York, 
1 0 , ■
PhllMdelphla — Len Matthews, 
133, Phiindolphin, outpointed Or­
lando Zviluota, 135,. Now York, 10.
Ilolyokci, Mass, -r  Chico Vejar, 
161, Stamford, Conn, knocked out 
Lem Harvey, 160, New York, 2, 
Richmond. Calif.—Slxlo Rodri­
guez, 171, San An.solmo. Calif,, 
outpointed Willie Gilbert. 162, Los 
Angeles, 10.
Fresno, Calif, — Rudy Jordan,
141, Los A n g e l e s ,  outpointed 
Teddy (Redtop) Davis, 111, Snn 
Jo.se, 10.
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRI^m 
Western League
Calgary 2 Saskatoon 4 .......... ,
Ncw> Westminster 3 Victoria 7 
Okgnagan Senior 
Knmloop.s 5 Vernon 6 
Kelownn 4 Penticton 6
Western International 
Nelson 3 Rossland 6
Ontario Junior 
Ilnmiltnn I Ilarrlo 5
BIG TEKRITOnV
Hie Yukon IVrritory. with 'n 
I ivopulnllon of 12,190 In 1950, cov­
ers 207,000 squaro miles. ,
s V RIGHT NAM^ ,
NOTTINGHAM, England (CP) 
Fined £5 for speeding in this 
Midlands city was motorist Rob­
ert Hurry.
LONG SERVICE
LONDON (CP) Arthur Man-] 
ning has left Ealing Anglican 
parish church choir after nearly j 
60 years.
WELL REWARDED
MARDEN, Eng. (CP) — Prizes 
worth more than £1,000 were dis­
tributed at a fruit show in this 
Kent village.
SLACK SCALES
IPSWICH. England (CP) — Of 
37,960 weighing machines tested 
in this Suffolk town last year, 
11,098 were found incorrect.
NIGHT NOISES
CANTERBURY. England (CP) 
Kent authorities are to introduce 
a bylaw banning use of explosive 
bird scarers at night.
BIO BLOOM
CANVEY ISLAND, Eng. (CP) 
A sunflower in this River Thames 
island measures 12 feet across.
PUZZLING THEFT
LEICESTER, England (CP)- 
Thieves broke into a brewery in 
this Midlands City but stole only 
two bottles of mineral water.
SMALL CAUSE
LONDONDERRY. Northern Ire 
land (CP)—A mouse walked over 
a high tension switch and was 
instantly killed. It caused a black 
out in television transmissions 
and street lighting.
NEW LINER
LONDON (CP) ~  'Tlic Union 
Castle Line is to have a onc-clnss 
ship of 30,000 tons on the mall 
service between Southampton and 
South Africa at the end of 1961, 
says chairman Sir Nicholas Cay- 
zer.
TR.'.CTOR EXPERT
ALDERBURY, England (CP)~ 
For the third year in succession 
J. II. Nott of Exeter won the 
British Isles tractor - driving 
championship, held In this Shrop­
shire community.
RARE SNAKE
LONDON (CP) — Sernto, the 
only white python in captivity, 1s 
to go to Paignton Zoo In Devon. 
It was caught by animal col­
lector Peter Ryhincr In eastern 
Bengal. Scientists say a white py­
thon appears about oncip In 1,000 
years, Scrato means "white mir­
acle.’’
BOOST EDUCATION \
LONDON (CPI -  Formntlhn of 
a Commonwealth cmmcll of cdu- 
eatlon to further education in the 
Co'mnvonwenllh and colonics Is 
recommended by Britain's Con­
servative party in a pamphlet 
"Helping Hand."
WET SUMMER
DERBY, England (CP)—Derby 
fire brigade receives 100 calls to 
grass fires In an average sum­
mer. 'Tills year, 'due to abnorm­
ally wei weather. It got only one 
r-rtud rain put it out before the 
firemen arrived. '
I
Enter The COURIER C
• •
M O R E  People B uy S Y L V A N I A  m
HALOLIGHT for easier viewing -  found only in 
SYLVANIA -  is recommended by the National Assocaitlon 
of Optometrists. Remember... you have one pair of eyes 
to last you a lifetime . . .  guard them with HALOLIGHT.
★  Only SYLVANIA gives you a double guarantee . . .  twice 
the guarantee of any other make.
'A' Selected by the U.S. Government for showing at the 
Brussels World Fair.
★  Complete range of models and prices. . .  all with famous 
SYLVANIA quality built right in.
' j ’ w
y
SMALL APPLIANCES -  BEHER THAN VANCOUVER PRICESfv
STEAM IRON. . . .  15.88 FRY PAN -  Model S3 . . . .  14.88
TOASTER............. 21.88 FLOOR POLISHER....................... 39.954
__________________ FOOD MIXER........................ 18.88___________
^59 ELECTROHOME TV  -  All Models -  15% O F F ! ! !
S. &  S. TELEVISION
"W e Sell The Best For Less and Can Prove I t !''






Country Style, Choice........................................ .......lb.
TABLERITE
Flavorful and economical ................. ................  lb.
C H U C K  R O A S T  
C H U C K  S T E A K S  
M IN C E D  B E E F = l  2*o r8 9 d  
L E G H A M FULLY COOKEDWhole or half ...............................................................................................  Ih.
Dajly Fresh Produce
C A U LIFLO W E R S '........
SQUASH Hubbard ........ ........... . lb.
GRAPES Emperor
BANANAS ..
SPECIAL —- IGA Sunny Morn
TEA BAGS ^  t
SPECIAL — IGA Potatq
CHIPS oz. Dbr ..... 14 oz.Bag ...
lbs.
lbs.
SPECIAL- - LIBBY A  / f  i





STEW15 oz, tin 31c fr' 45c
HEINZ MUSHROOM
SOUP i: “I . . .
O.T.F.
2,.r37c
PINEAPPLE . 2 ,ar 43c
SPECIAL -T— Clovcrlcaf Sockeye
SA LA A O I










COFFEE I,:;.:....'..... IGA TARLERITE
\ ' ‘ '■ ' ' 'IGA INSTANT LARD;.i ...









IGA RIPE ’N RAGGED
2for37c PEACHEŜ k" . .. 2for43c
Prlcen Effective I bun. - Fri. • Sat. 




2728 PANDOSY ST. KEIXIWNA, B.C
IHWORD DOUBLE The PRIZE W ITH A  RECEIPT
NO WINNER UST WEEK
CORRECT ANSWER FOR LAST WEEK WILL APPEAR 
IN FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24lb, COURIER
$90.00
' C A N  BE W O N
If a Receipt is Enclosed.
" $45 will be awarded to the first correct entry opened and will be 
doubled if the contestant encloses a receipt of purchase made after 
Oct. 22, 1958, from Long Super Drugs, Your Kelowna Creamery, 
S & S Television Centre and Appliances, Farrow & Silvester Super 
! IGA Market. All entries MUST be in Courier building no later than 
1:30 p.m. Tuesday of next week. Late entries will be disqualified. 
Study the clues carefully before you answer. There is always one 
St answer which is best.
The decision of the judges is final and all contestants taking 
part in the contest agree to abide by the decision. There is no limit 
to the number of entries that may be submitted by one contestant. 
All entries MUST be clipped from a copy of The Daily Courier. 
Plain paper entries are not allowed. Any number of entries may be 
lubmiited in a single envelope, provided they conform with the 
above rules. Separate receipts are required to qualify each entry for 
the double prize. Daily Courier employees, advertis^rs appearing 
on this page, and their families, are not eligible to enter. Entries 
must be submitted to Coinword Editor, Kelowna Daily Courier, 
Kelowna, B.C.
» Cut Around Dotted Line
, xms ACROSS
1. If he has to plow through mud on an errand for his boss, 
there’s plenty of excuse for a boy 's---------
5. A child cou’d cut himself badly by falling on one, carelessly 
left in the fields.
8 . Hurried.
g 9. Business callers w h o ----------will fluster the new secretary
of a busy, arrogant, boss.
10. Has.
4^ 12. The Little Theatre group will be getting out their
when costuming must be devised for a Shakespearean play.
15. If a woman has her heart set on mink, n o --------- coat will
really delight her.
• 17. A step. I
•  18. Beloved.
20. Pull along.
22. Sometimes only a local one can help when a motorist is lost 
after a detour.
23. Villagers rush to the fire when they see flames ———  in the 
sky not far away.
25. The skipper of a disabled cabin cruiser on a misty night will 
welcome the sight of one.
27. Siesta.
, 29. Owing, '
I *  30. An industrialist returning from abroad should have some 
—— •— trade suggestions. ,
"' clues down
1. Clutch.
2. Egyptian sun god.
3. In science fiction, outer space monsters sometimes -------—
£  the bodies of earth people.
■ 4. Printer's measure.
5. It needs careful calculation to decide what must b e ---------
away for an Arctic expedition.
6 . Church bench.
7. Vase.
I -  11. IlnS hard to deal with someone when you suspect there’ll be 
a ----------in any terms he agrees to.
13. Vex.
14. Bobby soxers go crazy over a singer with a guitar w ho----- —
as he moves around the stage.
t jl), 16. A child does chores, more wullingly if there's due ---------
for his conscientious efforts, 
l«4 19. In a household o f ------—  beer drinkers, bottles should be
•  ̂ ordered by the case.
21. This would be a real ticat to a hungry Southern child.
,^^•22. :Pa’s wife.
24. Sticky sulrstancc.
"  26. A tenant may cause trouble if the terms of his lease arc 
not definitely — — .
28. Pianissimo: Mus. Abbr.
| f r  (The answer to this puzzle will l>c released on Friday, (Ktober 31, 




| f  l*Rals« Notei '!’« double your prlie a receipt dated after October 
22, I95R, niiist be enclosed for each entry. Only actual receipts are 
VtUd, If there is nu niobev nest the prife money is doublcdl
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Look at This Price!
SILVER BELL o q  
AURM CLOCK--
SUPERAAINS
100 for $ 3 -9 8















Relieve that Cough 
with
BENYLIN EXPECTORANT
For young and old 




Satura Vitamin Hormone Cream
PRICE $ 4 - ^ ^
You get FREE Masque Frappe
the 5 minute facial.
with every purchase
YOUR SHOPPING CENTRE AT CITY CENTRE
L O N G  S U P E R  D R U G S  L T D .
There is a difference..  .
prove it to YOURSELF
HOW CREAMY HOMOGENIZED 
M ILK CAN BE . . .
T ry  the T A S T E  T E S T !
• Finest Dairy Herds
Plus the finest farm equipment for 
handliu]^ milk.
* Kelowna Creamery Plants
has most modttrn sanitary equipment
• Your Choice . . .
PiirC'Pak Carton or Modern Square 
Bottle with Scalriglil Scalon Hood
* Modern Fleet of Trucks
and capable drivers to speed Kelow­
na Creamery Milk direct to your 
dour
Y O U R
C R E A M E R Y  
M I L K
N EW S IN PICTURES
1
PREPARING FOR PAPAL SUCCESSION
PURE-PAK C A R TO N
it  Space Saver in Refrigerator
Modern Square Carton it  Easy tô Open 
it  Forms Own Pouring Spout
K E L O W N A
1474 PANDOSY STREET
Pontifical Jewellers In Home 
display this collection of 
crosse.s in gold and precious 
stones which are to be worn 
by the cardinals of the Sacred 
college in view of the forth­
coming ceremonies when the 
new pope will be elected.
Papal Hatter A. BerbIconI 
puts fini.shing touches to., the 
hat he just made for the 'Dew 
t>ontiff to be elected during the | 
forthcoming conclave. Unlike 
the case of dicsscs of which I 
three sizes are made, only tmo 
size of hat i« prepared lor the 
pope to be. •
DE GAULLE TIGHTENS HIS GRIP
Arriving back in ‘. iris after 
a visit to Algeria French Pre­
mier Charles ,de Gaulle is 
greeted by Lt.-Col. Avenard. 
On his trip to Algeria, Dc
Gaulle proved his complete 
control of the army factions 
that were responsible lor, his 
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TWO SEE WOMAN SHOT TO DEATH
company him further, fired at 
close range. The two witne.ssos, 
Mrs. Fanny Watson and Djivld 
Cox, grappled wltli the gun- 
inan but were unable to hold 
him. Pollt'c later found the 
dead woman’s husband, left, n 
Great I.akcs seaman, dead in a 
grain elevator, lie commuted 
milcide.
In a gravel pit near Godcffch, 
Ont., Mrs. Kenneth DicUlniow* 
light, wa.s killed by a shqf in 
tlie abdomen wlille two -'by­
standers watchc'd. Slic hat^ar* 
lived at the pit arguing Jwlth 
, a shotgnn-earrylng man 'Who I 
first threatened to shoot, J|Jor, I 
then when she refused lo,*4»c«
t '
i() D o u n u : THE
COINWORD I'R I/J:
m o n i ;y  s im p l y  a t i  a c i i
A SEAIJUGIII SEAI.ON 
MILK n o r r u :  h o o d  
t o  t h e  c o R R F c r
ANSWER I O H  H IE  
■ n i m M i  \ \
FKD-iE 2084
Eiil t'/'IT*'
1,0.) I A‘.I, I
V‘ IVf'fl 
pai)' I.MI, f ,ve<-rv
V,
ONE-MAN CMPAIGN AGAINST SUMMOflSj
In 'niorold townsiiip, QriL, blAvl
(iliilnt agiilunt eouui 
iiriUes mill is ari i)l;̂ ’'Jll|)|f̂ ,',)(̂ li('V- 
alm•i’ by pif'ufliiii;', the liJwIVihlp 
' ' 1< ’ home on n
Ihrcf'-aeiii sU<* bunu'd <lnwn, he 
otdviid ■ .Rummer cpttnge to
the «|)Ot and proceeded tfpluldj 
secllons to It, N<ilglilH»r« com* 
lilaiiu'd til tlie: towiiNlilp ,t»nm*l 
ell. Mr. Tapp Was suminonsed.l 
Hut. h<! nays he \va» glVen'per»l 
tnhislon to tadid on Uie . |an(l| 
and doesn't Intend to tak«) Ui« 
AummouR wtthoUL «i jproUi»lu
W ORLD BRIEFS
SHORTS BRIGADE
AUCKLAND. N.Z. (CP> — The 
move toward wearing tropical 
dress for business in summer is 
progressing here. Government of­
ficials have been given permis­
sion to wear oi)cn-neckcd shirts 
and shorts to the office if they 
wish.
ISRAELI THEATRE
JERUSALEM iAP) -  The Is­
raeli cabinet has made the He-  ̂
brew theatre Habimah the na-j 
tional theatre of Israel. Tlie de-l 
ci.sion gives the group an annual 
government grant of about 560,- 
000.
TEMPORARY RESTING PLACE FOR POPE
fisherman using a n>'lon net 
bagged a white sturgeon more 
than 13 feet long, weighing 1,817 
pounds. ,
DIED IN CRASH
TOKYp <AP) —' Communist 
China said today three Moroccan 
students were among 65 pas­
sengers who died in the cYash of 
a Soviet TU-104 jet airliner 400 
miles east of Moscow last Fri­
day. Radio Peiping named the 
Moroccans and .said they were 
1 returning from China after at­
tending the fifth congrc.ss of the 
International Union of Students.
FUN IN THE NEWS
HAD WRONG IDEA
o k iin n a  ut-i MOSCOW <Rcutcrs>—A Soviet
8A1LUKS iiK.Lr scientist says Albert Einstein’s
PORT AU PRINCE f AP>— theory of relativity has been mis- 
Haiti’s blood bank received a big interpreted in the Soviet Union, 
boost when the aireraft carrier prof. .Alexander Alexandrov of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt docked the Soviet Academy of Sciences
2 The white marble unadorned 
«, sarcophagus of Pope Pius XU 
m lies in a round niche in the 
•catacomb-like grottoes under- 
Jneath St. Peter’s Basilica in
Rome. The niche is a tempor­
ary resting place. In about a 
year the coffin is to be placed 
near the bones of St. Peter in 
a permanently sealed grotto.
iU.S. Air Force Plans 
iAnimal Test In Space
The Russians got similar 
ports on the dog Laika, sent 
aloft in a Soviet sputnik last 
year. No effort was made to re­
turn the dog to earth.
Brig.-Gen. Donald D. Flicking- 
gcr, air force director of life sci- 




•  OTTAWA (CP)—Two old birch- 
fiark canoes and a group of early 
Canadian farm implements have 
•ecn accepted by the National 
Museum of Canada. Both are 
|rom  Quebec.
•  The 16-foot canoes are believed 
Jo have been used 150 years ago 
|n  the St. Lawrence River. They 
•^ere the p r o p e r t y  of Capt. 
Thomas Nairne, killed In the war 
£f 1812 and the second British 
aeigneur of Murray Bay, below 
f}uebcc City.
M They were presented to the 
museum by Mrs. J. Archibald 
Cray of Murray Bay and her son, 
Jv. E. Duggan Gray of Van­
couver.
•  The farm Implements—a hand- 
gnade Iron shovel, a sheet-iron 
•tovc*. two hand-made pulleys and 
% biickboard buggy—are from 
JUchard Ray of Ottawa. They 
avere used on the farm of Mr. 
Ray's father, the late Col. Walter 
Jlay, at Les Eboulements, Que.
•  WASHINGTON (API — The 
Xl.S. Air Force has plans to place 
« “small animal’’ into an orbit 
Vround the earth-but not until 
pierc's a good chance of bringing 
it back alive.
* The animal would be In a space
Japsule equipped to radio back to __  ______  ___
*arth information on the animal Si in ^i^ University Quar"tcrly 
performance a n d  phj'siological| published at MaxwcU
Jondition. ^ir Force base in Alabama.
MUST RECOVER 
He said the attempt would be 
made providing techniques for 
the recovery of the space capsule 
and its occupant are developed 
satisfactorily.
CAPSULE MODELS 
The experiment would be made 
particularly in connection with a 
study of the effects of weightless­
ness on animals and human be­
ings.
Flickinger said consideration is 
being given to various methods of 
putting laboratory animals, and 
later man, into a semi-ballistic 
flight path that would provide 
six to eight minutes of weight­
lessness. He said;
"If weightlessness proves to be 
a limiting factor in space flight, 
we are faced with an engineer­
ing problem of some magnitude 
to provide a degree of artificial 
gravity during orbital coast.’’ 
Flickinger also disclosed the 
air force plans to develop experi­
mental models of capsules to hold 
men and animals—with the cap­
sules being large enough to be 
fitted into the third-stage and 
nose - cone assembly of ballistic 
missiles.
Actual tests- o f. these capsules 
in a semi-ballistic flight path 
might be achieved in the next 12 
to 18 months. They are designed 
to provide data on capsule re­
quirements for a space ship’s re­
entry into the earth’s atmosphere 
from a "modest orbit’’ of 150 
miles altitude.
here. Sailors on .shore leave made 
many donations of blood.
BIG TANKER
ALBLASSERDAM, Netherlands 
(API—The 33,000-ton tanker Pres- 
idente Juscelino, launched in this 
port near Rotterdam, will be the 
biggest vessel in Brazil's mer­
chant fleet. She is the first of 
seven being built for a Rio dc 
Janeiro concern.
OIL FOR CHINA
TOKYO I API — Red China’s 
first modern oil refinery has 
started producing kerosene, die­
sel oil and gasoline, the New 
China news agency reports. The 
Russian-equipped refinery is at 
Lanchow, 450 miles southeast of 
the Vumcn oil producing region
OFF TO BRAZIL
KOBE lAP)—A Japanese shipi 
is cn route to brazil with 516 emi­
grants from Japan. They plan to 
settle near Manaus City, 650 
miles up the Amazon River. Bra­
zil already has a big Japanese 
colony.
BIG NUGGET
MOSCOW (API-A gold nug­
get weighing 14.11 pounds is re­
ported by the newspaper Soviet 
Ru.ssia to have been found in a 
Siberian mine at Botaibo.
U To sell a farm, or farm imple- 
•lents, use Classified ads! Dial 
4445 for an ad-writer.
-
TOUGH JELLYFISH
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (CP) 
Harbor b o a r d  officials here 
spotted a-giant jelljfish holding 
a three - foot - long barracuda 
firmly enmeshed in its long ten­
tacles. Scientists said they had 
never before heard of a jellyfish 
capturing such a large prize.
CROWDED SCHOOLS
PARIS (Reuters) — A record 
registration of 8,567,000 pupils has 
filled schools in France to the 
bur.sting point. Officials, who said 
France lacks about 8,000 quali­
fied teachers, said the high birth 
rate following the Second World 
War is the reason for the in­
crease.
BANS STRIPPERS
ATHENS (Reuters) — The na­
tional government haS: banned 
strip-tease shows in Greece as 
being “contrary to Greek cus­
toms and morals.” The order fol­
lowed an "alarming increase’ of 




ers) — Kangaroos have to be 
chased off the runway at Charle- 
ville airport in Queensland before 
airplanes can land. Officials ex­
plained that due to . drought the 
airport is the only spot in the 
district with grass,
MONSTER STURGEON
MOSCOW (AP)—Tass. the Rus­
sian news agency, came up with
told a conference Tuesday that 
Soviet scientists had made "mis­
takes” about it. Under Stalin, 
Einstein’s theory was treated as 
an expression of idealistic philos­
ophy and its author condemned.
BIG ORDER
JAKARTA (API—Indonesia is 
buying nearly $10,0(K).000 vs’orth of 
tractors and farm tools from 
Czechoslovakia under an agree­
ment just signed here.
SPECIAL SHOW
TRENT. Italy (AP)-Thr first 
international exhibition of Him 
alyan mountain-climbing equip­
ment opened here included equip­
ment displayed by Austria, West 
Germany, France. Britain. India, 
Japan, Switzerland and Italy.
I SMOOTHER RIDE
LONDON (Reuters) — British 
railroads arc to use longer 
lengths of rail on main lines for 
smoother, quieter travel. Long 
rails made by welding 60-foot 
lengths to for.m continuous strips 
of a quarter-mile or more elim 
inate the familiar clicketty-clack 
of the wheels.
DRINK PROBLEM
BUDAPEST (Reuters) — Alco­
holism is still a major problem in 
Communist H u n g a r y  despite 
strong official measures to com­
bat it. Alcoholics make up 30 per 
cent of patients in nerve clinics 
and mental hospitals, according 
to official statistics
* I, I"*’
INTRUMENTS FOR POPE'S ELEQION
M Here are some of the voting 
«i tools u s ^  during the election 
• o f  a now Pope. Left is a box 
a containing white and black 
tt balls. Each cardinal takes a 
•  ball and introduces his hand in 
2 the Instrument in centre and
drop.s the ball in?the, first or 
second well. The secrepy of 
the operation is guarantee by 
u long black cloth covering the 
caidinal’s arm. Plates on right 
are used to carry the voting 
"bigliettos*' in final balloting.
MOTHER’S RING
LONDON (Reuters) — A third 
ring to celebrate motherhood—an 
old jewelry custom—is being re­
vived in Britain. Jewellers re­
port more and more husbands 
buying gifts are asking for a ring 
which their wives can wear with 
their' engagement and wedding 
rings to denote motherhood.
SALVAGE PROJECT
TOKYO (AP)—A Japanese sal 
vage team will leave for Ceylon 
in December to refloat a British 
Navy floating dock sunk in Trin- 
comalee harbor in 1943. A 250-ton 
salvage boat and about 100 work­
ers will be engaged.
GRIM REMINDER
PRAGUE (AP) — The Czecho­
slovak news agency reports the 
ashes of more than 3,000 victims 
of the Nazis, discovered in north­
west Czechoslovakia last spring, 
have been buried at the national 
cemetery of Terezin, site of a 
former Nazi concentration camp. 
Victims included French, Rus­
sian, Yugoslav and Polish prison­
ers slain by their captors.
ACTRESS ILL
HOLLYWOOD, (AP) -  Actress 
Barbara Stanwyck, suffering 
severe congestion of fluid in her 
lungs, entered hospital Tuesday 
for observation and treatment to
GREEN HAVEN. Md. (AP) 
The ladies auxiliary of the 
Green Haven Volunteer Fire 
Department wants to do more 
than cook dinners and bake 
cakes to raise money for 
their firefighting husbands.
The gals arc learning to 
handle the fire hose.
They have had seven basic 
lessons, and Sunday they’ll 
get a chance to put out a 
blaze on the training grounds 
at the University of Mary­
land.
DAYTON. Ohio (AP)—The 
people building a housing pro­
ject near Dayton wanted to 
know why their construction 
men appeared drunk while 
working.
Today they got their an­
swer.
Deputy Sheriff Robert Mann 
and Constable Charles Wilson 
posed as workers. Some of 
the boys, during a break in 
work, walked over to a mo­
bile canteen selling sand­
wiches and coffee. The two 
officers went along.
They discovered the can­
teen salesman also was dis­
pensing liquid refreshment of 
the alcoholic variety.
The salesman, Ernest L. 
Sheets, 43. was .iailed on a 
charge of selling liquor with­
out a licence.
K L A G E N F U R T .  Aus­
tria (Reuters) — A swallow 
that missed last month’s an­
nual migration flight to war­
mer regions left here today 
bound for the south—by train.
The bird was found on the 
roof of a house in danger of 
freezing to death. It was 
handed over to a local police­
man who took it to the rail­
way station, where it was put 
on the first train for Rome.
LOS ANGELES (AP)-H er 
husband made their French 
poodle stand on his hind legs 
in a corner for 15 minutes at 
a time as punishment, Mrs. 
Shirley Kaplan, seeking a di­
vorce, testified.
She complained that George 
Kaplan was mentally cruel to 
her and physically cruel to 
the dog.
Judge Frederick F. Houser, 
himself a poodle owner, said 
he was skeptical of the length 
of time the Kaplans’ dog 
spent on his hind legs but 
granted the divorce.
Australia Looks To Far East 
For Trade To Boost Exports
MELBOURNE (Reuters)—Aus­
tralia is looking to the Far East, 
including Communist China, for 
trade to bolster its faltering ex­
port income.
Long content to rely on tradi­
tional markets and soaring wool 
prices, it has come as a blow to 
many Australians to learn that 
new markets must be found for 
the country’s goods if the high 
living standards of post-war years 
are to be maintained.
For years, seemingly sound! 
trade treaties and fat w o o l  
cheques have drowned warning 
whispers of doubt from leading 
economists.
This season’s lower wool prices 
and warnings of drops in earnings 
of primary products made little 
impact on the public. It was a 
shock when exporters and trade 
authorities said recent announce­
ments by Britain and the United 
States would drastically aflect 
Australia.
BLAST ANGLO-AMERICANS
The Sydney Sun’s financial ed­
itor, Ray Melrose, strongly criti­
cized what he called the “selfish 
American and British policies 
which threaten to bring disaster 
to Australia’s exjx)it trade,’’
A drive to find new markets is 
gaining momentum. Twelve Aus­
tralian businessmen will sail for
the Far East later this-monlb 
aboard the Swedish motor vessel 
Delos. This "Australian trade 
mission ship," organized and II- 
nanced by the Australian £z-
TBE DAILY GOUtlEm
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ports Federation, will make r  
sales promotion tour of the Fax 
EasL \
Australia also has e^'es on the 
South. American market. Reccit 
sales of coal to that country have 
whetted the appetitite of Austri^.^  ̂
ian industrialists. A mission Is ex-* 
ipeeted to go there soon.
this fish story: A Caspian Sea I prevent pneumonia.
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II. R. Perry, Chief Observer , 
East Kelowna — Phone Kelowna 7728
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brow ed In B,C. — O’KJEEFE brings you  
both ALE and OLD V IE N N A  LAGER BEER
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1485 EIUs St. 





Visit the Royal Agricultural'Winter Fair, Toronto, November 
14th to 22nd — and travel' by Canadian Pacific Railway's 
special low cost (scmi-all-expensc) tour! Besides Transporta­
tion to and trom Toronto, many side trips are Included in the 
ope low tare. For Instance .
•  Yon’ll visU two model farms near Toronto.
•  Enjoy a sightseeing drive through the city.
•  See famous Casa Loitta (Canada’s only castle!).
•  Visit the Royal Ontarla Museum and the Toronto Art 
Gallery.
•  Drive to Niagara Falls — and lunch in the Sheraton- 
Brock Hotel’s Rainbow Room.
And there’s an interesting optional trip to the Ontario Agricul­
tural and Veterinary College In Guelph!
THE SHOW YOU MUSTN'T MISS!
As for the "Royal" itself , .  . this is the show of-the year! 
Besides having a season ticket, and a" reserved seat at the 
Horse Show, you’ll see Canada’s prize livestbek,. fruit and 
vegetable displays, the catlle auctions, fashion shows, farm 
equipment . . .  a hundred and one things of real interest! Your 
fare for the trip includes comfortable hotel accommodation. 
Ask your Canadian Pacific Agent for a detailed brochure — 
and have him complete arrangements for your trip!
Return Fare Including hotel from Kelowna as low as $198.50.
i k
338 Bernard Ave. — Phone 3126






IN EVERY WAY 
SO BEAUTIFULLY RIGHT V-
'I.
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Beauty dueon of the hardtops— 
the new Fairtone 500 Tqwh Vrcloria
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IShort Slroko Design cuts fric 
tion fox longer engine lifo with 
gas savings up to  10%, Ford 
and only Ford builds a true 
short stroke Six in Canada.
Tha.lKprsisway Inlofce Mani­
fold on Ford V'8 'b dsUvera 
fuel to  each cylinder by the 
shortest, most direct ix>ute for. 
smoot,h power without wasted
T h ills lh a  cor designed to meal every l«|nd e f 
driving neod ledey. And It does^ Bsaufi/u/fy*
Completoly roatyjod for 5 9 ;  Ford 
a clean crisp look witH dignity hnd good 
tnato in every lino. Standard engines. 
Six ond V*8. run on Jrogular gas. Tho 
standard oil filter atrotefujs oU changes 
up to 4,000 miles.
New Fordomutfe is lighter, more ceo* 
nomical. lias K  fewer ports. The new 
Blondairo lieator blonds warm and cool 
air to givo you tho exact temperature 
you wont, instantly. See your Dealer 
end isk e « d isc o v e ry  derive.
ICmatn ftalvrtt flliiUfsftSrr mnM tmS $r§ "IUanilar(r an n m t ««r« fw( m »l»if»,)
ORCHARD
1 4 8 7  P A N D O S Y  ST. PH. 2 3 4 0
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2 8 o z .tin  .  -TOMATOES
SOUP V E G H A B U




20  oz. tin
Quick Cooking,
5 lb. bag .  -  -  -
Pinks,
First of the Season
Midway Canada No. 2
POTATOES S Q U A S H
9 9c Acorn -  Hubbard -Buttercup
10 lb. bag 5 lb. bag
4 9 c  2 5 c 2 ib s .1 3 c
Frozen Food




1 lb. p k g ..  .
Champion,
15 oz.tin - . . . - -
C A K E Robin Hood, White or 
Chocolate, 15 oz. pkg. .  .  .  .




N Y L O M S
W ITH  Y E LtO W  END FLAPS  
PROM 1 0  te e , OP
C O H A G E  R O L L S  Cryovac Halves 65c
S A U S A G E  
S ID E  B A C O N  "  
K IP P E R S
jubilee .. « •  -  .  .  > -  -  .lb .
1 lb. pkg.
2 lb. pkg.
Eastern -  -  , -  -  .  .  .  .  -  lb. Order Forms available at oi\r atore
16 pz. jar
/J in  in
I eiveeth









Old . . .  - lb. 69c  
M edium .  -lb . 65c  
. .  .lb . 59c
4




Okanngan Mission — Phone 3935
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
AND GROCERIES
2902 PANDOSY ST. —  PHONE 4022
HARDIE'S 'GENERAL STORE
R irrtA N kl ^  PIIONE 2552
your phot le Horn UNITED PURITY
GUNMORE STORE
Pete Seklcr —  Phone 4367
ED'S GROCERY
1271 GIcnmore Rd. —  Phone 4280
PEHMAN BROS.
1302 St. Paul S t.V - Phone 3020
NEWTON'S GROCERY





V. I. Fowler Phone 3014
KLO GROCERY
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Young Anglicans 




OKANAGAN MISSION — The 
following officers were elected at 
the annual general meeting of 
the Okanagan Mission Badminton 
Club held in the Community Hall 
Brian Hamilton, president ofion Sunday evening. October 19: 
the Kelowna branch of the AYPAj president. N. T. Apsey; secre- 
was elected treasurer of the B.C.'tary-treasurcr, Donald Hall;
r.'y.
provincial c.xecutlve to the AYPA 
at the 28th annual B.C. provincial 
conference held in Nanaimo Oc­
tober 11 to 13.
A very full conference program 
was attended by seven Kelowna 
members. Ken Pettman and Judy 
Hamilton were the two official 
delegates. Each day began with 
Holy Communion and ended with 
Compline. During the course of 
the sessions, Rev. Professor 
Peake, from the Anglican Theo­
logical College, gave three short 
lectures on “The Heroes of the 
Church.”
Following the lectures, a wor­
ship was held under the direction 
of the Reverend E. H. Patterson
tournament manager. George 
Hawkins; and publicity, Mrs. 
G. Coe. Membership fee was fix­
ed at $5 for the season. Closing 
date for joining the club was set 
at November 30, after which no 
more memberships will be ac­
cepted.
There will be two groups, one 
of 18 years and over playing on 
Sunday night at 7:30, and the 
other 17 years and under playing 
on Wednesday evening at 7:30. 
It was also decided that there 
would be inter-group tournaments 
every two weeks.
It is requested that all mem­
bers and prospective members 
turn out on Wednesday evening,
I
Student Needs Quiet 
For Effective Study
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP>-A quiet 
atmosphere minus television or 
ladio is <«sential for students to 
do homework efliclcnUy, says 
Mother M, Gerard, principal of a 
Wgh school, here.*
“The high schooTschedule is so 
heavT.” she told a meeting of her 
school's parents* club, “that the 
student must cover every phase 
of study at the proper Ume if he 
doesn’t want to be left behind.
“ Proper lighting and a quiet at­
mosphere are necessary for effi­
cient study, and a pupil cannot 
be expected to give his all to a 
suuject with the radio or televis­
ion blaring at his side.
"Learning in a high school is 
not child’s-play, and cannot be 




GALT. Ont. (CP)—Mrs. A. G. 
Howlett here is starting a club 
for wives and mothers of Cana­
dians serving in the United Na­
tions Emergency Force in the 
Middle East.
RUTLAKD—Mr. and Mrs, Jack 
Gamer returned «» Wednesday 
last from a two-week holiday 
which they spent visiting with 
their daughters at Victoria and 
Caliano stand.
Mrs. P. Renno returned at the 
weekend from Calgary where she 
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cass Leh< 
r.er, Jr.
S>-mpathy of the district is e»  
tended to Mrs. L. Taylor in the 
loss of her son Kenneth in Sun­
day morning's car accident. The 
Taylors formerly were residents 
of Rutland.
Mrs. J. Johnson has moved to 
Kelowna to reside with her 
daughter. Mrs. A. Loudon.
The local branch of the KGE 
shut down one of their graders 
at the weekend. Lack of storage 
space for |>ackcd fruit was given 
as the reason.
West Germany produces an av­
erage of more than 120,000,000 
tons of coal annually.
HANDSOME HANDBAG
of Trail. A banquet and dance October 22 to help paint the lines 
completed the program. for the court. Play will start on
LUXURIOUS LEATHER
By TRACY ADRIAN
Here’s a handsome leather 
coat that features the new de­
tails plus a couple of extra 
gambits to make it even more 
chic and versatile.
*rhe topper Is a cardigan of 
blond leather with a simulated 
’-"It and three-quarter sleeves. 
Dress length, it has a detach­
able collar of fluffy blond bad­
ger fur for more elaborate 
occasions.
TTie attendance at this confer­
ence broke all records. There 
were 208 delegates from all over 
B.C. Trail AYPA was given an 
award for having the most rep­
resentatives from the farthest 
point. Trail delegates numbered 
38.
The purpose of these confer­
ences is to keep AYs throughout 
the province acquainted with 
each other. Also, to provide 





This year’s super combination 
of Hallowe'en and Friday night 
is sure to bring a record parade 
of ghosts, witches and goblins for 
“trick or treat.”
To ward off evil and protect 
yourself from “iricks,” it’s a 
good idea to go along with the 
youngsters in their quest for loot. 
Be prepared by picking up a 
handi-pak carton of McIntosh 
apples. There are just over 20 
pounds in this pack, enough ap­
ples to provide plenty of insur­
ance against any mischief the 
seigbborhod prowlers can think 
up. '
Apples , arc the easiest of all 
Hallowe’en goodies to dispense, 
and the mothers will bless you 
lor giving their small fry some- 
tUng wholesome instead of a 
weird assortment of sweets that 
01^  stick together in those preci­
ous “loot bags” and make for 
morning-after tummy upsets.
It’s easy to give a Hallowe’en 
party because there’s such a 
variety of games, food and decor­
ations that fit in with the occa­
sion. Use traditional decorations 
and ideas. Pumpkins can be 
carved into amusing jack o’ lan­
terns. • Ghosts, witches, black 
cats arc used in decorations and 
games.
Sandwicl)es'. frankfurters, pch 
tato chips, baked beans, polished 
I apples or caramel ones on sticks, 
i doughnuts,' pumpkin pies or tarts, 
cupcakes iced in orange with 
melted chocolate to trace In fea- 
I tures, chilled apple Juice or cider 
—nothing is easier to prepare and 
I serve.
Caramel apples are a cinch to
VISITING . . .  Mr. and Mrs. 
C. M. DeMara at the weekend 
were the latter’s sister and 
brother-in-law. Dr. and Mrs. R. 
L. Davison, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Walker of Vancouver. Dur­
ing their stay the visitors were 
driven up to the Shuswap to see 
the salmon run.
A POT LUCK SUPPER . . . 
meeting of the Kelowna branch 
Soroptomist Federation of the 
Americas was held at the home 
of Mrs. Phyllis Trenwith Monday 
evening. Mrs. T. S. Pittendrigh 
was appointed secretary.
Preparation is under way for 
the forthcoming Good Citizen 




In Current W orks
The pictures on exhibition In 
[the Okanagan Regional Library 
this week and until the end of 
the month, by Rudolpn Messner, 
ore literally breathtaking. One 
I picture alone would somehow fill 
a room—with Its brilliant color 
I and vigorous treatment — and 
( hero wo have 28.
1 Rudolph Messner's talent was 
recognized when ho was n boy 
of 13 In Germany, where he won 
the Albrcc^ Duorcr prize given 
for children. Ho studied In Munich 
qnd l^rlln. His first picture
{minted In Cnnbdn in 1951 won or him top honors in the Indc- 
I pendent Artists Association Ex- 
IlilblUon at the Windsor Hotel in 
iMontreal.
I I con do no bettor than to 
Iquoto from the Vancouver Sun 
Ion tho occasion of the orllsfs 
[exhibition in thh Vancouver Art 
IGnllory. "It Ls refreshing to see 
Ian urtlst with a good background 
lot ex|)cricnct!, revelling In color 
loii does Mr. Messner. There is 
[both freedom and control,'nnd n 
rful surrender to light and 
■color. Briskly ond directly 
led as they arc, these wou 
I healthy and stimulating pictures 
ho live with."
1 Some people ■ would feel the 
I need for a .softer atmosphere, 
IfSnecialliy In the distant parts of 
Iftome of the pictures, but for 
î nco 0l coloring-i.e. .effects 
i on tnowt Ike haslei thh sun s . h afun  
|su<;c«Mled in itvini; us British 
[Columbia In tta t m i  brOlliml
Lit (Am ia U
make with the aid of packaged 
caramels.
CARAMEL APPLES
14 oz. package caramels 
(about 56)
2 tablespoons water
4 or 5 medium-sized apples.
Place caramels and water In 
top of double boiler. Heat, stir­
ring frequently until sauce is 
smooth. Stick a wooden skewer 
in each apple. Dip in hot caramel, 
turn until surface is coated. Place 
on waxed paper an(f refrigerate 
a few minutes until firm.
If the children are young and 
you are having a sit-down supper, 
use apple hobgoblins as favors.
Using lifesavers for eyes, piece 
of gumdrop for nose and pop com 
or peanuts for teeth, stick the 
features on the apple with heavy 
sugar and water syrup. Slip on a 
paper doily ruffled collar and use 
another doily shaped into a cone 
for the hat.
Chilled apple juice makes the 
base for a Witches’ Brew, to be 
served in a hollowed out pump­
kin with bowl insert. Combine 2 
quarts chilled apple juice, 1 can 
frozen concentrate limeade and 
2 quarts sparkling water or gin- 
gerale to give that bubly cider 
sparkle.
Ghost Moan Is a fun game for 
Hallowe’en. Everyone stands in 
a circle. One ghost Is "it” and 
stands blindfolded in the centre.
An apple is passed around Rie 
circle. When "it” shouts “stop” 
the person with the apple must 
moan like a ghost. “It” tries to 
locate the moaner and identify 
him by touching his lace. If “it” 
su ccess  in three guesses, he 
changes place with the moaner.
Alternate lively games with 
quiet ones so that things won’t 
get completely out of hand. By 
the light of n candle, have the 
flr.st per.son in a circle start a 
gho.*5t story. At the end of two 
minutes, the next in line picks up 
the story and so on around the
circle. When tho last person picks . .
up the narrative he builds up to acquired during their mar- 
n blood-curdling climax (prepnr- *'Jago 
ed with him in advance). At the DUAL ROLE
INTERESTING GUEST . . .  at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. 
Buss for the past three weeks 
has been Mr. David H. Heath, 
who has been woricing for’ the 
past five years as state architect 
at Penang. Mr. Heath travelled 
to Canada via Singapore, Hong 
Kong and Japan, making stops 
enroute. He leaves at the week­
end to spend a few months visit­
ing his family in England prior 
to returning to the Far Eeast.
MRS. PERCY DOWNTON . . . 
and daughter Jill, with Mrs. 
Downton’s father, Mr. C. E. 
Drake, leave at the weekenjd for 
Chilliwack where Mr. Downton 
has accepted the position of man­
ager of the Chilliwack Coliseum.
Sunday evening at 7:30 at the 
Community Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. D. (Sandy) 
Rennie have returned home after 
spending a week in Vancouver.
A, great deal of building is go­
ing on in Okanagan Mission. The 
Okanagan Telephone Company 
has finished the exterior of the 
new Okanagan Mission exchange. 
Now the installation of the intri­
cate machinery of the exchange 
“Poplar 4” is being carried on. 
Opposite the exchange, Mr. A. 
J. Willms is working on his 
house. In the vicinity of N. T. 
Apsey’s store six houses are in 
varying stages of construction. 
Above Dickson's flat, near Cedar 
Creek, the H. C. Mallam house is 
nearing completion. Mrs. A. 
Hooker is building a house on the 
Hay subdivision.
On the Paret Road five houses 
are being built between the P. 
Daum and the E. Weiss houses. 
On Hobson Road Mr. and Mrs. 
D. Wilmot are building. On the 
Pine Grove Estates subdivision 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Anderton and 
Mr. and, Mrs. W. Jones have 
moved into their homes. Mr. S. 
Miller and Mr. L. Wright are 
both constructing houses. Nearby 
on the lakeshore, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Swaisland, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Roy Chapman hope to be 
in their new homes before Christ­
mas. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Allen, 
who are building a home on the 
Mallam propetry near the Chute 
Lake Road, expect to move in by 
mid-November.
By ALICE ALDEN
New handbags manage to 
hold their own with the new 
fashion lines and opulent ac­
cents. Josef makes a calfskin
pouch with a hand-cngravcd, 
gold-plated, overthrow lock and 
a hand-etched catch, for a 
jeweller’s luxury touch. The 
calfskin is softly pleated, back 
and front.
Royal Commission On E(Jucation 
Brief To Be Discussed By P-TA
Would you be in favor of ex­
tending the school year by two 
weeks?—By four weeks?
Do you approve of corporal 
punishment at school?
These are only two of the many 
vital questions to be studied and 
voted upon by members of the 
Kelowna Elementary PTA at 
their next general meeting, which 
will be held in the Senior High 
School lunchroom on Monday, 
October 27, commencing at 8 p.m.
The B.C. Parent-Teacher Fed­
eration, in an effort to present 
to the royal commission on edu­
cation the, thinking of a true 
cross section of British Columbia 
parents and teachers, has pre­
pared a questionnaire containing 
37 questions pertaining to stand­
ards of achievement, curriculum, 
pupil and parent responsibility, 
buildings and facilities, teachers.
Burmese Wives 
"M ore  Respectful 
Of Their Spouses
OTTAWA (CP)-Although the 
working-wife trend is spreading 
to Burma. Daw Mya Win still 
wonders how North American 
women can combine careers, 
husban(is, babies and homes.
The wife of Burma’s first am­
bassador to Canada, Thado Maha 
Thray Sithu U Win told a re­
porter she has noticed that “the 
woman is so independent” in 
marriages in this continent.
“In eastern culture women are 
more respectful,” she said. But 
a Burmese marriage Is defin­
itely a partnership—husband and 
wife are joint owners of nil prop-
Advice To Housewife 
Is Given By Expert
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) — A 
professional p e r s o nnel inter­
viewer took a look at married 
life here and produced some tips 
for the housewife.
Mrs. Ruth Hancock of Water­
loo, Ont., gave this advice;
“Don’t be a moaner. Every­
body has problems, so try to 
master your own.
“Don’t get in a flap when you 
entertain. It should be fun, not 
a nightmare. If you are too emo­
tionally upset and exhausted to 
enjoy yourself when the time 
comes, take stock, girls—there’s 
something wrong with you.” 
CALM VIEW
Mrs. Hancock added these 
words for the harassed house­
wife:
“Don’t try to keep up with the 
Joneses. If you can’t afford to 
live in that special district, don’t 
preach to .the old man that every­
body you know is moving there.
“Do give your husband plenty 
of attention even if the children 
sap your time and energy.
•Tn marriage, it takes two 
people facing their problems to­
gether realistically, with a sense 
of humor, u s i n g  sympathy, 





Mr. and Mrs. James BurnstiU 
wish to announce, the engagement 
of their daughter Ada Marjory, 
to Mr. Donald Frederic Saunder- 
son, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. D. 
Saunderson of London, Ont.
. The wedding will take place 
Wednesday, November 19, at 
2:30 p.m. in St. Michael and All 
Angels’ Anglican Church with 
Archdeacon D. S. Catchpole of­
ficiating.
and general organization and ad­
ministration.
Chairman of the royal commis­
sion, Dean S. N. F. Chant has 
stated that the Parent-Teacher 
Federation brief is considered 
one of the most important 
that will be received, and the 
brief can only represent parent- 
teacher recommendations if every 
member’s opinion is included.
The questionnaire in connec­
tion with this education brief will 
be fully discussed, and resource 
people — including the district 
superintehdent of schools, school 
principals, vice-principal?, and 
other experienced administrative 
personnel—will be on hand to fur­
nish any information needed to 
help those present to express an 
informed opinion.
Do not miss this unique oppor­
tunity to share in making recom­
mendations that may affect the 
life of your child in school.
MEETING MEMOS
KELOWNA PRODUCTIONS
There will be a general meet­
ing of Kelowna Productions Sun 
day, October 26 in Studio “A” 
CKOV at;8 p.m. Everyone inter 
ested is invited* to* attend*
SOROPTOMIST
Miss Esther Kinney, chairman 
of the extension committee of 
Soroptomist Federation of the 
Americas Inc., Western Canada 
region, will meet with the Kel 
owna branch Soroptomist Mon­
day, October 27 at the home of 
Mrs. J. Cameron Day, 1665 Ellis 
St., at 8 p.m.
All the Way from France. . .  /
DRESSES in the latest Fall shades and a marvellous new 
material, 70% Cashmere — 30% Angora. Soft, light and 
warm. . .  Sizes 16, 16' .̂, 18 and 18;^. You can’t afford not 
to have one of these non-crushablcs at 
the low price o f ....................... ................... 35.00
REVERSIBLE SKIRTS are in again. In many shades to 
choose from. Pure wool.
Some small sizes.... ...................................... 2 1 .0 0
PURE SILK SCARVES in beautiful Autumn and Winter 
colors, water
repellent ........................................................... 2 7 5
Have you thought of buying now and having that Christmas 
gift laid away for you. Many are using this foresight and 
saving that last minute rush when the time comes. A small 
deposit will, hold any purchase you may make.
Our sales staff, Mrs.. Fitzpatrick, Mrs. Pat 
Sadler and Mrs. Van Ackeren will gladly 
. .̂’help you with any problems you may wish to 
■ discuss.
G lamourWE AR
*•- “Where the Lady Meets 
Fashion”




SUNDERLAND, England (CP) 
In a poll to decide their uniforms 
half the women bus conductors 
in this Durham county town voted 
for slacks all the year round, but 
the other half wanted skirts in 
the summer. Transport commit­
tee chairman Ron Atkinson set­
tled the tie by casting a vote for 
slacks all year.
most chilling moment, blow out 
tho light and emit n horrible 
.scrcnch.' It will bo some time be­
fore the laughter dies down.
Tccn-ngcr.s qrc partial to for­
tune games. To reveal their for­
tune In Hallowe’en foshion, place 
as many saucers as you have 
guests in n row on a table. Wrap 
in a small piece of paper a wed­
ding ring, .small piece of rag, 
pair of scissors, n safety pin, 
coin or some other significant 
trinket.
Then let each giiest choose hla 
fortune. The ring, of course, 
means marriage, tho rag a 
bachelor, or old maid, tho rcIs-- 
Eors divorce, the pin babies, the 
coin wealth, clc. 
llnr^py haunting I
’The Wins were making their 
first official visit to Ottawa. They 
live in Washington, since Mr. 
Win has the dual role of ambas­
sador to both tho United States 
and Cohndn,
The home in Wa.shlngton Is n 
"llUlc bit of Burma,” said one 
of the ambassador’s secretaries.
Mrs, Win, wearing n native co.s- 
tumc—a sheer blouse and a long, 
wrap - around skirt — explained 
that in Washington she has Bur­
mese servants, pictures, sllver- 
waro and Incqucrwnrc, and Bur­
mese food Is server every day.
A room In the Washington em­
bassy also has been set aside ns 
a ’’shrine room,” where a visit­











In by 0 a.m. 
Out by 5 p.m.
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Music Festival Association 
ami ,
Registered Music Teachers 
Adulis 75< Students Free
m E NEW 1959
'oddessofTim e
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U L O V A
Beauty that flows around your wrist!
Watch and bracelet seem to flow to­
gether like a golden caress. A perfect 
setting for the incomparably accurate 
17-jewel Bulova movement inside the 
stylish case.
tODDtSI V TIM?, •>" i 
Thil Cotfdm It to iltam ;
likt tho tun. In ytilow or whlU.: 
|4I.(M I
MODUS or TIMS ‘ 
Stylirtd litf dttitn trim to lot 
witcli tnd brocolot. In ytilow 
whito. . *"$40.1
<-
N f l^ . '
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your fine Ingredlenti, 
glvai you lighter, 
flufOer baked goodt. 
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Second W eek
Check These Every Day Low Prices and 
Save at Safeway.
SOCKEYE S A L M O N ........ 2 ,o r 79c
LUNCHEON MEAT ......... 2.«, 79c
| / ' CIGAREHES ÎJ-r'̂ .."!̂ .:...................... $2.85
Cl A l ID Hood or Five Roses,
^ r L U U K  100 lb. bag ......................................... ..................
EDWARDS COFFEE “?£f to .....
Aunt Jemima
Pancake Flour
3 '/, lb. C F




16 oz. pkg. -  -  -
N a lle /s
Lumberjack Syrup
32 oz. • ^ Q




8 o z . .  . 2 <»' 65c
5 4  MAJOR 
MeS7fA/&M3(/S£ 
APPLIANCES 7 S “
Rm $25,1)00 Skylati Bn»I.Saf8wa]r Contistl
Your choU* of molor •PPW*"***l j 
MfwewAToas • r«atw.  Rwt«is • JfWHWTa 
LMmowMAT a oavtn • wu about dishwashm
DtiH ui btiy MHks It ttihrt Irul :ittiN>Utm|
Skylark Bread
Cracked Wheat, I Q #




Bel-air Premium Quality, 
Frozen, 6 oz. tin .  .
Values!
Hallowe'en Hand-Out Specials
POLY SUCKERS T JpL ,.................. ..... . 47c
POLY KISSES ..................... ... ...... 39c
JELLY BEANS .........
A. B. GUMS r r ’;ks............... ....... .........
BOX SUCKERS ,z bo, ................ 69c
PEANUTS IN SHELL r rS u . bo,.................. 59c
POLY CANDY KISSES z .b. «n. b.,.......... ... 75c
M incem eat
Mild and mellow, 
2 lb. bag .  . M.49
Empress Pure,
Seville Orange, 48 oz. tin . . . .  .
Grapefruit Juice Mist-o-Gold, 48 oz. tin -
L' SAFEWAY is the Besf place to Buy Meat
Empress Pure,
24 oz. jar . . . . . . . . .
Margarine
59cSunnybank,2 lb. bl ock. . . . . . . . .
Pork «■ Beans
Van Camp, 
10 oz. tin 4 *°f 45c
Standing R®'
O f  B e e f ,  / i ,  \ b . O V C
G r a d e
^  Roast Beef, 






Just Slice and Serve, 




Fresh, Whole or 
Sha^k ends
' \ ." -
lb .
\ Ilnve j’oitr Turkey peld for by Chriitmas. 
Membership card*, stamps (50^ Value) 
available at Safeway. \
lb.
Beef Short Ribs
33cIdeal forDrabing A  l U  Grade Red ^




white heed, 2 (or 45c
Finn Heaiii ...... . to. 9c BaHanas

















C A N A D A  S A F E V V A Y  L I M I T E D
Grapes' l i b , .  2 9 c
California Tokays -  -  Mu * Mm
' ' 1 ■ , ' '
Quick Cooking Oats
WUh C u p  otui Saucer,
towtn ' I|Wf %|F
Instant Oats
Q g llv lcs; ,
44 ox. box ..............1.......... . v i # V
Toffee Kisses
David’s Cocoanut* A O r  
U ' / i  01^ package ................  • f T v
*
Cake M ix
Rubin lloud , A  £ _  Tf (T 
Family S ix e ............  jL  T O I  I
„ 1 ) : .......-.to.......Mr....... . . ' , V
Presto Logs
‘c l * . . . . . ....... ................. 79c,1
P r i c e s  E f f e e t iV o
October 2 3  - 2 4  -  25
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Deaths
TAYLOR ~  Kenneth Geturge, 
Bjied a), ol 992 Coronation Ave* 
nue, passed away suddenly a a  
October 19th. Funeral services 
at First United C3»urch on Thurs- 
dnv, October 23rd. nt 2:00 p.ro. 
with Rev. R. S. Ldtch olficiat- 
Ing. Interment Kelowna Ceme­
tery. He is survived by his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon R. 
Taylor, two brothers, Douglas of 
Vanderhoof, Lester (Buddie) of 
Kelowna, one sister, Lois of Ke­
lowna, his grandmother, Mrs. H. 
Roberts and his great-grand­
mother, Mrs. J. Bushby, both of 
Montana. Kelowna Funeral Dir­
ectors have been entrusted with 
the arrangements.
Funeral Homes
The Interior's Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
In suitable surroundings.
1665 EUls St. rbone 22U






FIREMEN'S BALL NOVEMBER 
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Property For Sale
HOUSES READY TO MOVE INTO NOW 
OR BEFORE NOVEMBER FIRST
BAY AVENUE — (1) Two bedroom bungalow, fireplace, gas 
furnace. FuU Price $11,950.00, Down $2,200.00. Monthly $77.14. 
(2) Three bedroom split level new with carport, fireplace 
and gas furnace for $12,950.00. Down $2,550.00.
KNOX CRESCENT — Smart two bedroom bungalow with full 
basement and play room. Full Price $11,550.00. Terms to be 
arranged.
ABBOTT STREET — Lovely big three bedroom home, double 
plumbing and big family room, well landscaped and a good 
buy at $18,500.00.
Charles D. GadiJes Real Estate
288 Bernard Ate. Phone 3227
. TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONSX fo v w  'm  iMVTTCT’ TM i/v 'a r . ■MONEY TO INVEST IN LOCAL 
business. Write giving particu­




TEEN-AGE SQUARE DANCING 
—If there are sufficient teen­
agers Interested. Les Boyer will 
hold square-dance classes for 
young people 16 to 20 years of 
age, on Thursday evenings, in 
Kelowna..
If you are In this age-group and 
Interested in learning to square- 
dance, just phone No. 7300, 
________________________  67
ALL B.P.O. ELKS AND SISTERS 
of the Royal Purple are reminded 
of their Annual Masquerade and 
Box Social to be held in Elks 
Home on Saturday night, Nov­
ember 1st. Guests allowed. No 
admittance charge. Ladies are 
requested to bring box lunch for 
two persons. Prizes for best co.s- 
tumes. 65, 67. 69. 71. 73. 75
ORDER YOUR HOME MADE 
Christmas Puddings early — by 
phoning 7690. Evening Branch 
W.A. St. Michael and All Angels.
____________________________ n
ST. DAVID’S PRESBYTERIAN 
Ladies Guild Annual Bazaar 
with Home Baking on Wednes­
day, October 29th, at 2 p.m. in 
Women’s Institute Hall. 72
O.O.R.P. RUMMAGE SALE AT 
the Elks Home, Leon Ave., 2 
p.m., Oct. 25. 69
A MEETING OF THE UNITED 
Nations Association will be held 
in the annex of the Health Unit 
on Queensway Oct. 23, at 8 p.m. 
High School students will par­
ticipate and a film will be shown. 




Kitty stands guard over the 
pajamas that are tucked away 
in her tummy.
Two pieces form the body; the 
head and "arms” arc padded 
to make kitty a little chubby. 
Pattern 728: pattern pieces for 
kitty bag about 24 inches long.
Send Thirty-Five Cents in coins 
(stamps cannot be accepted) for 
this pattern to 'The Kelowna 
Daily Courier Nedlecraft Dept., 
60 Front St. W.. Toronto. Ont. 
Print plainly Pattern Number, 
your Name and Address.
A new 1959 Laura Wheeler 
Needlecraft Book JUST OUT. 
has lovely designs to order: em­
broidery, crochet, knitting, wea­
ving, quilting, toys. In the book, 
a special surprise to make a lit­
tle girl happy—a cut-out doll, 




For you who like to look smart, 
young and slim—a casual ensem­
ble you'll enjoy wearing. Choose 
textured rayon or wool for jum­
per, solid color for blouse. Sim­
ple to sew, proportioned to fit.
Printed Pattern 9203: Half
Sizes 14Vi. 16V4. 18»/i. 20%, 22%. 
24%. Size 16% jumper takes 3% 
yards 39 inch; blouse 1% yards.
Printed directions on each patr 
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send Fifty Cents (50c) in coins 
(stamps cannot be accepted) for 
this pattern. Please print plainly 
Size. Name, Address, Style Num­
ber.
Seid your order to Manan 
Martin, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier Pattern Dept., 60 
Front St. W., Toronto.
PRIDHAM ESTATES LTD.
Only two lots remain in PRIDHAM ESTATES subdivsion 
in the first stage' of development. Fully serviced with 
sewer, water, gas, power. Already there arc a dozen homes 
under construction. Call in, examine the plot plan and 
obtain information on future development plans. Plan your 
new home in PRIDHAM ESTATES LTD. subdivision 
for appreciating value and securitj of investment,
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
P H O N E  4400
E v e n i n g s  R E X  L U P T O N  2519
Property For Sale
S. M. SIMPSON LTD., can now 
supply sawdust fuel to a limited 
number of new customers, hav­
ing furnace burners. Call Simp­
son’s Fuel Office 3411 for parti­
culars. 67. 68, 69. 71. 72. 83
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD — 14’ 
16". 2 ft. and 4 ft. $14.00 cord, 
delivered. Will cut any length. 
Phone 4344, 77
DRY FIR SLABS AND BUSH- 
WOOD — Immediate delivery. 
Phone 6821.  7̂4
Cars And T ru cb
1950 MERCURY — Customized 
body and motor. Phone 7107 
after 6 p.m. 68
m FiroU R  WHEEL d r iv e  Jeep 
Station Wagon. Very good con­
dition, motor just overhauled. 




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers' Association of Camtda 
















A. V. Roe 12% 12%
Steel of Can. 66% 67%
Walkers 31% 31%
Weston "A*̂  32% ,32%
West. Ply 17% 19
Woodward’s "A’» 16% 1 1h \
OILS & GAS
B. A. Oil 41% 41%
Cdn. Delhi 8% 9
Cdn. Husky 15 15%
Cdn. Oil 28% 28%
Home Oil "A" 19% 19%
Home Oil "B" 18% 19Va
Imp. Oil 44V* 44%
Inland Gas 8V« 8%
McCoU-Frontenac 68 69%,
Pacific Pete 19% 20
Provo 3.35 3.40
AHNES
1536 E L L I S  S T .  
S T A N  M O E  8214
1952 MERCURY CONVER-nBLE 
New top, two new tires, new paint 
job, gotxl upholstery. Clean inter­
ior, automatic transmission and 
power windows. Priced to sell — 
$350.00 down. Phone 8699 even­




AMATEUR NIGHT — RUTLAND 
High Auditorium, Friday, Oct. 
24, 8 p.m., under auspices Rut­
land baseball club. Entries may 
be made by phoning A. W. Gray 
Real Estate, 3175 or at Rutland 
High office. Admission adults 50c, 
children 25c. . 68
Personal
BEST PARTY OF THE YEAR — 
FIREMEN’S BALL, November 
10. 72
YOUNG LADY GRADE 13 Stu­
dent requires accommodation in 
Kelowna, Monday to Friday near 




in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phono 4834.
mon. wed. fri tf
Dr. Lloyd A. Day
DENTIST
Ste. 2. BELVEDERE APTS. 
PHONE 4805
Hours 9 • 12 a.m. — 2 - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday except by 
appointment
M. W. S., tf
THERE'S A MAN'S JOB 
WAITING FOR YOU
IN TODAY’S CANADIAN 
ARMY
If you are between 17 and 35, 
and can meet enrolment stand­
ards, think over what the Army 
offers you.
Good pay. Fine prospects. Tra­
vel and adventure. Loads of 
friends. An early pension. O! 
PORTUNITIES NOW in tl 
following:
Corps of Royal Canadian 
Engineers
Royal Regiment of 
Canadian Artillery
Royal Canadian Infantry 
Corps




Vernon, B.C. • Telephone 4010
Please send mo, without obliga­
tion, details on career opportuni­




Clty/Town ............................. . . .1 . .
Province................... ................. .....
Telephone .................. .................. ..
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT 
by the night or weekly rates. One 
block from post office. 453 Law­
rence Ave. or phone 2414. tf




Complete Oil Burner Service
84
DECORATING — PAINTING
Master painter and decorator 
with 16 years cxperlcnco In every 
phase of trade. Free estimates 
nnd decorating advice. Will take 
contract or hire out. No job too 
largo or too small. Completely re- 
lluble and satisfaction guaran­
teed. IPhone 8975, Gt
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. ' U
d r a p e s  e x p e r t l y  m a d e  -
Free estimates, Doris Quest. 
Phone 2481. . tf
WE BUILD ANY KIND OP 
houses, also repair work and al 
teratlons, AU typo of cement 
viwk. Phono 2028. ' tf
Board and Room
ROOM AND BOARD OR SLEEP^ 
tng room in private homo IS min­
utes walk from town. Phone 4168.
board and room h-OR Young 
Imslne ŝmen in ecmifortable 
home. 1088 Martin Ave. Plume 
m .  tt
For Rent
room  f o r  RENT — Suitable 
for girl or lady. 1067 Glenn Ave. 
Phone 4697.__________________ t̂f
Motels -  Hotels
MOTELS AT-WINTER RATES— 
4 burner automatic cooking, auto­
matic heat. Why settle for less? 
No phone calls. Apply Welcome 
Inn Motel, 1824 Vernon Road.
66
THREE ROOM COTTAGES — 
air conditioned heating, fully fur­
nished. Also single cabins with 
car ports. Winter rates. Rainbow 
Auto Court — 1810 Vernon Rd.
69
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
units — By week or month at 
winter rates. Peace River Motel, 
Vernon Road, phone 2996. 74
Building Materials
[TWO FAMILY HOMES
New 3 bedroom home in North 
end of City, modern eloctric 
kitchen, large livingroom with 
wall-to-wall carpet. Part base­
ment has automatic natural 
gas furnace and cooler. Full 
price $10,500.00 with as low as 
$2,500.00 down, balance easy 
terms.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Magee Ave. — just outside City 
Limits. For further particulars 
phone 6986 after 6 p.m. 67
MODERN 2 BEDROOM Duplex 
in very attractive subdivision. 
Immediate "possession. Call be­
tween 5 and 6 evenings. Phone 
7740. 67
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phono 2215. H
THREE ROOM SUITE WITH 
bath. Private entrance, stove 
supplied. Apply Reliable Motors 
and T ires or phone 2419. tf
TWO ROOM APARTMENT WITH 
private bath. Partly furnished, 
automatic oil heating. Central lo­
cation. Two blocks from main 
street on Leon Ave. Adults only. 
Available Nov. 1st. Phone 8027. tf
NEWLY DECORATED 2 ROOM 
suite — Private bath, furnished 
or unfurnihsed. Adults only or 
business girls. Phone 2234. tf
Help Wanted (Female)
MAKE MONEY AT HOME as­
sembling our items. Experience 
unnecessary. Lee Mfg., 466 S. 
Robertson, Los Angeles 48, Call- 
fornin. 67
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED 
suite, downtown, with wall to 
wall carpet. Modern block, 
adults. Apply 1441 Richter St. or 
phone 2807. tf
STORM WARNING
Hurry . . .  Hurry . .  . Hurry
F r o s t y  m o r n i n g s  a n d  
s t e a m e d  u p  w i n d o w s  
c r y  f o r
s t o r m 'SASH
P h o n e  2816
for an estimate to measure 
your windows
KELOWNA MILLWORK
1 w, s, u
ARE YOU WASTING 
HEATING DOLLARS
Inquire from S. M. Simpson Ltd. 
about the cost of Wood Shavings 
for insulation purposes. In most 
homes and buildings, shavings 
can be blown directly into the 
ceiling space with our blower 
equipped truck. Phone—
SIMPSON’S MILL OFFICE
4 bedroom older home in very 
good condition, large living- 
room, diningroom and kitchen, 
220 wiring, double plumbing, 
full basement has laundry tubs 
and coal and wood furnace. 
This property is very close in 
and is ideal for a revenue 
home. The full price is $11,’ 
000.00 with a low down pay­
ment. Try your offer on this 
one.
Johnston &  Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg.
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car 
-see us about our low cost fi­
nancing service, available for 
either dealer or private sales 
Carruthers & Meikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
__________ 52, 53, 54, 64. 65, 66
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and polishers now available for 
rent in Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, and electric disc and 
vibrator sanders. B & B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phone 3636. 
_________________ M, W, F, tf
Gardening and Nursery
MANURE — WELL ROTTED, 
three years old. $5.00 ton deliver- 
ed. Phone 4116.______________ W
Fill farm needs fast through 
classified ads! Dial 4445 lor an 
ad-writer.
Special attention is yours for the 
asking when you wish to place a 
classfied ad. For friendly, cour­





B.C. Forest 12% 13
B.C. Phone 41 41%
B.C. Power 39Tk
Bell Phone 41‘-j 41%
Can. Brew 35% 35%
Can. Cement 33‘i 33%
Canada Iron 341'4 34%
CPR 28% 28%
Cons. M. and S. 22Vi 22%
Crown Zell 20% 21
Dist.-Seagrams 31% 31%
Dom. Stores 73'/4 73%
Dom. Tar U V i 14%
Fam. Players 20% 21
Ford “A" 102% 104
Ind. Acc. Corpn, 36% 36%
Inter. Nickel 89 89%
Kelly Doug. “A” 6% 6T'(i
Massey 9U 9%
McMillan "B” 34% 35
Ok. Helicopters 3.75 4.00
Ok. Hel. Pfd. II 11%
Ok. Phone 10% 11%
Powell River 37% 38%
Cons. Denison 12% 13
Gunnar 17 17%
Hudson Bay 59% 60Vi ,
Noranda 54% 55 K
PIPELINES
Alta Gas 21% 22
Inter Pipe 54 54V4
North Ont. Gas 15 15% ^
Trans Can Pipe 36% 37 i
Trans Mtn 12% 12% ^
Que. Nat. 24\k 24%
VVestcoast V.T. 25% 25 Vi
BONDS
b ;c . Elcc. 5%-77 
Inland Nat. Gas 
5%-77
Kelly Doug.









Woodward’s 5-77 136 140
Woodward’s *-78 114 116
MDTIJAL
All Cdn Comp. 7.34 7.98
AU Cdn Div. 6.16 6.70
Cdn Invest Fund 9.04 9.92
Divers "B" 3.65 4.00
Grouped Income 3.84 4.20
Gr. Inc. Accum. 5.20 5.68
Investors’ Mut. 10.85 11.76
Trans-Canada "B'” 28.90 —
I
1375- SQ. FT. RANCH STYLE 
bungalow in Kelowna’s finest re­
sidential area. Features floor to 
ceiling fireplace in large living 
room, dinette, large., modern kit­
chen with eating area, 3 large 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Many 
other inside extras which must 
be seen. The lot is completely 
landscaped and fenced and con­
tains a large carport with out­
door storage. A reasonable down 
payment may handle this fully 
modern family home. Contact 
Bill Goodwin at Robt. H. Wilson 
Realty Ltd., phone 3146, for fur­
ther information. 67
LARGE FAMILY HOME, FIVE 
bedrooms. Priced low and low 
down payment. Phone 4017. 72
Legal
3411
4 BEDROOM STUCCO SEMI- 
bungalow, large matching garage, 
220 wiring, corner lot, all fenced. 
Phono 7386. 86
Corporation of the Municipality 
of Peachland 
“MUNICIPAL ACT”
To the Electors: Please be ad­
vised that a court of revision 
shall sit on the 3rd day of Nov­
ember, 1958, at 10 a.m. in the 
Municipal Hall for the purpose of 
correcting and revising the 
voters list and hearing all com­
plaints.
Copies of the voters list are to 
be found in the Peachland Muni­
cipal Office, Peachland Post 
Office, and the Trepanier Post 
Office between this date and 
November 3rd, 1958.
Dated at Peachland, B.C.
This 20th day of October, 1958. 
CHESEL R. HAKER, 
Municipal Clerk.
68
for price and details.
71
DAILY CROSSWORD
A GOOD HOUSE NEAR THE 
hospital, oil heat, fireplace, 220 
wiring. Price $7500.00 with good 
terms. Immediate possession. 
Phone 3811. 67
ACRES JUST OUTSIDE KEL­
OWNA. Wonderful view, good 
water. Phono 2508; tf
FEMALE BOOKKEEPER. EX­
PERIENCED in machine ac­
counting methods, nnd in meet­
ing public. Reply giving age, 
references, phone number nnd 








13. Valletta is 
its capital






























19. Of the city 36. Winglike





NOVEMBER 1st — Two room 
furnished front suite, main floor, 
Call 1660 Ethel or Phono 3070.
70
NEW MODERN BASEMENT 
Suite with bath nnd private en­
trance. Phono 4684. 657 Fran­
cis Ave. (H)
BACHELOR SUITE AND ONE 
bedroom npartmcAt, Fully mod­
ern, complcto with refrigerators, 
electric ranges, hot water heat­
ing. Laundry facilities with auto­
matic washer nnd dryer. Call nl 
Bennett’s Store. M. W, F. tf
r-4: ffosltien Wanted
Ah
■ , iK l
LAKESllORE COITACJE TO 
RENT, CoUngq an Lakcshorc nt 
Okanogan Mission to rent to 
quiet nnd reliable couple, Low 
rent. Box 453, Dally Courier.
■  ̂ ■ ,,68
28. Social group 23. Breezy





























BRIGHT ROOM -  WELL fur 
tilsh((d. Sultablo.for working |)cr- 
soti. Kitchen fadUtlcs, Phone 
8007, ‘ _____
IG R J U S N T -U n R O F  
. atad, and parking space. 
iwrciMM) Ave, Phono 2414.
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SEE REEKIE AGENCIES, 253 
Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346, tf
FOUR BEDROOM HOME — 
Large livingroom, diningroom, 
kitchen nnd sunroom. Full base­
ment, yard newly fenced, largo 
lot with fruit trees, garden, lawns 
etc,, located in Bankhead area: 
Phone 8767 for appointment to 
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M s i
p   SUITES-Thrco 
I ftwir rooms, prit>ato bath and 
MneCji^OVa auppUod, closq In.
,882If(, H
DAILY CBTrrOQUdTE -  llera'a how'fa WOlh lit
A X Y D L B A A X R  
la L O N G F E L L O W  .
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s. X for the two O’s, etc Single letters, apostrophes, 
the lengtli and formation of the words are ell hints. Each day the 
code letters are different
A C R Y T O G R A U  Q U O T A T IO N
G l I  U E R S D  I I Y U L I S B F S  CM R P D E -  
N P I E U U C A L R U  II G M Y U E E U S 
M J C S Y J S  U N  F U U B Y 8 M M - A U Y E G C F Y 8 .  
Vetlerdsy’s Cryptequotee THE MONUMENTS OF WIT SUIt 
VIVE TTSG MONUMENTS OF POWER -  BACON.
Mortgages And 
Agreements
MONEY — MONEY — MONEY 
To buy. build, or Improve, sec 
us first for quick results. 
REEKIE INSURANCE 
AGENCIES 
253 Lawrence Ave. Phono 2346
If
Articles For Sale
GARBAGE BURNER — practl- 
cally new. Phono 7320. 72
GIRL’S WHITE F I G U R E  
skates, size 2, like now. $5.00. 
2277 Richter St. tf
TWO PIECE GREEN SEC­
TIONAL Chesterfield. One year 
old. $95.00, Phone 4107. 69
PAINT’ SPECIAL 
Snnitdne flat wall paint, regular 
$2.50, special $1.08 quart, B & B 
Paint Spot 1477 E»l» Street.
, M . ,  W .. F . .  tf
USED BRICKS FOR SALE -  
Ic each. Apply Canadian Can 
ndlnn Canneries Limited, Kel­
owna. .Phone 3152, 68
KENMORE PORTABLE AUTO­
MATIC electric heater, as new. 
Price $40.00. Phono 2413. 53
Articles Wanted
WANTED TX).. BUY — USED 
goods. Phone 2825 or 3045. \  68
SCRAP STEEL, WANTED-C/I-. 
lots; also Bulo body tin. Com­
mercial Steel & Metals, 2561 Wll 
Ilngdon Ave., Burnaby 2, Van' 
couver, B.C. tf
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed tenders will be received at 
the office of the Chief Engineer, 
West Kootenay Power and Light 
Company, Limited, Cedar Ave­
nue, Trail, British Columbia until 
but not later than 2 p.m. October 
24, 1958 for the following work:
"Construction of concrete footings 
for structural steel towers and 
equipment foundations; erection 
of chain-link fencing; control 
building complete with potable 
water supply and drainage, all 
as per plans and specifications 
for the F. A. Lee Terminal Sta­
tion near Rutland, British Colum­
bia.”
Copies of plans and specifications 
may be obtained from the Com­
pany offices nt Kelowna, Pentic­
ton or Trail, British Columbia 
upon the deposit of ton dollars 
($10.00) for each set. Unsuccess­
ful bidders will be refunded the 
full amount for tlic return of 
these documents: In - good condi­
tion within ten days of the open­
ing of bids.
A guarantee bond will be requir­
ed with each bid in an amount 
not less than 5 percent of the 
gross sum bid.
Work must bo completed on or 
before December 20, 1058.
The right is reserved to reject 




(Continued from page one) 
them , . . and look after them 
until we arrive."
3. A deadline extension to Nov. 
15 to be granted immediately.
The second point in the de­
mands concerned the 100 or more 
Sons of Freedom children being 
held and educated at the welfare 
school because their parents re­
fused to obey B.C. laws and send 
them to school.
CAUSING “FARCE”
Mr. Bonner, when advised of 
the new demands, said the Free- 
domites were turning the pro­
posed move to Russia into “a 
farce.”
“I don’t think either the fed­
eral or provincial governments 
have to scurry around to partici­
pate in that kind of nonsense. 
This is reducing the matter to a 
farce.”
Asked about the possibility of 
success in the venture, he re­
plied; "The facts speak for them­
selves."
The short notice given by the 
Doukhobors concerning the extra 
negotiations and demands, Mr, 
Bonner said, was "not the way 
we can deal with this type of 
thing.”
“We can’t deal in this casual 
way . . . this is a last-minute 
manoeuvre.
SAYS JUS'HFIED
Lawyer Harry Rankin of Van­
couver, retained by the Freedom- 
ites, said the ne.w negotiations 
are ■‘fully justified and no rea­
son for anyone getting difficult ‘
"The Sons of Freedorh simply 
want a concrete contract now 
that they have gathered 2,264 sig­
natures of intent," he said.
The two levels of government, 
when they initially agreed to help 
the Doukhobors out of the coun­
try, indicated they were prepared 
to spend about $2,000,000 for 
transportation, relocation f e e s  
and property settlement.
Government officials have In­
dicated they will count the money 
well Spent If they succeed in mofr' 






Standard l> i ia
No white apace. 
Minimum 10 worda. 
t insertion per word 8#
3 consecutive 
Inscrtlqna per word 2%«
0 consecutive In^sefilons 
, or more per word t f
ClaaslStd Dlapla|r
One Insertion ................ $1J3 Inch
8 consecutive
Insertlona ......._______ IDS Inch
8 consecutive insertlona 
Of more — ............. D5 Inch
GlaasUled C ard *
8 count llnea daily ^  p.00 month 
Dally for 0 mouths 8D0 month
Bach additional line .  ZOO month
One Inch dally 17.90 month
One Inch.-' 
t  time! wcelF KMXl monilt
(Continued from page ope) 
jury with a new typo of IndlcL 
ment.
At this point the jury foreman 
interjected that he had antici­
pated the situation nnd had al­
ready supplied himself with a 
working paper to be used when 
the Jury came to consider Its 
verdicts.
Tlio judge remarked that since 
the foreman had taken this ac­
tion, his Intent probably could bo 
nccompllBhcd without the bench 
entering Into It nt all, but he 
would leave the matter stand un­
til Tliursdny.
n>Q technical discussions pre­
ceded the .resumption of crown 
prosecutor Victor Dryer’s ad­
dress to the jury.
In opening his finol legal bar­
rage Tuesday In the long drawn 
out trial, Mr. Dryer detailed bvl 
denco the crown says shows Spm 
mors pocketed more than $8,(HH) 
between 1953 nnd 1055 In return 
for favors in issuing forest pmn' 
ngement l i c e n c e s  to ccrtoln 
firm)).
RECOUNTS EVIDENCE
Ho submitted that Sommers 
had his expenses on a 1953 trip 
East paid by one of the accused 
firms, B.C, Forest Prochjcts, And 
he, recounted Crown evidence that 
it was after thin trip that It 
came to light an arrangement 
had been made for B.C. Forest to 
get a licence for $30,000, "nil or 
part of which was to go to Som­
mers.” '
Mr, Dryer opened his summn 
tlon In iho 67lh daly of the trial 
and Is expected to take two more 
days, Mr. Justice J. 0 . WUson 
will follow with his charge to U»o 
Jury, Tlie case Is already llio 
longest In B.C. criminal assize 
court history,
(Continued from page one)  ̂
loss but not a considerable loss,”  
Mr. Klmb.-vll replied.
Earlier Mr. Kimball said TCA 
discriminates in its fares and 
charges less only where the mon­
opoly is challenged by competi-* 
tors.
“'TCA has tended to charge less 
and to offer better service over 
competitive routes than over its 
routes across Canada,” the West- 
port, Conn., consultant told the 
board Tuesday.
He spoke on behalf of Cana­
dian Pacific Airlines which is 
seeking a Vancouver-to-Montreal 
franchise, b r e a k i n g  the TCA 
transcontinental monopoly. TCA 
counsel John G. Edison said he 
would accept neither the validity 
of Mr. Kimball’s hefty book of 
tables nor the conclusions drawn 
from them.
Mr. Kimball said also that 11 
CPA got its franchise, It would 
drum up a lot of new business, 
mostly in the tourist-class field 
bypassed by TCA. This would 
tend to provide passengers with 
a slaving on fares and give them 
speedier service with little detri­
ment to TCA.
CPA would get two-thirds of its 
passenger revenue from new bus­
iness and only about one-third 
from passengers diverted from 
TCA. TCA would lose oidy about 
four per cent of its expanding 
business.
“Passenger traffic which CPA 
might divert from TCA in 1959 
would be equivalent to slightly 
more than four per cent of the 
amount which TCA might other­
wise expect to carry In that 
year," he said.
TCA’s passenger revenue might 
Increase—with its mohopoly in­
tact—by about 15 per cent next 
year to some $114,255,000. With 
a franchise, CPA might only pick 
up about $4,000,000 of this amount. 
WOULD STILL INCREASE 
And even if CPA got all of Its 
proposed business from TCA pas­
sengers, TCA would still show a 
small Increase of about three- 
fifths of one per cent, Mr. Kim­
ball added.
His other main points:
1. TCA had not attracted Its 
“full share” of transcontinental 
trans-border passenger traffic,
2. Its huge business — about 
1,000,000,000 passenger miles a 
year—was sufficient to convince 
lilm TCA zwas ready for com­
petition.
3. Conada’s need for speedy 
rnnsportation was loo groat to 




BRANTFORD, Ont. (CP)-Flro- 
mcn rushed to a house from 
))vhicti smoko was' coming, and 
found workmen using tho smoko 





VICTORIA (CP) ~  If Premier 
Bennett had his life to llVc over, 
ho would sottlo In B.C.’s north- 
land, ho said Tuesday.
“If I were 20 years younger I 
would go to Fort St. John.”
Ho expressed opproval in Prin­
ciple of Mrs. Margaret (Ma) Mur­
ray'! plea for colonization of the 
Ponce River country.
“That country need! people, 
Wq are intorosted In getting pco-
Clo up there who are going to 0  real soUlftrs. There Is a lot 
of land up there,” the premier 
enid. \
Mrs, Murray, editor of the Al- 
nBltn Highway News, presented 
her colonization plan to Lands 




News Magazine Says 
Democrats Will Win
NEW YORK (AP)-Ncwsweelt 
magazlqe nays a survey among 
50 Waashington correspondent! 
nnd |)oUUcal writers shows ilint 
they iKilleva the Domo(nrat« will 
“win big” in the Nov, 4 congres­
sional elections.
“Not ope forecast Republican 
gains In either the 6ena% og tiia 
House”* the magazii)! says.
THE OLD HOKE TOWN By Stanley w m .  OCT. 8 .  m t
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AS A IStb CEMTURV 
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C H U R C H ^e W ED  F R E E  
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Heat Applications Aid 
Rheumatoid Arthritis
By Herman N. Bnndeten, M.D. |
Physical therapy is an Im­
portant adjunct to medical 
treatment of rheumatoid arthri­
tis. But to be effective, physical 
therapy must be carried out 
daily, or as frequently as direct­
ed by the physician who ordered 
it.
Too many patients begin such 
treatment in their own homes 
with perfectly good intentions, 
ttien gradually forget about i t  
HEAT BECOMMENDED 
Heat, as 1 have previously ex­
plained. helps relax the mus­
cles and soothes painful joints. 
Most doctors. 1 am sure, would 
recommend it for patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis.
While I cannot prescribe for 
Individual cases, of course. I 
think it advisable for all of you 
who have a victim of this dis­
ease in the home to know how to 
apply heat.
rii discuss some of the various 
methods of doing this, but I want 
to emphasize that none of them 
should be employed without spec­
ific instructions from your physi­
cian. If and when he docs order 
it, maybe the following instruc­
tions will make it a little easier 
for you to apply.
HOT PACKS EPTECnVE 
Hot packs are a relatively sim­
ple and effective way of heating 
just about any portion of the 
body. Woolen cloths probably are 
best. Soak them thoroughly in 
water heated to about 120 de­
grees and then wring them out, 
Permit them to remain over the
so and then dunk them again.
You can use hot packs once or 
twice a day from half an hour to 
45 minutes each time.
Contrast baths are useful for 
stricken hands or feet. Heat 
some water until it Is about 110 
degrees. Beside the pot or pan 
containing this water, place an­
other holding cold water of about 
65 degrees.
HOT AND COLD 
Plunge hands or feet Into the 
hot water ana hold them there 
for 10 minutes. Then place them 
in the cold water for one min­
ute. Next, whisk them back to 
the hot water again, for four 
minutes this time. And then back 
to the cold water for one min­
ute again.
You can keep up this alternat­
ing procedure for half an hour, 
but always remember to end it 
with your hands in the hot water. 
If the water is too hot or too cold 
for comfort, you can cool or 
warm it a bit.
This contrast bath can be per­
formed once or twice a day. 
QCESTIO NAND ANSWER 
L.B. What foods can a dia­
betic eat?
A. A diabetic diet varies in 
kind and amount with each pa­
tient.
In general, the dally diet 
should include a generous sup­
ply of vegetables, an egg, a dish 
of cereal, fruit, a pint or more 
of milk, a moderate amount of 
meat, fish, or cheese, slice of 
bread and a little butter.
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DON'T BE 50 EVASIVE.' 
X KNOW YOU TALKED 
tOTURKEV BEFORE-, 
HE.PIED.
THE POLICE TOLDAEl UWIGIHE MV SHOCK" 
WHEN X DROPPED FY-ro SEE TURKEY AND 
FOUND THE POLICE THERE, AND POOR TUmY j 
DEAD. THE POLICE SAIPAN AMERICAN 
HAD BEEN THERE.




affected Joints for 10 minutes or' individual patient.
A  MOSLEM 6CN0ULR o f  the Uuava  ci.ass 
'w h o  w as  CONVICTEP of TREASON in TURKEY 
AOTOMATlCALLV WAS CONDEMNED 
TO e s m  POUNDED 7b DEATH B Y  A HUGE 
P E S T L E  tN  A  G fA H T  M O RTAR
4 HEADS OF CABBAGE
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Gary Cooper Thinks 
Horse Mighty Dumb
now established, but this time, 
since he had no entry to cash 
his spades, the contract was 
made.
The ten of spades is clearly 
the right play at trick one. With 
dummy showing 11 points, and 
12 in view in my hand, only 17 
points were left to account for 
South’s no-trump bid. The Argen­
tines were playing 16 to 18 point 
no-trump bids.
Silodor therefore could have 
one point in his hand, and ac­
cording to the Rule of Eleven, it 
had to be the jack of spades.
Declarer could have countered 
my thrust had he ducked the 
spade ten. But he had no way of 
knowing I had the king of spddes. 
Besides, it never occurred to him 
to deliberately hold himself to 
one spade trick when he had two 
in plain sight.
4
Opening lead—six of spades.
In one of the hands our team 
played against the Argentines in 
the world championship match inj 
Italy earlier this year, I made an 
unusual play that turned out for­
tunately for us. \
It was certainly not a difficult 
play to make, but it was the 
kind of play anyone who tends 
to play mechanically would be 
•pt to miss.
I held the East hand. Three no- 
trump was quickly reached and 
my partner, Sidney Silodor, 
opened n spade.
Declarer played low from dum­
my and I played the ton. That's 
all there was to It. South won 
with the queen and led a dub 
which I took with the ncc.
The king of spades return forc­
ed dummy's ace and at . the 
same time established Silodor's 
spado suit. When declarer event 
ually got around to leading 
hearts, I grabbed the acc at 
once, led n spade, and down one 
went declarer,
At the other table, on slmillnr 
bidding, the same contract was 
reached and the same opening 
lead was rhade. But the Argen­
tine East wort the apado lend 
with the king nnd returned the 
ten.
Ho also got in with the club ace 
immediately and led back a 
spade. Declarer won with the 
. queen. West's spado suit was by
ATHLETES HELP
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, Man 
(CP)—A visit to the Manitoba 
Home for Boys by seven play­
ers of the Winnipeg Blue Bom­
bers football team was described 
by officials as "the best thing 
that could happen." Bruce Jones, 
superintendent, said "these boys 
are all essentially hero-worship- 
pers."
ST. GEORGE. Utah (AP) — 
“The horse Is a highly overrated 
animal. They’re dumb as hell, 
and you can’t trust them one 
bit.”
Heresy, you say? Perhaps, but 
our authority is none other than 
Gary Cooper, one of the few stars 
with an authentic western back­
ground.
The Montanan gazed up at the 
red bluffs of this southern Utah 
wilderness and reflected: “When 
I was 14 or 15, I used to ride 
alone for days through country 
like this ” One thing he learned: 
Never trust a horse.
Ole Coop is back in the saddle 
again. After two middling films. 
Love in the Afternoon and 10 
North Frederick, he has done 
three horseback pictures in 
row.
FILMING ONE NOW
His latest, They Came to Cor- 
dura, is being filmed here. Tech­
nically it’s not a western, but 
there are plenty of horses. Pro­
ducer William Goetz assembled 
300 horses and riders to recreate 
the last U.S. cavalry charge dur­
ing General Pershing’s invasion of 
Mexico in 1916. The rest of the 
picture largely concerns the trek 
of Cooper and five others across 
the Mexican wasteland.
How does it feel to be back on 
horse?
“It hurts,” Cooper confessed. 
He explained: “It’s painful for 
me to be in the saddle too long,
VPU R0.NT RE.MCAISERI IT GEE.’AS A 
ME, BUT LVB PIP A S hAMS TO HAVE
(3R“AT DEAL OF TALKiNS/ FO.R5OTT0N 6CWE-] 
when! VtXJ FiRSr„-><ONS SO ATTRACTIV!, 
ARRIVED' ^
you WONT FOR6BT 




Not, it’s not because of an injury 
got from a horse. When I was 
getting started in pictures, I used 
to take horse falls for $15 a fall 
and I never had a scratch.
“But I did a lot of skiing after 
the war, and that’s what banged 
me up.”
REVEALS PLAN 
Newcomers might find profit in 
credo that might help explain 
Cooper’s amazing three decades 
as a star: “I always made It a 
point to do at least one western 
every two years. In years when I 
did four pictures, usually one of 
them would be a western."
Doing his last three outdoor 
epics in a row was more or less 
an accident, he said. But he ad­
mitted that his two previous 
films were not entirely success­
ful. His analysis:
Love in the afternoon— ‘It did 
great in Eruope and well in the 
big cities here, but not so well 
in the smaller towns. In Sabrina 
with Humphrey Bogart, Audrey 
Hepburn started as a young girl 
and matured. But in our picture 
she started as 17 and ended as 
17. And I don’t look any older 
than 90 but seldom younger than 
85.”
10 North Frederick—"The script 
was good, but they made it too 
cheaply. They just threw up sets 
and shot it  fast in black and 
white. They should have gone to 
a real town and given it quality 
and color."
B L O N D lE -rM  B R IN G IN G  
T H E  B O S S  H O M E  FO R  
S U P P E R  T O N IG H T <̂ 1 7/
I’M  SO RRY. D E A R -W E  
M U S T  H A V E  A  B A D  
C O N N E C T IO N -1  C A N T ,  
HEAR VOU
I’LL B E T  IF  VO U  TO LD H E R  
S  VOU B O U G H T H E R  A  
V N E W  D R E S S  S H E ’D  









H E C K t KNO W  W HERE 1 
E V E R Y O N E  O 'H  
J A R S  O ’ P E N N I  
I S  L O C A T E D . '
r T H O R N B U S H E S  O V E R  E A C H  J A R / /
M\ )
Federal Bonds Drive 
Nets $6 Billion Total
WELL STOCKED
ST. M A R Y S ,  Ont. (CP) 
Downic township farmer David 
J. Worden has plenty to read. He 
acquired between 50,000 and 70,- 
000 books, the property of his 
father who ran a book.storo In 
Toronto. Mr. Worden plans to 
catalogue the volumes.
SAFETY STRIP
GLACE BAY, N. S. (CP)— 
Mayor Daniel MacDonald said 
the experiment of painting a 
crosswalk solid green, instead of 
the usual two white stripes, ap­
pears to have jiccn succe.Tsful at 
an intersection here.
OTTAWA (CP)—More than 90 
per cent of the outstanding vic­
tory Loan bonds—totalling $6,416,- 
000,000—were exchanged for Can­
ada Conversion Loan bonds, the 
finance department reported to­
day.
Preliminary figures, which the 
department said are subject to 
minor revisions, showed that $5,- 
803,000,000 worth of Second World 
War Victory bonds were con­
verted at Oct. 14.
Tlie Canada Conversion Loan, 
which provided bonds with longer 
terms nnd higher Interest rates 
than the victory issues, closed 
Sept. 15.
Late returns showed 90.4 per 
cent of the Victory issues were 
traded for Conversion Loans. This 
meant that $613,000,000—or 9.6 
per cent—in Victory Loan bonds 
were outstnrtdlng Oct. 14.
Five Victory Loan series, ex­
piring between 1959 and 1966, 
were Involved in the refinancing 
drive. The four conversion loan 
Issues mature between 1961 nnd 
1983, with interest rates of be­
tween three and 4Vi per cent.
MARINE ARTIST
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) — Ar­
thur de Sousa, well-known Portu­
guese artist, opened an exhibi­
tion here of wntcrcolor paintings 
of the Portuguese fishing fleet 




4 FOR TOMORROWRcstrictlvci planetary Influ enccs now warn aguln.'st iwsslble 
friction in family circles, lack of 
cooperation' with business nssocl- 
•tes. In all dealings, go out of 
your way to be tactful. Don’t 
tread on sensitive toes. And Do 
maintain your aepao of hunior.
F o i^  T H E  B IR T H D A Y
It tomorrow Is your blrlbdoy, 
your horoscope indicates that 
iho perltxl between early Decern' 
ber nnd the end of May will be 
highly propitious for alt ventures
NORTHWAY SF.RVliCE STATION 
Operated by Lloyd Brown nnd 
Scotty Tnnaka. SpeciaUzing In: 
Wheel Alignment! Wliccl 
Balancing, Motor Inme-Upa 
OriOS R n.m. r 10 p.m. DAILY 
Vomon Rd. M FIioim 8901
requiring initiative, Imagination 
and vigorous action. Natives of 
Scorpio, ns with Llbruns, will 
then bo in a planetary cycle 
which promises much in the way 
of Job nnd flimnclal progro.ss, but 
you will, of course, have to take 
ndvautago of all op))ortun|Uoa; 
also bo wtllliig to assume greater 
res|X)nslbiUUes.
Some good news Into in Dec­
ember should help you get olf to 
a good start iln 1959 nnd, from 
there on you should have smooth 
snlljng for several months, Per­
sonal relationships nio under 
good influences, but do be care­
ful of antagonizing otherr in 
March. Avoid cxtrnvoganco dur 
ny that same month, nnd look 
for n possible op|>ortunity to tra­
vel between next May and A:ig 
ust.
IA chlldl born on this day will 
be  endowed with great dotermln 
nllon nnd n keenly analytical 
I mind, but may be too exacting of
I others. ' ' '1 ' I ,
GREAT CITY
Bombay, Indlns largest city, 
had a population of 2,830,000 nt 
the 1951 con.su8.
' 'H ‘ '
v ' m .
. #) '  ’ I' < ti
©19MWalt Diewy Productions ' World Bights lUMrved
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/  NOPE I 1 AINT 
' LOOKER OUTSIDE 
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S U P E  A  H E A V Y  
F R O S T  L A S T  N IG H T  I
THIS 13 O NE TIM E I'M  NOT  
PAINTING M YSELF INTO 





Ht WHILE YOU WERE AWAY, PALE EVANS -  ̂
li ARRANSEP FOR MY OLD CIRCUS OUTFIT TO
PUT ON A BENEFIT SHOW FOR THE H O SPITA U /IM  








GUN IS CONSTANT COMPANION
Ix!bnnc«e opiwsitlon leader 
Sneb S a la m  takes  lime out for 
relaxation ns he chats with his 
vvifo in the beitrooin of their
home In Beirut. A tommy 
shares the co'ipio's bed—n sign 
of the Umca In tcnslun-flUcd 
Lebanon.
gun
I  K N B ' H  YOU WOULP/ ^ 
THAT'S WHY J TOLP PALE 
6HE COULP BORROW 
TR1G(5ER JUNIOR TO RIPE] 
IN THE POW PEK'PUFFT^  
PE R B Y /r  
HOPE 
you PONT 
M IN P !
NOT AT ALL, BERTHA? 6HE1U BE 
HARP TO BEAT PIPING THAT









SHE'S TRYiNO to  
Kill myapphtitb 
With TH O S E  
l e m o n  cooK ies-
..HOPINSI WONT 6TA«B A ^  









NICOSIA, Cyprus (neuters)—-A 
British soldier was killed and 
four others injured in ambustics
wounded when tbreo bombs were oven though the plnnO W8B Insldir
n Bonlcd-off urea whero LyprloU 
it.Vtj no rtccctm,
HOOP CHAMPfl o.
cnANB'tooi]:, », c. (CP) '-ay
In Cyprus today.
Tlio soldier died when hlfl cnrUlirowu nt their jeep in Fnma 
was blown up by n land mine nt gusta.
Aylos Nlcolaos In northeast Cyp- A\court of Inquiry \vn0[ 
rus. Ho Is the lOUi Brltlrh victim held today Into « bomb <r
of Cypriot terrorists since Brit-Motulny nt the f26.000.(K ,„ ,, ,  .  ■ .„ .
idn'rt Grcck-Tiirklsh partnership bomb^” base «t Alaollrl ln'iiKWlh-.YouthhdiN^^ Fcmio (ind Jftn-'' 
plan for the Island came Into west Cyprus, ‘ i whirled hulfr itwps foL,
opcrntinn Oct. 1. , , ! ri'on ihunaged n Crtn* 3VIi hours without Icltlilg thonl„
Another soldier In the car wna.borrn, jet bf/nriber, A time bomb touch the ground, In a cftnlesl w  
Injured, nnd the other Uirce were wus believed to hnVb been uacd,|lhl# soulhenstern D.U toidL 





Ambush, Quick Death M ark  
New Phase In M afia
•round 1800 to immediately after 
Ithe First World War. the Mafia 
.  . . , 1 1 * j  Iwas a tightly-knit society that to
A m id e s  and q iu k de.>th t o ^ U  purposes ruled Sicily, the 
mark a new u m he 1®)* Mediterranean’s biggest island.
By HOBACE CASTELL
PALERMO. Sicily IReuters)
THEY HAVE TWO MOTHERS
' Believed to be the world’* first 
.»leit-tube mammals, white mice 
^frolic in laboratory at London. 
•••Eng. When they were embryos. 
„the mice were removed from 
the body of a mouse that had 
•• been normally mated a few 
^'days before. The embryos 
' "were then placed In a chemical 
medium for two days, during
which they developed Into a 
more complex stage. The next 
step was to transfer the em­
bryos into the body of another 
recently mated mouse, from 
which they were bom. along 
with the mouse’s normal off­
spring. in a caesarian opera­
tion. Finally, the mice were 
reared by a second foster- 
mother.
Right-To-Work Issue 
In  Six Of 48 States
«. By GEORGE KITCHEN 
<- Canadian Prest Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (CP) — The 
'“ right to work” is an issue in 
fix  of the 48 states voting in the 
■Nov. 4 U.S. congressional elec- 
^ o n .
In each of the six states—Callf- 
^Omia, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, 
,4^1o and Washington — voters 
•wiU be asked, in addition to elect- 
ipg federal and state officials, to 
id e a t e  their approval or disap- 
•iproval of proposed state laws 
^hich would outlaw the union 
abq;> in the industrial field.
Their votes may decide the 
^hole national future of the con- 
Itroversial . right - to - work laws, 
•wrhich already are in effect in 18 
’gtates, most of them non-indus- 
, trial areas in the south and the 
‘•-west. Fresh support in the state 
THeld would be expected to trig- 
''ier a campaign for a federal 
rigl)t - to work statute and, 
‘eventually, an amendment to the 
Ignited States constitution.
The issue, ripening into one of 
'the hottest debates in the areas 
^concerned, is primarily a battle 
• between business and labor, with 
'both sides putting up campaign 
;*<imds.
-PRO AND CON
'•Z Right-to-work laws are simple— 
'• t  least on the surface. They pro- 
'l^bit unions and employers from 
entering into union shop agree- 
J^ents, under which all employ­
e e s  in a plant must join the rec­
ognized union within 30 or 60 days 
■'ind maintain their membership. 
In other words, the laws rule out 
union membership as a condition 
of employment, 
y Federal law permits the union 
shop, but it does allow the indi-
"T̂ — ------------ -̂----------------- ■
M ajority U.S. 
Tourists Make 
in itia l V is it
vidual states to ban it if they 
wish.
The laws have been haUed by 
management ns beneficial to both 
labor and Industry and denounced | 
by labor leaders as vicious and 
destructive. |
Their advocates claim they lead | 
to better relations between man-! 
agement and labor, less indus­
trial strife, steadier employment, 
stronger unions, greater state at­
traction for new industry an ' 
more security for employers, par 
ticularly small firms.
Foes are just as positive in as­
serting that the laws destroy un-; 
Ions or weaken them in their ef-1 
forts to obtain more benefits, en­
able non-union workers to enjoy 
the gains won by labor organiza­
tions, impair job security, prevent 
union organization and reduce 
worker income.
Right-to-work laws have been in 
effect in some states for as Ion' 
as a decade but the movement 
perhaps nourished by the disclo 
sures from the U.S. Senate in 
quiry into labor rackets, har 
gained momentum in r e c e n t  
months.
California and Ohio,  both 
heavily industrialized, are con 
sidered key battlegrounds in th-- 
campaign. If right-to-work wins in 
either state, it will break through , 
the fence that has confined it 
largely to agricultural states in 
the past. Big industrial states like 
Michigan might be next on the 
list.
Party politics Inevitably color 
the right-to-work issue. The Na­
tional C o u n c i l  for Industrial 
Peace, which is fighting enact­
ment of the laws, is heading by 
two leading Democrats — Mrs. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Her­
bert H. Lehman, former Demo­
cratic senator from New York.
Illustrating a Republican split 
on the issue, the council has sev­
eral Republicans on its executive 
board and has hired Fred Hall, 
former Republican governor of 
Kansas, to campaign against a 
right-to-work vote.
year history of Uie T taii.i, dreaded 
Sicilian undergrou vd organization.
Local leaders h a v e  turned 
against each other and are fight­
ing savagely for territorial su­
premacy.
Scores of people have died in 
the last two years—Mafia leaders, 
hired killers and innocent people 
who happened to witness a Mafia 
murder and were promptly si­
lenced.
The two most notable “wars” 
were in Palermo’s noisy fruit and 
vegetable market and in the fer­
tile grazing fields and twisting 
cobbled streets of Corleone, near 
the island capital.
LEVIES TITIIE
Nineteen people died in and 
around the fruit market in the 
struggle b e t w e e n  rival Mafia 
bands for undisputed leadership 
of the profitable protection racket.
The Mafia levies a tithe on all 
fruits an d  vegetables passing 
through the market. No stall own­
er dares to refuse to pay this 
"tax.” No licences for stalls, bars 
or stores can be obtained with­
out Mafia support.
Which of the two rival bands 
won the fruit market war is a 
mystery. Here, as elsewhere in 
Sicily, the iron rule is silence.
The Mafia’s motto is “An eye 
for an eye.” from its Incepfion
It levied “taxes” and dealt out 
justice. The Mafiosi were the real 
island police, and their leaders 
wielded great political influence.
On Mussolini’s orders in the late 
1920s, a brave and energetic pre­
fect, Cesare Mori, made the first 
determined effort to uproot the 
Mafia in Sicily. He rounded up 
hundreds of leaders. He held mass 
trials. Those he could not convict 
he expelled to remote Italian is­
lands for up to five years.
The Mafia struck back through 
its political friends and Mori was 
transferred from Sicily. After 
staying underground for a decade, 
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LOST WITH ALL HANDS
BUENOS AIRES (Reuters)— 
The Argentine naval tug Guarani, 
missing with its ^ m an  crew 
since Oct. 15. now is considered 
lost with all hands, the navy said 
today. The last message from the 
tug received a week ago said she 
was in a severe storm in the 
Drake Straits off the scnithem tip 
of South America.
REBELS TRAPFED
ALGIERS (Reuters) — Four 
hundred Nationalist insurgents to­
day were reported surrounded in 
the Saida-Berthelot area of west­
ern Algeria by French forces. 
The anti-rebel operations started 
last Wednesday.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
'I More than 81 per cent of Am­
erican tourists come to B.C. for 
file first time.
“ This figure was quoted by an 
Sfficial of the Washington State 
Perry system at the recent B.C. 
Travel Bureau convention at 
Sarrison Hot Springs. Fred Heat- 
lay tra^e board manager, who at- 
ijinded the convention said the 
official believed the majority of 
(jurists came as a result of word 
M-mouth recommendations by 
iMvious tourists who had enjoy­
ed their visit.
»Theso figures were arrived at 
Uy a survey sponsored by the 
ferry department at Seattle, 
in which 15,000 people were poll- 
cQ, he said.
UMr, Heatley also reported that 
10 resolutions were accepted by 
the'convention for submission to 
the various government agencies. 
These resolutions, he said dealt 
with a variety of subjects.
Pne of the resolutions receiv­
ing the approval of the conven­
tion was a request to discontinue 
the i compulsory star rating of 
motels, auto courts, resorts, etc 
It was felt that an optional rating 
system would be more satls- 
((actory, Mr. Hcatloy said, 
irtAnother submitted
lor the attention of the liquor 
control board asked for a “more 
mnllsUc outlook" regarding the
gesent liquor laws in the prov-co,
" JMr. Heatley commended the 
ohatrman of the convenUon, Ern­
est Evans, who Is also the dlrcc- 
^  of the B.C. Travel Bureau.
,, *‘The meeting was a tremen- 
Amu success,” he said, "and all 
deletfotes felt it had been really 
worth while.” .
i, Tho Kelowna Board of Trade 
WlU press for immediate action 
thr the department of highways 
to aUeviato tho present "danger- 
«Va condition” of Highway 
pjhrth of Kelowna.
 ̂At an executive meeting of tho 
tm ni, A. R- Pollard recommend­
ed that a letter be sent to tho 
highways department enquiring 
Sig to what could be done to tho 
toad, particulaily in the vlcin- 
Itw of Finn's Oimer. This area 
often referred to as ‘'suicide 
iMie,”
‘.Mr. Pollard felt action was 
necessary In light of tho num- 
lAV of serious accidents. The 
moat rOcent necldcnt occurred at 
ab̂ mt B)0 yards north, of Finn’a
t ner, when Kenneth Taylor of towns died after tho soulh- 
bmind esur which he was driving 
IMlad to negotiate the turn.
^  board member quoted an 
' tuM^olal report as stating thero 
hskt'lgHift I t  serious accidents in 
t&ts',- particular area in . recent
'U p  front is where 
I need protection’ 
Says DickShotto.
The versatile Argonaut back- 
fielder was talking about winter 
protection for hiacar.' ''Prestono" 
Brand is tho only nnti-fioezo that 
Rives mo complete protection up 
tront in tho cooling system of my 
car. Sure it protects ngoinst frost, 
foaming and clogging—but that’s 
not nil—not by a long shot,' said 
tho Big Four star. ' "Prestono” 
Anti-P’roozo with mngnotic film 
sUuM rust and corrosion, too,’
Dick has been well (Irilled in 
tho signals to call when, ho asks 
for anti-frooze. Only wi th 
“Preatono” Brand Anti-Freeze 
does ho got magnetic film which 
coats every rubber and metal sur­
face in a car’s cooling system. 
T h a t’s why ho in sists  on' 
‘'PrMtono” Anti-P'roozo, You do 
the same-and make sura tlmt’s 
what you get by looking for the 
distinrave Green TSg which 
he attached to your rodiator.
rmt-4
[ buy IT NOW
PRESTONE
BRAND ANTI.FREEZE
r 'Prt*twUi"l» a rtglitmd trade mark . NATIONSL CARBON COM'pANV•KKKIl U CM>t«
B E N N Y ' S  
B -A  BEK VICE  










Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy x 8 &̂ 
Only 81.00
No Fhone Orders Flease
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
MOTHERS
Now -  fo r only $1.99 a week you can own 
a M aytag Halo of Heat Dryer -  
less than you'd pay for diaper service
For the next 30  days -  Belgo Motors w ill make it easier for you to
Maytag than ever beforeown a
Now from Maytag—a helping hand for new mothers (and 
mother-to-be): Because a new baby brings lots of laundry 
and lots of bills, Belgo Motors has decided to make it extra 
easy for you to own a Maytag Halo of Heat Dryer —■ only 
$1.99 a week. And for little more than diaper service 
payments you can buy a Maytag Automatic Washer.
Maytag’s new drying prin­
ciple — a gentle oirole of 
heat surrounds olothes,
'■|(i y'
See thp,,c]tcliisiv,c new 
of "Maytag Heat
New Maytag Highlander Models
Designed especially for budget-conscious young families.
Dryer
Now dry clothes In 20 to 
35 minutes, safe as sun­
shine. Diapers dried in 
Maytag’s gcntld circle of 
hent cotnc out soft and 
fluffy. A special “Wabh ’n 
Wear” button removes 
wrinkles, saves ironing on 
all new casy-care baby 
clothes. Especially design­
ed to work with your wnn- 
ger washer, also.
See the new Maytag 
Automatic Washer with 
exclusive Lint-Filter 
Agitator
This new Maytag Inven­
tion removes lint, dis­
penses detergent, pumps 
suds through clothes auto­
matically. A Rinse Dispen­
ser softens rinse water 
nutomatically to get- out 
all soap ond soil. A Safety- 
Switch Lid protects you.
Maytag’s new Lint Filter 
fits right Inside the ^ ^
h
agitator. Take ndvantage\of tlii.s spAifcinil offer at Belgo Mollon.




2 4 9 - 9 5
ON THE BELCO HD. R.R. No. 5
”)•>
V s '̂'y■ ,
LAST A  DAYS
tIsS
T SAVE 2 3 .0 7
\vv«
Install Now at this Low Price!
H O M A R T  
Bath Ensemble
Fall Bathroom Sale is the 
time — and Simpsons- 
Sears is the place! Mod­
ernize that bathroom NOW 
while the price is really 
low! Just think of your 
present bathroom — then 
imagine a gleaming White 
bathroom like this gracing 
your home! We'll be glad 




' l l  9 . 8 8
112 Down, $9 Month
HERE'S WHAT 
YOU GET
•  5’ steel bath with gleaming 
white porcelain enamel finkh
•  White china wash basin, 
18” X 15” with handy ledge 
back
•  White vitreous heina wash­
down toilet and white contour 
moulded seat
•  Close-coupled tank w i t h  
chromed eaBy-to-flash handle
•  All the necessary drains, 
hcains, plugs and faucets
. S ' ^ u r M i r J
luvma
3







Mirror door is almost 18” 
tall! All-metal construc­
tion with ample storage 
space inside.
19.95Reg. 23.95.Now Only .
In shining chrome! Tum­
bler, toothbrush and paper 
holders. 2 soap dishes, 2 
towel bars, robe hook.
W e'll Help You Plan 
Your Bathroom
Ask our consultant to help! He’ll 
gladly advise and assist in any 
possiWe way, either at the store 
or in the comfort and conveni­
ence of your own home! 
Remember — HOMART features 
and prices are exclusive to 
Simpsons-Searsi
i ’l
HERt'S POWtR.fOR EVERY CAR!
A U S T A T E BATTERIES
PHONE 6037
ALLSTATE batteries have longer 
guarantees yet cost much less than 
competitive brands of comparable 
quality. Why pay more than you have 
to?
Allstate " 1 5 "
6-Volt Group I
'*And Your Old Battery
ALLSTATE "15” — guaranteed 15 
months I 6-volt Group I battery with your 
old battery, 1 1  OO
only  ............................ .............  I 1 .0 0
l^VOLT (Group 2SM) with old
battery ....................    17.88
ALLSTATE "30”—guaranteed 30 months. 
Group I 6-volt with 1 >1 DO
old battery . . . . . .  .................  1 4 .0 0
12-VOLT (Group 2SM)
with old battery ................   10.88
ALLSTATE "50’’—guaranteed 50 months. 
Our most powerful 1 0-volt only. Group I 
battery 1 ft DQ
with your old battery . 10 . 0 0
BATTERY BOOSTER CABLES-conncct 
to your battery and “live’’ /t oiA
battery. 8 ft. Set ................   4 ,'ilO
BATTERY BOOSTER ~  prowarms your 
battery, |  i j  am
uses homo current ........ . • • >OO
Blmpsons-Senra Auto Aooesso|leB Dept. 28
1
Per m an en t
A nf$»K int ^





Made with finest quall^ 
Canadian cthylenc-glycoil 
Has Improved rust inhibi­
tors, Bo safe. Buy some 
today, FHEEI 25c tin of 












ON OUR EASY 
PAYMENT PIAN
SATISFAQION OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
PHONE 3805
' 'j I 1‘!i|
BERTRAM and BERNARD
